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Preface 

As an interactive intelligent system, recommender systems are developed to give recommendations that 

match users’ preferences. Since the emergence of recommender systems, a large majority of research 

focuses on objective accuracy criteria and less attention has been paid to how users interact with the 

system and the efficacy of interface designs from users’ perspectives. The field has reached a point where 

it is ready to look beyond algorithms, into users’ interactions, decision making processes, and overall 

experience. This workshop will focus on the aspect of integrating different theories of human decision 

making into the construction of recommender systems. It will focus particularly on the impact of 

interfaces on decision support and overall satisfaction. 

The aim of the workshop is to bring together researchers and practitioners around the topics of designing 

and evaluating novel intelligent interfaces for recommender systems in order to: (1) share research and 

techniques, including new design technologies and evaluation methodologies (2) identify next key 

challenges in the area, and (3) identify emerging topics. 

This workshop aims at establishing an interdisciplinary community with a focus on the interface design 

issues for recommender systems and promoting the collaboration opportunities between researchers and 

practitioners. 

The workshop consists of a mix of nine presentations of papers in which results of ongoing research as 

reported in these proceedings are presented and one invited talk by Bart P. Knijnenburg on “User-Tailored 

Privacy for Interactive Recommender Systems”. The workshop is closed by a final discussion session. 

We thank all PC members, our keynote speakers, as well as authors of accepted papers for making IntRS 

2016 possible. We hope you will enjoy the workshop! 

Peter Brusilovsky, Alexander Felfernig, Pasquale Lops, John O’Donovan, Giovanni Semeraro,  

Nava Tintarev, Martijn C. Willemsen 

September 2016 
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Abstract 
 

Privacy issues are an undying obstacle to the adoption of recommender systems, because 
recommender systems critically rely on their users to disclose information about themselves. While 
there exist several technical solutions to reduce the exposure of such personal information (e.g. 
client-side personalization, homomorphic encryption, k-anonymity), the concept of privacy is an 
inherently human attitude associated with the collection, distribution and use of disclosed data, 
and this disclosure itself is also a human behavior.  
 
This talk discusses one particular human-centric solution to reduce users’ privacy concerns in 
using recommender systems: User-Tailored Privacy. User-Tailored Privacy is an approach to 
privacy that measures users’ privacy-related characteristics and behaviors, uses this as input to 
model their privacy preferences, and then provides them with adaptive privacy decision support. 
In effect, it takes the decision-supporting functionality of recommender systems, and applies it to 
users’ privacy decisions. 
 
The talk will revolve around the implementation and evaluation of User-Tailored Privacy in an 
interactive, demographics-based recommender system that gives healthy living advice. This 
system personalizes its recommendations based on the answer to a broad array of questions that 
range from innocuous (e.g. age, gender) to very sensitive (e.g. religion, sexual activity, household 
income, and savings). The system asks these questions in a sequential order, and recommendations 
are adapted to the user’s answers on the fly. User-Tailored Privacy is implemented in the form of 
adaptive request orders that prioritize questions that are likely to benefit the recommender, but 
skips questions that the user is likely to deem too sensitive to answer. I will present the outcomes 
of a user experiment with 672 participants that tested several means of ordering the 
recommendations. 
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Investigating Mere-Presence Effects of Recommendations
on the Consumer Choice Process

Sören Köcher, Dietmar Jannach, Michael Jugovac, and Hartmut H. Holzmüller
TU Dortmund University, Germany

firstname.lastname@tu-dortmund.de

ABSTRACT
In various application domains, recommender systems explic-
itly or implicitly act as virtual advice givers. They are not
only used to filter large item sets or point users to unknown
but relevant items, their recommendations can also help users
to make a decision given a limited choice set. Such a system
is usually considered effective if the users adopt the recom-
mendations because, for example, the system’s suggestions
match their preferences or because they generally trust in
the system’s benevolence and competence.

With this work we aim to further explore the persuasive
potential of automated recommendations. Our specific goal
was to investigate whether the mere presence of a recommen-
dation has effects on the user’s choice process. We conducted
two online studies in which participants received either no
recommendation or a random recommendation for a given
decision scenario. The obtained results showed that the pure
existence of recommendations can, depending on the decision
scenario, make users more confident in their choices and re-
duce choice difficulty. Furthermore, we observed that in both
studies even random recommendations led to an anchoring
effect as the participants’ choices were measurably biased by
the characteristics of the recommended item.

Keywords
Consumer Choice Behavior, Persuasiveness, Anchoring

1. INTRODUCTION
Recommender systems (RS) can serve different purposes

for their users. They, for example, help users to locate rele-
vant items within large item collections or support them in
discovering additional items of interest outside their typical
preference patterns. A somewhat less explored role of recom-
menders is their capability of serving as virtual advice givers
in scenarios where users make decisions given a limited set
of choices.

Such systems are often more interactive and can implement
a number of persuasive cues to increase the users’ confidence
in their decision. Additionally, providers can employ the
persuasive potential of such systems to “convince” users to
choose a certain recommended option, e.g., by providing
appropriate explanations or by helping them understand the
relevant decision factors [7, 11, 19].

Previous works on this topic focus, for example, on analyz-
ing the influence of specific decision-support functionalities,

IntRS 2016, September 16, 2016, Boston, MA, USA.
Copyright remains with the authors and/or original copyright holders.

like explanations, on persuasiveness [8, 10]. In contrast, our
work aims to examine if the mere presence of an arbitrary
advice or recommendation has an effect on the user’s decision
making process. There are different reasons why we conjec-
ture that such effects might exist: Recommender systems are
omnipresent today and users might generally assume that
such systems are benevolent and competent [12]. As a result,
they might consider the recommendations in some form dur-
ing their decision making process. If users are, in contrast,
skeptical, the recommended items could at least serve as
reference points when comparing the options. Finally, the
recommended items could serve as anchors [17], which bias
the users’ decisions.

To investigate the existence of such effects, we conducted
user studies in which the participants had to make purchase
decisions on fictitious e-commerce shops. One participant
group received one randomly chosen element from the choice
set as a recommendation; the other group received no recom-
mendation at all. We decided to rely on random recommen-
dations in our studies as this allows us to rule out potential
effects related to the (perceived) quality of the recommenda-
tions themselves. Besides the question if a randomly chosen
recommendation can represent an anchor and bias the final
user decisions, our expectation was that the mere presence of
recommendations has a positive effect on choice confidence,
e.g., because the users are given a reference point for their de-
cision. Higher choice confidence might lead to higher choice
satisfaction, which in turn is supposed to increase the users’
intention to actually make a purchase [16].

In summary, our research questions are as follows:

• RQ1: To what extent has the mere presence of a recom-
mendation an effect on the customer’s decision process?

• RQ2: Can the characteristics of a recommendation serve
as an anchor for decision making?

2. STUDY DESIGN
Research Model. Figure 1 shows our research model. The

independent variables are the presence of a recommendation
(RS) and the user’s domain expertise (Dom. Exp.). We
include the latter variable assuming that expertise may have
an impact on the users’ decision confidence (Dec. Conf.). We
include choice difficulty (Ch. Difficulty) as a construct as
we hypothesize that users – utilizing the recommendation
as reference point – might focus on a subset of the items as
choice set. In turn, lower choice difficulty should also lead to
higher decision confidence. We measure choice difficulty with
indicators variables that assess the degree to which making
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Figure 1: Research Model

the decision was perceived as (emotionally) challenging1.
Finally, both decision confidence and choice difficulty are
assumed to impact the users’ decision satisfaction (Dec. Sat.).

Study Environment and Procedure. We created fictitious
online shops for two different domains: backpacks (Study
A) and hotels (Study B). In both studies, the scenario for
the participants was that they were searching for an item to
purchase, and we asked them to select one of the available
items on the online site. The choice set sizes were 18 (back-
packs) and 24 (hotels), respectively. In each case, additional
item information was provided. We presented the weight,
dimensions, volume, and price of the backpacks and the star
category, community rating, distance to the city center and
the price for the hotels. Half of the participants of each study
received one randomly selected item as a recommendation,
which was clearly marked as being a recommendation as
sketched in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Fragment of the Fictitious Online Shop.
Not all items are shown in the screen capture.

We recruited 164 and 239 participants for Study A and
Study B, by distributing the URL of the online shop via
email and on social network groups. The average age of the
respondents was about 22 for both groups; more than two
thirds were female participants. When accessing the website,
the participants read the scenario and task description, were
instructed to selected one of the options, and answered a
post-task questionnaire. The participants were randomly
assigned to the treatment groups.

3. RESULTS
The recommended item was actually chosen by 6.7 % of

the participants of Study A, and by 3.8 % in Study B. These
numbers roughly correspond to the theoretical chance that
the recommended item was indeed the preferred option for a

1The questionnaire items can be found at http://ls13-www.
cs.tu-dortmund.de/homepage/intrs13q.

user. Simply displaying a random recommendation therefore
did not persuade users to adopt the recommendations.

3.1 Structural Equation Modeling Results
We used Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) as an anal-

ysis instrument to detect relationships between the variables
of our research model from Figure 1. Specifically, we used the
PLS-SEM method, which is particularly recommended for
this type of exploratory research for which no strong theory
exists yet [9]. All constructs except the recommendation
condition are measured with multiple questionnaire items.

3.1.1 Model Validity and Reliability
We applied different validity and reliability tests to our

models and excluded indicators that were not reliably measur-
ing a construct [9]. To check for internal consistency of the
constructs, we measured composite reliability and Cronbach’s
alpha of our final model. The composite reliability values
in both studies range from 0.88 to 0.95; Cronbach’s alpha
was between 0.79 and 0.93, i.e., all values were above the
suggested minimum threshold of 0.7. To check for convergent
validity, we calculated the AVE (Average Variance Extracted)
value. The minimum AVE value across both studies was 0.68,
which is again above the minimum threshold of 0.5. Finally,
we verified discriminant validity by checking (a) that all cross
loadings were smaller than the respective outer loadings and
(b) that no squared variable correlations exceeded the AVE
values of the respective constructs.

3.1.2 Observed Effects
In SEM models, path coefficients (β), which range from
−1 and +1, express the strength of the relationships between
two variables. The empirical t-values obtained through boot-
strapping help us assess statistical significance. According
to the literature [9], t-values above 1.96 indicate significance
at the 5 % level, values above 2.57 at the 1 % level.

The middle columns of Table 1 show the β-values and
t-values for the backpack study. The results confirm the
hypothesized effects of the presence of a recommender on
decision confidence and choice difficulty, which in turn both
affect decision satisfaction. The main insight of this study is
therefore that the mere existence of a random recommenda-
tion can (a) have a positive, statistically significant effect on
the user’s decision confidence and (b) lead to lower choice
difficulty for users. This finding is relevant in practice as
lower choice difficulty contributes to higher decision confi-
dence (β = −0.228) and decision satisfaction (β = −0.322).
Likewise, decision confidence is strongly tied with decision
satisfaction (β = 0.608).

Table 1: SEM Results

Backpacks Hotels

Path β t β t

RS → Dec. Conf. 0.15* 1.97 0.08n.s. 1.31

RS → Ch. Difficulty −0.17* 2.28 −0.04n.s. 0.63

Dom. Exp. → Dec. Conf. 0.02n.s. 0.22 0.09n.s. 1.32

Dom. Exp.×RS → Dec. Conf. 0.10n.s. 0.84 0.05n.s. 0.72

Ch. Difficulty → Dec. Conf. −0.23** 2.79 −0.37** 6.72

Ch. Difficulty → Dec. Sat. −0.32** 5.97 −0.06n.s. 1.23

Dec. Conf. → Dec. Sat. 0.61** 11.59 0.67** 16.55

Notes: β = Path coefficient with corresponding t-value, **p < .01,
*p < .05, n.s.= not significant.
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The right-most columns of Table 1 show the results for
the hotels. The obtained path coefficients indicate similar
trends but the effects did not reach significant levels in this
scenario. This suggests that the hypothesized effects depend
on specifics of the domain or the decision scenario.

In both scenarios, the expertise of the users – in contrast to
our expectations – had no measurable direct or moderating
effect on decision confidence. This indicates that the observed
mere-presence effects in the backpack domain applied equally
to both experienced and less-experienced participants.

Overall, the results indicate that the mere presence of
recommendations can measurably impact the user’s decision
process in terms of decision confidence and choice difficulty.
However, while these effects were significant in the backpack
domain, they did not reach significance in the hotel domain.
Further research is therefore required to understand which
factors cause these differences. One explanation could be that
comparing item characteristics might be inherently easier
in one of the domains. In fact, an analysis of the construct
values related to choice difficulty revealed that choosing an
item was considered significantly (p < 0.05) more difficult in
the backpack domain, which could, e.g., be due to domain-
specific trade-offs, such as the backpack’s weight vs. its
volume. This suggests that the presence of a recommender
has more effects when the choice situation is more difficult.
Another possible factor contributing to the perceived choice
difficulty can be the size of the choice set [4]. In our studies,
the choice set size was larger for the hotels than for the
backpack domain. Nonetheless, the decision difficulty was
perceived to be higher for the backpacks as mentioned above.

3.2 Analysis of Anchoring Effects
Besides the question to what extent a recommendation

influences the decision making process, we aimed to investi-
gate if the recommendations also had an effect on the actual
choices of the participants. We have already mentioned above
that participants did not blindly adopt the random recom-
mendations. However, we hypothesize that the participants
could (unconsciously) be biased in their final choice by the
presented recommendation, i.e., that the recommendation
served as an anchor for their decision. Specifically, we assume
that participants select options that have similar features
compared to the recommendation. To our knowledge, the
existence of attribute-level anchoring effects has not been
explored in the recommender systems literature so far.

Technically, we performed several univariate regression
analyses to quantify to what extent the attributes of the
chosen items were dependent on the features of the recom-
mended item. Furthermore, as a simpler form of analysis, we
calculated the correlations between the attribute values. The
results of these analyses are shown in Table 2 and clearly
show the existence of anchoring effects for both scenarios.

In the backpack domain, all features of the finally chosen
item, i.e., weight, volume, and price, were positively and
statistically significantly related to the recommended item.
All correlation values (ρ) were also positive and significant at
p < 0.05. Similar effects were observed for the hotel domain.
On average, participants chose items that were similar to the
recommended item in terms of the distance to the city center,
the community rating, and the price. No anchoring effect
was, however, observed for the star category in this domain.
A possible explanation for this phenomenon could lie in the
comparably coarse grained scale of the star category and that

Table 2: Result of the Anchoring Analyses

Backpack Scenario β t ρ

Weight 0.257* 2.573 0.278*

Volume 0.146* 2.127 0.233*

Price 0.178* 2.224 0.243*

Hotel Scenario β t ρ

Hotel Category 0.028n.s. 0.381 0.035n.s.

Distance from City Center 0.333** 3.763 0.327**

Recommendation Rate 0.299** 3.762 0.327**

Price per Night 0.202** 3.106 0.275**

Notes: β = Regression coefficient with corresponding t-value, ρ =

Correlation coefficient, **p < .01, *p < .05, n.s.= not significant.

the participants might have already had a comparably strong
mindset before the experiment regarding the star category
of hotels they would possibly book.

To illustrate the strength of these effects, we looked at
the item attributes and created different subsamples of the
data (e.g., light vs. heavy backpacks). For example, when
the system recommended a light backpack with a weight
between 1.7 and 2.8 kilograms, the average weight of the
chosen backpack was at 2.26 kilogram. When the weight of
the “anchor” was higher and between 2.9 and 4.0 kilograms,
the average weight of the selected backpacks went up by 13 %
to 2.60 kilogram. Similar effect strengths were observed for
other item features, which we find remarkable, given that
the recommendations were randomly selected.

In an additional analysis we tested if domain expertise
had an impact on the strength of the anchoring effect and
incorporated these aspects into our regression models. We
could, however, not observe any statistically significant main
or interaction effects, which suggests that both novice and
expert users seem to be equally susceptible to anchoring
effects.

3.3 Research Limitations
Our research is mostly based on responses from students of

our university. While the group is homogeneous and students
are potential customers in both tested domains, we cannot
state with certainty that the findings are representative for
other societal groups. Furthermore, the participants did not
actually make a purchase in the end, and our scenario was
purely fictitious. On the other hand, as the participation was
voluntary, no strong motivators exist for the participants to
act dishonestly during the study.

4. PREVIOUS WORKS
Anchoring effects, as observed in both of our studies, were

first discussed in the 1970s in the context of research on
human judgment under uncertainty [17]. Anchoring means
that people derive their final judgments or estimations for
a given task using a heuristic that consists of adjusting a
(possibly even arbitrary) initial value. Anchoring effects have
been researched in different estimation and decision scenarios
and, in particular in the Marketing literature, in purchase
decision contexts, e.g., [13, 15], and [18].

In the RS literature only few works on anchoring effects
exist. To what extent displaying predicted ratings for un-
familiar items influences the ratings assigned by users is
discussed in [2] and [5]; how recommendations can impact
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the users’ willingness-to-pay is furthermore discussed in [1].
Anchoring effects on the item feature level, as reported in
our work, have to our knowledge not yet been investigated.

In a broader context, anchoring effects can be seen as
one of several possible approaches to implement persuasive
recommender systems [19]. System-provided explanations are
probably the most prominent approach in the RS literature to
convince users to adopt a recommendation or make a certain
choice, see, e.g., [8, 10]. Another approach to persuasion
is to engage the user in the choice process, e.g., using an
interactive product advisor, with the goal to promote certain
items [20]. Finally, more deceptive means of persuasion
include the manipulation of the recommendation list with
the intent to exploit psychological phenomena like decoy
effects [6].

In contrast to these works, our studies indicate that the
mere presence of random recommendations can have a per-
suasive and biasing effect. More research is however required
to understand the underlying reasons of these effects. Past re-
search showed that users see (personalized) recommendations
as a decision aid that can reduce the perceived effort and
choice overload [3, 14]. The fact that even random recommen-
dations are effective can have different reasons, for example,
because users generally trust that such systems are benevo-
lent and competent [12]. As an effect, users might feel safer
with their choices when they are close to a recommended
option.

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Our work suggests that the mere presence of random rec-

ommendations can measurably affect the choice processes
of users. In both studies reported in this paper we could
observe anchoring effects on the attribute level, i.e., the
participants exhibited a tendency to select items that had
similar characteristics compared to the recommended refer-
ence item. In one of the tested domains, the presence of
the recommender furthermore led to lower perceived choice
difficulty and higher choice confidence.

Overall, our work therefore contributes additional evidence
of the persuasive capabilities of recommender systems and
their potential as decision-making aids. In terms of practical
implications, the observed anchoring effects emphasize that
recommenders can be valuable instruments for providers to
guide the customer choice toward a desired direction. Since
not all effects could be observed in both studies, more work is
required to understand the underlying factors that determine
the effective persuasiveness of recommendations in different
scenarios.
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ABSTRACT
Voting Advice Applications (VAAs) are Web tools that in-
form citizens about the political stances of parties (and/or
candidates) that participate in upcoming elections. The tra-
ditional process that they follow is to call the users and
the parties to state their position in a set of policy state-
ments, usually grouped into meaningful categories (e.g., ex-
ternal policy, economy, society, etc). Having the aforemen-
tioned information, VAA can provide recommendation to
users regarding the proximity/distance that a user has to
each participating party. A social recommendation approach
of VAAs (so-called SVAAs) calculates the closeness between
each party’s devoted users and the current user and ranks
parties according the estimated ‘party users’ - user similar-
ity. In our paper we stand on this approach and we assume
that ‘typical’ voters of particular parties can be character-
ized by answer patterns (sequences of choices for all policy
statements included in the VAA) and that the answer choice
in each policy statement can be ‘predicted’ from previous
answer choices. Thus, we resort to Hidden Markov Models
(HMMs), which are proved to be effective machine learning
tools for sequential and correlated data. Based on the prin-
ciples of collaborative filtering we try to model ‘party users’
using HMMs and then exploit these models to recommend
each VAA user the party whose model best fits their answer
pattern. For our experiments we use three datasets based
on the 2014 elections to the European Parliament1.

CCS Concepts
•Computing methodologies → Machine learning;

Keywords
Hidden Markov Models; Voting Advice Applications; collab-
orative filtering; expectation maximization; recommender
systems

1http://www.euvox2014.eu/
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1. INTRODUCTION
Citizens, partly because of their lack of knowledge on the

political issues, tend to avoid the democratic decision mak-
ing process contributing in low voter turnout that affects
the most advanced democracies. Ladner and Pianzola [18]
specifically mentioned Switzerland, where the voter turnout
does not exceed 50% by 1975. E-democracy tools and ser-
vices can be used to inform people about the political stances
of the parties (and/or candidates) who take part in the up-
coming elections, aiming at increasing citizen participation
and promoting direct involvement in political activities [22].
Voting Advice Applications (VAAs) are specifically designed
e-democracy tools that further serve this purpose [17, 26].
They have been applied to facilitate citizens’ decision mak-
ing process by matching their political stances with those of
parties and/or candidates. Findings have shown that VAAs’
recommendations affect the decision making process of a sig-
nificant part of voters, especially those who are undecided or
belong to specific categories, such as people under 34 years
old and/or first time voters [9, 26].

Recommender Systems (RSs) are software tools and tech-
niques, which recommend products or services to users, in
an effort to help them decide what they really need from
the sheer volume of data that many modern online applica-
tions manage [14, 24]. Although the recommender systems
are strongly affiliated with the field of e-marketing, several
other application areas were also emerged. Recently, sev-
eral researchers used recommender systems for e-elections
in e-government to inform citizens about candidates and
enhance their participation in democratic processes [7, 28],
while Katakis et al. [15] introduced SVAAs (Social Voting
Advice Applications), an extended form of VAAs that is
based on the principles of collaborative filtering.

VAAs ask users and parties to fill a specific questionnaire
that contains a number of policy statements, which are se-
lected according to issues that concern the nation in time
of elections and represent important political, economic and
social issues [15, 19]. Figure 1 shows an example of such
a policy statement along with the set of possible answers a
user can select. The recommendation process that a VAA
traditionally follows contains two main steps: first, it calcu-
lates the similarity scores utilizing the user’s and the par-
ties’ and/or candidates’ answers in the policy statements
and then, the VAA ranks the parties according to party-
user ‘similarity’. Figure 2 presents an example taken from
the German VAA of the elections to the European parlia-
ment in 2014.

Researchers from different research fields deal with many
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Figure 1: A question that was included in EUVox
2014 along with the given set of answer options.

aspects of VAAs [25]. Some of them investigate whether
VAAs urge citizens to vote and whether recommendations
made by these systems affect the final vote decision [9, 26].
Other researchers are interested in the design of VAAs deal-
ing with practical issues such as the derivation of optimal
party-user similarity estimation methods that accurately pre-
dict users’ voting intention [20, 21, 29]. We note here that
the estimation of similarity between users based on their
choices from a set of products is a core problem in Recom-
mender Systems as well.

Recently Katakis et al. [15] coined the term ‘Social VAAs’
(SVAAs) in an effort to describe VAAs, whose recommenda-
tion is based on the collaborative filtering philosophy that is
widely used in RSs [12, 13]. SVAAs in addition to parties’
answers to the policy statements, they also utilize models
that capture the behavior - in respect to the policy state-
ments - of each party voters. Thus, a social VAA has the
same policy questionnaire with the traditional VAA but also
party voters models created by estimating the joint probabil-
ity of answer patterns and vote intention of each user. Vote
intention is an opt in question which is included in VAAs as
one of the supplementary questions. An example of supple-
mentary questions included in VAAs is shown in Figure 3,
where the vote intention question is the second one.

In SVAAs users are classified into groups according to
their voting intention, i.e., party or candidate choice, and
then models are created for each party to ’show’ the com-
mon way, if any, in which party supporters fill the online
questionnaire producing their own answer pattern. Then,
the SVAA recommends new user with the party or the can-
didate whose users’ model matches better their answer pat-
terns. Figure 4 presents an example of the matching scores
presented to a user based on the SVAA philosophy. SVAAs
proved to make better voting predictions than the tradi-
tional matching schemes between users’ and parties’ pro-
files [1]. In addition, as recorded by users’ feedback through
the emoticons shown in the right part of Figures 2 and 4,
SVAA recommendation surpasses VAA recommendation in
terms of users satisfaction [6].

In order to tackle the recommendation problem of SVAAs,
machine learning techniques [2] can be used to indicate the
likelihood that a user belongs into a class, where each class

Figure 2: Party ranking based on party-user similar-
ity as computed in traditional VAAs (EUVox 2014,
Germany data).

Figure 3: The supplementary questions as they ap-
pear in EUVox 2014.

corresponds to a specific party. In essence, what is accom-
plished with machine learning is to model each party cord-
ing to its supporters’ answer patterns to policy statements.
Thus, if a user is classified into a party, it is more likely
this user has the same political positions with people who
are already classified to the same party. Katakis et al. [15]
resorted to clustering and classification approaches for gen-
erating vote advice in SVAAs and they showed that party
voter modeling based on data mining classifiers and Support
Vector Machines, achieve the best performance.

Tsapatsoulis and Mendez [30] dealt with building party
voter models for SVAAs based on the probability to vote
each one of parties participating in the German elections in
2013. They compared a Mahalanobis Classifier, a Weighted
Mahalanobis Classifier and function approximation approaches,
and they concluded that there is no much gain when using
the probability to vote instead of the vote intention. They
also noticed that non-linear party modeling techniques, such
as neural network based ones, outperform the linear meth-
ods like Mahalanobis.

Tsapatsoulis et al. [29] in an effort to provide practical
design guidelines for SVAAs dealt with the problem of find-
ing the minimum number of VAA users required to build
effective party’s voter models. They limited their analysis
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Figure 4: Party ranking based on matching scores
between party models and user’s answer pattern.

to the Mahalanobis Classifier for minimize the factors in-
fluencing their research questions. They found that, as the
number of parties modeled is increased the performance of
recommendation is decreased. In addition they showed that
effective party voter models can be built based on a rather
small number of user profiles.

In this work we adopt the social approach of VAAs and we
investigate the application of Hidden Markov Model (HMM)
classifiers for party-user similarity estimation in an effort
to improve the effectiveness of social vote recommendation.
HMM classifiers provide a way to apply machine learning to
data represented as a sequence of correlated observations [2].

In VAAs the order in which policy statements are dis-
played to users is not important; however, policy state-
ments are usually correlated and grouped into categories
(e.g., external policy, economy, society, etc). Thus, opting
from the various answer choices in each policy statement
is related with selections in previous and subsequent policy
statements. Given that the order of policy statements is
kept fixed within each VAA one can assume that (a) answer
patterns, that are sequences of choices for all policy state-
ments included in the VAA that characterize ‘typical’ voters
of particular parties can be found, and (b) the answer choice
in each policy statement can be ‘predicted’ from previous
answer choices. When users answer the questions, they are
incrementally producing a sequence of symbols. Whenever
a process includes a sequence of dependent observations,
HMM classifiers can be used to model input sequences as
generated by a parametric random process. This is our ba-
sic rationale for employing HMMs for obtaining similarity
matching between parties and users for SVAAs.

We assume that VAA users, who support the same party,
produce similar sequences of symbols, i.e., answer patterns.
Thus, HMM classifiers can be used to predict and identify
the ‘path’ that users, who support the same party, follow to
answer the online questionnaire, and to create simple and
compact models for each party, so as to be able to clas-
sify new users into the most probable party class. Although
there is enough evidence about the appropriateness of HMM
classifiers for SVAA recommendation, they have not been
applied so far. This is probably due to the fact that there
are simpler machine learning techniques that can be used in-
stead. However, we strongly believe that HMMs have an ad-

vantage compared to other machine learning methods: they
can capture the correlation between answers in different pol-
icy statements.

In short, the purpose of our paper is to introduce an SVAA
method for similarity matching between parties and users
based on HMMs and investigate its performance based on
the accuracy of predicting their voting intention. We show
that, even if the order in which the questions are answered
in a VAA does not really matter, the HMM classifier per-
forms quite well in estimating vote intention of unseen users.
Nevertheless, the HMMs’ performance relies on the smooth
distribution of samples per party and on the consistency
between the answers of the users, who are classified as be-
longing to these parties. Therefore in the cases where these
conditions are not met, the results may not be satisfactory;
in such case datasets used for training should be cleaned
using outlier and/or rogue detection techniques [5].

To the best of our knowledge this is the first time HMMs
are used to compute party-user similarity either in VAAs
or in SVAAs. For our experiments we use three datasets
derived from EUVox 2014. EUVox is an online application
that was sponsored by the Open Society Initiative for Eu-
rope (European Elections 2014) and the Directorate-General
for Communication of the European Parliament (area of

internet-based activities/online media âĂŞ 2014). It pur-
pose was to help voters to have quick access to informa-
tion related to the political positions of the parties partici-
pated in the 2014 elections to the European Parliament (see
more information at http://www.euvox2014.eu/). The cho-
sen datasets differ in size, in the number of parties par-
ticipating in the elections and in the population’s distribu-
tion percentage among the various parties. An important,
possible, contribution to researchers belonging to the Rec-
ommender Systems community is that the corresponding
datasets, as well as many other VAA datasets, are freely
available through the Preference Matcher Website2. One of
the aims of the current work is to mobilize researchers of
RSs to investigate the performance of their techniques on
VAA data.

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The basic aim of a traditional VAA is to recommend par-

ties to users. In such a case there is a set of N users
X = { ~x1, ~x2, . . . , ~xN}, a set of U policy statements Q =
{q1, q2, . . . , qU}, and a set of D political parties or candi-
dates P = { ~p1, ~p2, . . . , ~pD}. Each user ~xj ∈ X and each
political party ~pi ∈ P , has answered each policy question
qk ∈ Q.

Based on their answers, every political party or user can
be represented in a vector space model:

~xj = {x(j,1), x(j.2), . . . , x(j,k), . . . , x(j,U)} (1)

~pi = {p(i,1), p(i,2), . . . , p(i,k), . . . , p(i,U)} (2)

where x(j,k), p(i,k) ∈ L are the answers of the j-th user
and i-th party, respectively, to the k-th question. The vec-
tors ~xj and ~pi are, usually, named user and party profiles
respectively.

A typical set of answers is a 6-point Likert scale: L ={1
(Completely disagree), 2 (Disagree), 3 (Neither agree nor

2http://www.preferencematcher.org/?page id=18
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disagree), 4 (Agree), 5 (Completely agree), 6 (No opinion)}.
In several cases, and in the majority of SVAA methods pro-
posed so far, the sixth point is not taken into consideration
since it does not correspond to a particular stance and is usu-
ally replaced with the third point, i.e., with ‘neither agree
nor disagree’. In this work we decided to keep the sixth
point as a distinct emission symbol (see also Section 3) in
order to avoid a common criticism by political scientists who
strongly argue about the difference between these two cate-
gories [3]. As a result the set L, in the context of this study,
becomes: L ={1,2,3,4,5,6}. Figure 1 shows an example of
the way the policy statements in the EUVox 2014 appear
and how the answer options are presented to VAA users.

The VAA recommendation task tries to approximate the
unknown relevance h(j, i) of user j to party i given the user’s
answers ~xj and then to suggest a ranking of political parties
based on user-party similarity. In machine learning terms,
the task is to approximate the hidden function h(j, i) with a

function ĥ : RU ×RU → R, where ĥ(~xj , ~pi) is the estimation
of the relevance of user j with political party i. Typically
ĥ(~x, ~p) ∈ [0, 1]. In each case, the top suggestion pjq for user
j should be:

pjq = argmax︸ ︷︷ ︸
i

(ĥ( ~xj , ~pi)) (3)

In many VAAs, the users are asked to answer a number of
supplementary questions in addition to the U policy state-
ments. One of these supplementary (opt in) questions is the
vote intention of user i.e., which party the user intends to
vote in the upcoming election. An example of the type of
supplementary questions and how they appear in the EUVox
2014 is shown in Figure 3.

The main idea behind the SVAA is to use the vote inten-
tion variable yj and model each party’s voters using statisti-
cal or machine learning approaches. Thus, for every party i
a model ~Mi is created using as training examples the subset
Ti of user profiles who expressed voting intention for party i,
that is Ti = [~xj |yj=i]. Then, these models can be exploited
to provide a recommendation based on collaborative filter-
ing [11] that takes advantage of a VAA’s voter community.
In this case the top recommendation pjq for user j is given
by:

pjq = argmax︸ ︷︷ ︸
i

(ĥ( ~xj , ~Mi)) (4)

In this work we use Hidden Markov Models to create the
party-voter models ~Mi (see Section 3). Thus, Eq. 4 be-
comes:

pjq = argmax︸ ︷︷ ︸
i

(ĥ(V j , λi)) (5)

where V j is the set of observations corresponding to user
profile ~xj and λi is the party-voters model for party i created
using HMM training. The solution of Eq. 5 is obtained with
the aid of Viterbi algorithm as usually happens in HMM
classifiers [2].

An HMM is a double stochastic process that models data
evolving in time. It is defined by a latent Markov chain,
which consists of a finite number of states, and a number of
observation probability distributions for each state. At each

discrete time instant, the system switches from one state to
another, while an observation is produced by the probability
distribution according to the current state [16]. In an HMM,
the states are not observable, i.e., they are ‘hidden’, but an
observation is generated as a probabilistic function of the
state, when the system visits the state [2].

An HMM is described by three parameters: λ = (A,B, π),
which can be estimated based on specialized Expectation
Maximization (EM) techniques, such as the Viterbi or the
Baum-Welch algorithm. The parameters are calculated through
several training iterations, by using the entire training data
set at each time, until an objective function is maximized.
To avoid knowledge corruption, the data should be storage
in memory and be trained from the start at each iteration,
a costly and time consuming process. Therefore in real life,
the datasets used for training HMMs are often small and
this might significantly reduce their performance since the
effectiveness of HMMs depend heavily on the availability of
a sufficient quantity of representative training data to cal-
culate the model parameters [16].

As already stated, in this work we try to optimize SVAA
recommendation with the aid of a Hidden Markov Model
classifier. This is, probably, the first time the HMMs are
used in SVAAs and one of the very few times used in Rec-
ommender System applications in general. A possible ex-
planation is the fact that within a VAA, and in many RSs,
the observations corresponding to user (answer) choices are
not time dependent. However, as we already mentioned, in
VAAs user answer choices can be considered as a sequence
of correlated observations while HMM states could corre-
spond to the set of permissible answer options (‘Completely
disagree’, ‘Disagree’, ‘Neither agree nor disagree’, ‘Agree’,
‘Completely agree’). Under these circumstances the HMMs
can be applied to VAA, as we have a sufficient number of
states and a fairly rich set of data.

3. METHODOLOGY
An HMM is characterized by [2]:

• A set of W discrete states S = S1, S2, S3, ..., SW , with
G = g1g2...gT to be the state sequence (i.e., if we have
gt = Si that means at time t the system is in state Si).

• A set of E observations V = v1, v2, v3, ..., vE , with
O = O1O2...OT to be the sequence of observations
corresponding to states G.

• A state transition matrix A, that shows the probability
of going from state Si to state Sj : A ≡ [aij ] where
aij ≡ P (gt+1 = Sj |gt = Si).

• An observation emission matrix B, that describes the
probability of observing ve in state Sj : B ≡ [bj(e)]
where bj(e) ≡ P (Ot = ve|gt = Sj).

• The probability distribution of being in the first state
of a sequence: π ≡ [πi] where πi ≡ P (g1 = Si).

In our implementation we consider HMMs with three states,
i.e., W = 3, S = {S1, S2, S3}, labeled as S1: ‘Negative’, S2:
‘Neutral’, and S3: ‘Positive’ corresponding to answer choices
S1: (Completely disagree, Disagree), S2: (Neither agree nor
disagree, I have no opinion), and S3: (Agree, Completely
agree) that could be given in the U policy statements of the
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VAA questionnaire. Furthermore, there are six possible ob-
servations V = {v1, v2, v3, v4, v5, v6}, where v1: ‘Completely
disagree’, v2: ‘Disagree’ v3: ‘Neither agree nor disagree’, v4:
‘I have no opinion’, v5: ‘Agree’, and v6: ‘Completely agree’.

Every state sequence G has length equal to the number of
policy statements, i.e., T = U = 30 while the mapping from
a user profile ~xj (see also Eq. 1) to an emission sequence
V j = {vj1, v

j
2, v

j
3, ..., v

j
E} is obtained as follows:

vjq = x(j,q) + |L| · (q − 1) (6)

where x(j,q) is the answer choice of user j to policy state-
ment q (q = 1, ..., E), L is the set of answer options (see
also Section 2) and |L| is its cardinality, i.e., the number of
answer options in the policy statements. Thus, in our case
|L| = 6.

As an example consider that a VAA user selected ‘Com-
pletely Disagree’ in the 1st policy statement; then, according
to Eq. 6 the recorded observation in the 1st place of the se-
quential answers of the voter would be: 1 + 6 ∗ (1− 1) = 1;
whereas if the answer choice in the 23rd policy statement
was ‘I agree’, then the observation 4 + 6 ∗ (23 − 1) = 136
would be registered in the 23rd place of the V j sequence.

An HMM is fully described by three parameters: λ =
(A,B, π). In the framework of this work we consider that
each party voters can be modeled by an HMM λi since the
way VAA users respond to the first policy statement differs
among supporters of different parties reflecting into different
πi, the same holds for any other policy statement reflecting
in different Bi, while the way answer choices are given in
two consecutive policy statements also varies among differ-
ent party supporters reflecting into different Ai.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.1 Datasets
As in the majority of VAA and SVAA methods, in this

work we set the performance criterion to be the accuracy
of predicting a user’s vote intention. This also aligns with
the approach followed in Recommender Systems where the
criterion is the accuracy of predicting users’ ratings. Thus,
we carried out experiments to measure the performance of
voting prediction by applying the HMM classifier on three
EUVox datasets derived from Denmark, Bulgaria and Czech
Republic. EUVox is an EU-wide voting advice application
that was utilized during the 2014 European Parliament elec-
tions. Its questionnaire consists of 30 policy statements and
it is based on European-wide issues, issues that are salient
for voters in a particular region, and country-specific issues.
The policy statements are clustered into three groups; to
those that refer to European Union issues, to those dealing
with economy, and to those related to societal issues.

The three datasets were chosen such as to differ in size.
The number of samples of the Bulgarian dataset is quite
small; approximately 2800 entries were correct and also con-
tained a voting intention answer. The Czech dataset is ap-
proximately 5 times larger than the Bulgarian while the
Danish dataset is the largest; it contains almost 4 times
more samples than the Czech dataset. In addition the num-
ber of parties participating in the elections varies among
the selected datasets while the same holds for the popula-
tion distribution among the various parties. The Danish
dataset is characterized by a rather smooth distribution of

samples per party which is not the case in the Bulgarian and
Czech datasets (see Figure 5). These differences helped us
to examine the behavior of HMMs when there is no sufficient
number of data points per party and when the number of
samples varies among parties.

In order to measure the performance of voting prediction
using HMMs, we took into consideration only the users who
expressed a voting intention for a specific party. Therefore,
the questionnaires of the users, who did not answer the sup-
plementary question on voting intention, or answered either
‘not decided yet’ or ‘I will not vote’ were exempted. In
all three datasets approximately 40% of the VAA users ex-
pressed voting intention for a specific party. The main char-
acteristics of the used datasets are summarized in Table 1.

4.2 Results and Discussion
Experiments were designed to investigate the performance

of social voting recommendation using HMMs for estimat-
ing party-user similarity. For the evaluation we divided
the users of dataset into a training and a test set [8]. A
HMM is built against the training set Tr = {(~xj , yj)|j =
1...Nl, yj 6= ∅} consisting of the profile vectors ~xj corre-
sponding to user answers to the online questionnaire along
with the user’s expressed vote intention yj . Evaluation of
the trained HMMs on unseen data was facilitated using the
test set Te = {(~xt, yt)|(~xt, yt) /∈ Tr, t = 1...Nt, yt 6= ∅} which
is a set of profiles and voting intention pairs (~xt, yt) not used
in the training set.

In order to perform our experiments we resorted to Mat-
lab’s HMM toolbox. This toolbox was built by Kevin Mur-
phy and it uses the Baum-Welch (BW) algorithm for esti-
mating the parameters of HMMs with discrete outputs [23].
We created an HMM λi = (Ai, Bi, πi), for every party in-
cluded in each one of the datasets. Thus, we ended up with
seven HMMs for the Danish and Bulgarian datasets and
ten models for the Czech dataset. After training the party
models using the training set Tr the test set Te was used to
classify unseen users, expressed through their profiles, into
the party in which the user most likely belongs to, i.e., the
user’s answer pattern most accurately fits i-th party’s model.
In the end, to examine the voting prediction performance of
HMMs, the real voting intention of each user in the testing
set was compared to the predicted voting intention, that is
the party id of the party in which they were classified. At the
end an overall score of how well the algorithm performed was
calculated using the Precision, Recall and F-measure scores
and then a total weighted average was estimated [29].

In Tables 2-4 we can see the results for each party of the
three datasets while Table 5 shows the total weighted av-
erages for Precision, Recall and F-measures, and the Mean
Average Precision (MAP) for each dataset. The aggregate
results of HMMs obtained in the Danish and Czech datasets
are better than the ones obtained in the Bulgarian dataset,
but without a marked difference. The HMM classifier achieved
a similar overall prediction performance for the Danish and
Czech datasets, with the former to be slightly better.

In the Danish dataset the smooth distribution of samples
per party (see Figure 5(a)) along with the homogeneity of
answer patterns among the supporters of the same party re-
flects in quite smooth performance across parties as it can
be seen in Table 2. However, the prediction performance
for the sixth party, which holds the majority of the users,
exceeds the performance of the others. The third and the
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Table 1: Datasets’ characteristics
# samples # samples in # samples in # parties

Dataset (Questionnaires) the training set the test set modeled
Danish 53284 31970 21314 7

Bulgarian 2755 1653 1102 7
Czech 15278 9167 6111 10

Figure 5: Distribution of samples per party in the training set for (a) Danish dataset, (b) Bulgarian dataset,
(c) Czech dataset

Table 2: HMMs performance per party in the Dan-
ish dataset

Party Id Recall Precision F-measure
1 0.2915 0.4925 0.3663
2 0.5103 0.4763 0.4927
3 0.7948 0.2014 0.3213
4 0.3955 0.5779 0.4696
5 0.1735 0.6101 0.2702
6 0.6132 0.7837 0.6880
7 0.5419 0.5483 0.5451

fifth parties have the same number of users and the smallest
distribution of samples in the training set. Consequently,
the HMMs for these parties achieved the worst performance
exhibiting high variance between recall and prediction which
reflected in low F-score. Even so, the results for the third
party were better than the results for the fifth party. This
shows that the users in the third party depict higher con-
sistency on their answers and thus the HMM for this party
was more effective compared to that of the fifth party.

The vote prediction performance of HMMs for the Czech
dataset, shown in Table 3, varies significantly among parties.
Once again the HMMs for the parties with the higher num-
ber of supporters, i.e., the tenth and fourth (see Figure 5(c))
give the best scores. The relatively low performance in vote
prediction for the supporters of small parties is mainly due
to insufficient number of samples. However, there are cases

Table 3: HMMs performance per party in the Czech
dataset

Party Id Recall Precision F-measure
1 0.4778 0.4687 0.4732
2 0.2597 0.3262 0.2892
3 0.5411 0.2970 0.3835
4 0.6953 0.5115 0.5894
5 0.2192 0.2874 0.2487
6 0.4246 0.1836 0.2563
7 0.2889 0.7027 0.4094
8 0.4941 0.5476 0.5194
9 0.2281 0.4171 0.2949
10 0.6980 0.7183 0.7080

of parties with fewer samples, such as the third and sixth,
whose HMMs performed better than parties with more sam-
ples such as the second, fifth and ninth party. By carefully
examining these cases in Table 3 we see that the low number
of samples reflects in unbalanced recall and precision scores,
which in turn lead to low F-scores. The poor performance
for the other parties is possibly due to the non-homogeneity
of user profiles which leads to low scores in both recall and
precision. Non-homogeneity within party supporters occurs
for various reasons, such as different political background
and different view for the various categories of policy state-
ments. For instance, the supporters of the same party might
have a common view on economy but totally different in EU
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Table 4: HMMs performance per party in the Bul-
garian dataset

Party Id Recall Precision F-measure
1 0.3426 0.5114 0.4103
2 0.2832 0.3478 0.3122
3 0.1316 0.3571 0.1923
4 0.6000 0.4636 0.5231
5 0.5706 0.6884 0.6240
6 0.3409 0.1786 0.2344
7 0.3333 0.0955 0.1485

policy issues. As we explain later in the Conclusion sec-
tion, within party clusters can be investigated separately by
modeling data from each specific cluster through a Gaus-
sian distribution and then generating mixture of Gaussians
taking into account the ratio of each source [4, 27]. It is
known that whenever the distributed data are asymmetric
and multi-modal, a mixture of Gaussians can be used to
model them [10].

The results for the Bulgarian dataset, shown in Table 4,
are more difficult to interpret. The HMM for the first party,
i.e., the one with the majority of supporters, achieved a
moderate performance, while the HMM for the fourth party,
which was trained on less than 100 samples, presents the
second best performance. Once more, the observation made
in previous datasets is confirmed: HMMs can be effectively
trained even with very small training samples when these
samples form a single cluster in the U-dimensional hyper-
space, where U is the number of policy statements. Never-
theless, if the number of samples is adequate but there is
no or low coherence between the profiles of party-supporters
then the results tend to be poor.

The overall performance of HMMs in predicting vote in-
tention in SVAAs is quite satisfactory as it can be seen in
Table 5. Thus, the use of HMMs, which make use of the
conditional probabilities of the VAA user answers, seems to
be working. This was expected since the policy statements
in VAA questionnaires are usually correlated and grouped
into categories representing specific political issues. There-
fore, answers to next policy statement can be ‘predicted’
from previous answers. Also the policy statements are an-
swered with a specific display order, from the first to last
one, and is kept constant for a specific VAA creating se-
quences of symbols; people who support the same party are
likely to create similar sequences, since they usually share
same political opinions. Thus, an HMM classifier, by uti-
lizing answer patterns of users supporting the same party,
is able to create simple and compact models that perform
quite well in terms of prediction scores.

By applying HMMs to VAAs we realized that HMM clas-
sifier performance is closest to Mahalanobis classifier behav-
ior in other VAAs, while it surpasses the performance of
other machine learning algorithms, which were applied in
the past to model user-party similarities (see Agathokleous
et al. [1], Katakis et al. [15], Tsapatsoulis and Mendez [30],
Tsapatsoulis et al. [29]). We noticed, however, that imper-
fect modeling happens either due to insufficient number of
samples of a party or because of the inconsistency among
users classified to the same party. Nevertheless, the non-
accurate results for small parties do not critically affect the
design of social recommendation, i.e., the overall vote inten-

Table 5: The aggregate results of HMMs
Dataset Recall Precision F-measure MAP
Danish 0.4747 0.5647 0.5158 0.6772
Bulgarian 0.4174 0.4933 0.4522 0.6246
Czech 0.4934 0.5062 0.4997 0.6683

tion predictions remains high, which is in agreement with
the results reported by Tsapatsoulis et al. [29].

5. CONCLUSION
In this work we use HMM classifier in order to improve

the effectiveness of social voting recommendation feature of
VAAs. We based on the idea that while the users are an-
swering the VAA policy statements they are incrementally
producing sequences of observations, i.e., answer patterns,
that might characterize ‘typical’ voters of particular parties.
Thus, the ability of HMMs to capture correlations in sym-
bol sequences would be beneficial. The performance of the
proposed technique was evaluated based on the well known
Recall, Precision and F-score metrics. We observed that,
even if the order in which policy statements are displayed
in VAAs does not actually matter, the HMMs perform very
well in estimating the vote intention of users taking into
account the intra-sequence correlations. This is not a sur-
prise as the SVAAs are based on party-voters models and
HMM classifier creates simple and compact models by uti-
lizing the ‘path’ that users of the same party create when
answering the online questionnaire. Also, the policy state-
ments in VAAs are grouped together according to the issue
category that they represent. The statements that refer on
the same subject are correlated and are answered similarly
by the users. Therefore, answering paths are depended and
next answers depend on previous answers of same category.
By finding the conditional probability in which a statement
is given according to category path already occurred, the
HMMs can effectively provide vote recommendation.

From our experiments we noticed that the prediction per-
formance of HMMs depends on the consistency between
the answers of the users in each party and the distribution
of samples per party. Parties with the majority of users
achieved the best performance in the Danish and Czech
datasets. In the case of Bulgarian dataset, the HMM for
the party with the highest percentage of samples presented
moderate results, while the HMM for the fourth party with
very few users (less than 100) achieved the second best per-
formance. This lead us to the observation that in some cases
the party-supporters profiles create a multi-modal clustering
in the policy statements hyperspace (due to different politi-
cal backgrounds and different views in the various categories
of policy statements). In such cases the use of mixture of
Gaussians [10] or different clustering techniques could be
beneficial. In the near future we plan to tackle this problem
by using per party and per category of policy statements
HMMs. Thus, a combination of HMMs for party-supporters
modeling will be pursued to account for the multi-modal
distribution of VAA user profiles within the same party.
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ABSTRACT 
Prior research has shown that online recommendations have 
significant influence on consumers’ preference ratings and their 
economic behavior. However, research has not examined the 
anchoring effects of aggregate user ratings, which are also 
commonly displayed in online retail settings. This research 
compares and contrasts the anchoring biases introduced by 
aggregate ratings on consumers’ preferences ratings to those 
produced by personalized recommendations. Through multiple 
laboratory experiments, we show that the user preferences can be 
affected (i.e., distorted) by the displayed average online user ratings 
in a similar manner as has been shown with personalized 
recommendations. We further compare the magnitude of anchoring 
biases by personalized recommendations and aggregate ratings. 
Our results show that when shown separately, aggregate ratings and 
personalized recommendations create similar effects on user 
preferences.  When shown together, there is no cumulative increase 
in the effect, and personalized recommendations tend to dominate 
the effect on user preferences.  We also test these effects using an 
alternative top-N presentation format. Our results here suggest that 
top-N lists may be an effective presentation solution that maintains 
key information provided by recommendations while reducing or 
eliminating decision biases. 

Keywords 
Recommender systems; personalized ratings; aggregate ratings; 
preference bias; anchoring effects; laboratory experiments. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Most recommender systems use user ratings for previously 
consumed items as inputs to the system’s computational techniques 
to estimate preferences for items that have not yet been consumed 
by the individual.  For example, Netflix users are asked to rate the 
movies they have watched on a 5-star scale (with 1 being the least 
liked and 5 the most liked).  The Netflix recommender system then 
analyzes patterns of users’ ratings to understand users’ personal 
interests and predict their preferences for unseen movies.  Many 
real-world recommender systems present these estimated user 
preferences in the form of system-predicted ratings to indicate 
expectations of how much the consumer will like items, serving as 
recommendations.  Here we use the term “recommendation” 
broadly to encompass any rating that is displayed to the user with 
the intention to convey some item “quality” information, including 
the ratings at the low end of the scale (such as the recommender 
system’s predictions that the user will dislike the item).  After users 
experience or consume the suggested item(s), they can submit their 
input in the form of item ratings back to the recommender system, 

which are used to analyze the system’s accuracy and improve future 
recommendations, completing a feedback loop that is central to a 
recommender systems’ use and value (Adomavicius et al. 2013).   

Recent studies show that interacting with online personalization 
and recommendation systems can have unintended effects on user 
preferences and economic behavior (Cosley et al. 2003; 
Adomavicius et al. 2012, 2013).  In particular, users’ self-reported 
judgments can be significantly distorted by the system’s 
predictions.  For example, Adomavicius et al. (2013) found 
evidence that a recommendation provided by an online system 
affects users’ ratings for products, even immediately following 
consumption.  Additionally, Adomavicius et al. (2012) found that 
personalized ratings displayed to users significantly swayed their 
willingness to pay for items in the direction of the system-displayed 
rating value.   

In addition to personalized ratings for products (representing 
estimated preferences of individual users), aggregate ratings for 
products (representing population-level preference consensus) are 
another important type of information on which users often rely to 
make their product purchase or consumption decisions.  While in 
both cases the information often is presented in an identical or 
nearly identical manner (e.g., as numeric scale values or star 
ratings), their underlying meanings are very different.  However, 
no prior research has systematically examined or compared the 
potential biases caused by information presented as aggregate 
information about other users’ evaluations vs. personalized 
preference predictions from a recommender system.  Therefore, we 
explore four issues related to the impact of aggregate vs. 
personalized ratings:  

(1) The bias issue: Are users’ self-reported preference ratings for 
products drawn toward the displayed aggregate values?  In 
other words, do preference biases that have been observed 
with personalized ratings extend to non-personalized, 
aggregate ratings? 

(2) The relative effect size issue: Observing which type of 
information results in a higher effect size: aggregate or 
personalized ratings?  

(3) The combination issue: What is the combined effect of 
providing both aggregate and personalized ratings, as 
compared to receiving one alone? 

For the fourth issue, we first note that, instead of displaying rating 
information as numeric values (e.g., personalized system-predicted 
ratings or mean aggregate ratings), sometimes systems use rating 
information to compile and display top-N item lists of “best” (or 
recommended) items.  As examples, many news websites 
recommend the top-10 articles to their readers based on their 
interests and browsing histories, and Amazon suggests lists of 
products that their customers might find interesting.  These 
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recommendations are merely displayed on the webpage as a list of 
items (either ranked or not-ranked) often with no underlying rating 
values.  Studying this type of presentation format provides a 
robustness check on the biasing effects of personalized and 
aggregate ratings. 

(4) The presentation format issue: Are users’ self-reported 
preference ratings for products still influenced by the 
displayed information, when the aggregate and personalized 
ratings are used to produce the recommendations as a list of 
the top-N items but without displaying explicit numeric rating 
values?  

We conducted three controlled laboratory experiments, in which 
the recommendations based on aggregate and/or personalized 
ratings presented to participants were manipulated to answer the 
aforementioned research questions.  In all studies, participants were 
asked to read a number of jokes, reporting their preference rating 
immediately after reading each joke.  

2. BACKGROUND 
Research studies in decision making, behavioral economics, and 
marketing have consistently observed judgmental biases across a 
variety of context settings (e.g., see contributions in Gilovich et al. 
2002).  In lay usage, the term “bias” has a negative connotation, 
suggesting a negative prejudice.  In behavioral economic and 
decision research, however, the word bias is used in a more agnostic 
manner to represent a systematic pattern of deviation from a norm 
or rational standard of judgment (e.g., Haselton et al. 2005).  
Decision biases are not always detrimental for the decision maker; 
instead, the term bias highlights predictable tendencies that 
judgments follow under certain decision conditions. 

In the context of users responding to recommendations, we define 
bias relative to a rational standard that is at least implicit, if not 
explicit, in all real-world instances of their use.  The presumption 
is that the consumer’s stated preference rating is a non-adulterated 
expression of their preference for the product or experience itself, 
as tailored to the provided scale.  This should particularly be true 
when there is no delay between the experience or consumption of 
the item being rated and the reporting of the preference.  This 
standard parallels the normative principle of invariance described 
and tested by Tversky and Kahneman (1986) in their discussion of 
framing effects as a judgmental bias.  If a personalized 
recommendation significantly impacts the stated preference, 
signaling an adulteration of the preference, then we say that a 
decision bias has been introduced by the recommendation. 

In identifying bias in this way, it is important to recognize the 
timing of the connection between the system’s recommendation 
(which may include personalized or aggregate ratings for an item) 
and the consumer’s subsequently submitted preference rating.  
Prior to experiencing the item, consumers seek and receive 
recommendations as a way of guiding their choices, purchases, 
and/or expectations concerning the item.  At this pre-consumption 
stage, the recommendations represent a highly valuable service to 
consumers, providing help for finding and selecting relevant items 
and managing the potential information overload in many online 
settings.  Once the item has been experienced, however, the 
recommendation is not assumed to provide value in the assessment 
of the user’s inherent preference for that item.  This is particularly 
true if the item has just been consumed, i.e., there is no potential 
uncertainty about the experience due to recall effects (e.g., when 
users are trying to remember how they felt about a movie that they 
saw a year ago).  Recommendations are designed to provide value 
at the pre-consumption stage; if they impact post-consumption 

preferences as well, this represents a bias relative to the presumed 
standard of unpolluted preference.   

Within the context of recommender systems, a few studies have 
explored how personalized system-predicted ratings influence 
online consumer behavior.  These studies have shown strong and 
consistent evidence that ratings provided by consumers are biased 
toward system-generated recommendations when consumers 
construct their judgments for products.  For example, Cosley et al. 
(2003) explored the effects of system-generated recommendations 
on user re-ratings of movies and found that users showed high test-
retest consistency when no prediction was provided.  However, 
when users re-rated a movie while being shown a “predicted” 
personalized value that was altered upward or downward from their 
system’s actual prediction by a single fixed amount of one point 
(i.e., providing a higher or lower prediction), users tended to give 
higher or lower ratings, respectively, as compared to a control 
group receiving the system’s actual predictions.  This showed that 
system predictions could affect users’ ratings based on preference 
recall, for movies seen in the past and now being evaluated.  
Additional recall-based effects are explored by Bollen et al. (2012). 

More recently, Adomavicius et al. (2013) examined system effects 
in three laboratory studies for items elicited at the time of item 
consumption.  The design removes possible explanations deriving 
from the preference uncertainty that can be present at the point of 
recall, i.e., when trying to evaluate one’s preferences for an item 
that may have been experienced long ago.  In this setting, one’s 
preferences should arguably be based solely on the immediate 
experience of the item; no uncertainty is present.  Even without a 
delay between consumption and elicited preference, consumers’ 
preference ratings were consistently influenced by the system-
generated personalized recommendations.  The effect was observed 
across different content domains (TV shows and jokes). And, the 
effect obtained whether the recommendation was seen before or 
after watching a TV show; so, an explanation based on priming the 
viewers’ expectation for the upcoming experience was not 
supported.  Consistently, the displayed system predictions, when 
perturbed to be higher or lower, affected the submitted consumer 
ratings to move in the same direction.  

Further, recent research has found that the system-generated ratings 
can significantly affect consumers’ economic behavior with respect 
to the suggested items (Adomavicius et al. 2012).  Using three 
controlled experiments in the context of digital song purchases, the 
authors found strong evidence that song recommendations 
substantially affected participants’ willingness to pay for the songs, 
even when controlling for participants’ preferences and 
demographics.  The effects persisted even when item uncertainty 
was reduced, in this case by forcing participants to listen to song 
samples prior to pricing the songs.  The effect also persisted when 
scale compatibility issues were removed.  Scale compatibility is 
another common explanation for biases whereby using the same 
scale for predictions and user ratings creates a demand effect to 
increase the correspondence between stimulus and response.  In the 
study, willingness-to-pay judgments were expressed using a 0-99 
scale, i.e., in U.S. cents, and system ratings where expressed using 
a typical 1-5 star scale.  Thus, the effect of system 
recommendations is not purely an effect of reacting to a numerical 
value on a common scale.  Overall, the biases resulting from system 
recommendations on preference judgments have been shown to be 
robust across a variety of digital goods, settings, and conditions.   

Further, these biases can be potentially harmful in several ways 
(Cosley et al. 2003; Adomavicius et al. 2013).  From the 
consumers’ perspective, recommendation biases can distort (or 
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manipulate) their preferences and their purchasing behavior and, 
therefore, lead to distortions in their self-reported preference 
ratings and suboptimal product choices.  From the firm’s 
perspective (e.g., Amazon, Netflix), these biases may allow third-
party agents to manipulate the recommender system so that it 
operates in their favor.  This would reduce consumers’ trust in the 
recommender system and harm its value in the long term.  From the 
system designers’ perspective, the distorted user preference ratings 
that are subsequently submitted as consumers’ feedback can pollute 
the inputs of the recommender system, reducing its effectiveness. 

In addition to personalized system-predicted ratings, aggregate 
ratings represent an alternate source of information about item 
“quality” that is directly relevant to users’ decision making.  In 
particular, they can be viewed as non-personalized (i.e., same for 
all users) recommendations that indicate the population-level 
consensus about the general quality level of a given item.  This 
information may be derived from peer ratings or from aggregating 
sales, download, or click data.  Similar to personalized 
recommender system predictions, aggregate rating information 
may be communicated to consumers in the form of numeric values, 
such as mean peer ratings, or can be used to construct top-N lists of 
generally best-liked items. 

Note that the nature of the rating effects can be studied from both 
macro-level and micro-level perspectives.  The market, macro-level 
perspective investigates the market effects of how ratings and 
recommendations impact sales, downloads, or other aggregate 
outcomes of interest to retailers.  From the consumer, micro-level 
perspective, the interest is on how ratings and recommendations 
impact the behaviors of individual users.   

The study of macro-level outcomes has been an active area of 
research investigation in recent years.  For example, with respect to 
the effects of providing aggregate ratings, Tucker and Zhang (2011) 
studied the impact of popular bestseller listings based on previous 
clicks upon the number of future clicks received.  Similarly, 
Godinho de Matos et al. (2016) investigated the influence of peer 
ratings, expressed as a list of most popular movies, on market sales 
within a natural field experiment.  Also, using an experimental 
methodology by creating a music market of unknown songs and 
artists, Salganik et al. (2006) manipulated whether or not the 
participants saw the number of downloads made by others and 
studied the effect of this social influence on market factors.  An 
example of academic research that investigated the market-level 
effects of personalized recommendations is a study by Fleder and 
Hosanagar (2009) who, using analytical modeling and simulation, 
suggested that recommendation systems can lead to a rich-get-
richer effect for popular products, resulting in a decrease in sales 
diversity in the aggregate.  Somewhat in contrast, results of Fleder 
and Hosanagar also suggested that personalization technologies 
help users to widen their interests, increasing the likelihood of 
commonality with others. 

In contrast, the micro-level effects have been underexplored in 
research literature, especially with respect to the aggregate ratings 
and their impact on individual consumer preferences.  Therefore, 
we focus on this issue in our current study: How do personalized 
system-predicted ratings and aggregate peer ratings compare and 
contrast as influences on individual users’ reactions, particularly in 
the preference bias that they produce? 

This comparison is particularly interesting, because the influences 
of personalized vs. aggregate ratings on user behavior are 
hypothesized along quite different psychological mechanisms.  For 
example, supplying aggregate data within a music market, Salganik 
and Watts (2008) demonstrated the effect that aggregated 

popularity feedback had upon individual-level responses in terms 
of choices to listen to and download songs.  The mechanism for the 
effect derives from social motivations, grounded in the literatures 
on social influence.  The general dynamic is one in which the 
consumer engages in a form of observational learning of how to 
behave based on the behavior of others.  In contrast, personalized 
recommendations do not arise from social comparison.  Depending 
on the recommendation algorithm, the personalized system-
predicted rating may or may not have any connections with others’ 
behavior.  For example, content-based algorithms depend on 
matching feature characteristics, not on the preferences of other 
users (Ricci et al. 2011).  Even algorithms that incorporate 
preferences of other users, e.g., collaborative filtering techniques 
(Ricci et al. 2011), generally do not make the connection explicit 
or obvious to the consumer.  Therefore, rather than mechanisms 
grounded in social psychology, the effects of personalized ratings 
can be posited on bases of anchoring, information integration, and 
processing explanations.  For example, one proposed mechanism is 
in terms of scale compatibility, as mentioned above.  Another 
sample mechanism proposed for the effects of personalized 
recommendations is an information integration explanation 
whereby the system-predicted rating is perceived as a piece of 
information that the user should use in constructing their judgment 
(cf. Mussweiler and Strack 1999). 

3. STUDY 1: Individual Effects of Aggregate 
vs. Personalized Ratings 

3.1 Design 
This study focused on research questions (1) and (2).  All the 
studies described in this paper involved the consumption and rating 
of jokes, so the participant population required no special 
characteristics.  Participants were 118 recruits from a US college’s 
research participant pool.  Participants were paid a fixed $10 fee for 
completing the study.  Demographic features of the sample are 
summarized in Table 1 separately for each of the two conditions of 
the between-subjects component of the design.  Participant 
characteristics are comparable between the two treatment groups.  
The mean time for completing the study was 29.03 minutes, which 
suggests subjects invested ample time and that fatigue was not an 
issue. 

Table 1.  Demographic characteristics of participants in Study 1. 

 
Personalized 

Rating 
Aggregate 

Rating 
# of Participants 59 59 
% Female 45.8% 47.5% 
Age: Mean (SD) 23.6 (8.70) 24.0 (9.03) 
% Native English Speaker 50.9% 61.0% 
% Undergraduate 64.5% 55.7% 

 

Our study used 100 jokes from the Jester joke database, which has 
been extensively used in prior literature (Goldberg et al. 2001; 
Adomavicius et al. 2013).  Jokes are stimuli that can be experienced 
in the lab session, so that the readers’ preference ratings can be 
gathered immediately after the reading of each joke; there is no 
uncertainty of preference due to memory effects.  As noted in 
Section 2, the standard assumption in such a situation is that the 
user’s rating should provide an unadulterated expression of the 
reader’s preference, forming the normative expectation against 
which bias is defined.   

The between-subjects manipulation in the study is based on the type 
of rating information that is presented to study participants: 
personalized vs. aggregate ratings.  In other words, the information 
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is presented as either a personalized rating from a recommender 
system or as a mean rating of other users.  Each participant saw 
only one type of rating information, either the aggregate or 
personalized ratings, for all the jokes.   

Using a 5-star rating scale (allowing half-star ratings), participants 
first evaluated 50 jokes, which were randomly selected from the list 
of 100 and randomly ordered.  These ratings provided a guise of 
collecting data from which to derive personalized 
recommendations, and also allowed us to calculate rating 
predictions for use in the analysis as a control for individual 
differences in preference. 

Next, the subjects received 45 jokes with rating-based information 
displayed.  Half of the subjects randomly received the information 
in the form of aggregate ratings displayed as “Average user rating 
of this joke is: X (out of 5)”, while the other half in the form of 
personalized ratings displayed as “Our system thinks you would 
rate the joke as: X (out of 5)”.  Here X is a specific rating value that 
was assigned separately for each joke.  In both of these treatment 
groups (referred to as AggregateOnly and PersonalizedOnly 
groups), the participants saw 45 jokes in three within-subjects 
conditions.  Specifically, 20 of these jokes were assigned to the 
High condition, which consisted of randomly-generated high 
values between 3.5 and 4.5 stars (drawn from a uniform 
distribution); another 20 jokes were assigned to the Low condition, 
which consisted of randomly-generated low values between 1.5 and 
2.5 stars (drawn from a uniform distribution); and the remaining 5 
jokes were assigned as the Medium condition which included 
randomly generated values between 2.5 and 3.5 (drawn from a 
uniform distribution).  These 45 jokes were randomly intermixed.  
The Low and High conditions were oversampled since the High-
Low comparison is the test of bias in this setting – i.e., whether the 
participants would report their post-consumption preference rating 
differently after being exposed to High vs. Low rating from the 
system.  The Medium condition is included so that the presented 
ratings could cover the entire spectrum of the 1-5 rating scale; this 
helps to avoid possible credibility issues caused by bipolar 
recommendations (i.e., having either very high or very low ratings 
displayed).  The responses to the Medium rating items are only 
useful in addressing the more peripheral issue of whether there is 
asymmetry in the bias between the High and Low ranges 
(comparing the difference of differences between High-Medium 
and Medium-Low), an issue that is not addressed by this paper.  
Hence, the Medium ratings are not analyzed here.  

Finally, participants completed a short survey that collected 
demographic and some other individual information for use in the 
analyses (e.g., see Table 2 for demographics). 

3.2 Results 
The pairwise t-test comparisons for the High and Low treatments 
are illustrated in Figure 1.  Both aggregate and personalized ratings 
generate substantial effects on post-consumption preference 
ratings.  Users reported significantly inflated preference ratings in 
the high conditions as compared to the low conditions (by more 
than a half-star on average, overall).  This result for the 
personalized ratings is consistent with prior results (e.g., 
Adomavicius et al. 2013).  The result for the aggregate ratings 
addresses research issue (1): Even though the two types of 
recommendation represent very different information, they both 
tend to generate biases of preference ratings. 

With respect to research issue (2), we note that the two Low 
conditions (Low personalized ratings vs. Low aggregate ratings) do 
not significantly differ, and that the same holds for the two High 
conditions.  This provides evidence that aggregate and personalized 

ratings, when presented individually, generate similar levels of 
preference bias.   

 
Note: ***p < .001,  ** p < .01,  [----] p > .05 

Figure 1. Mean (standard deviation) of self-reported user preference ratings 
after observing either High vs. Low personalized or aggregate ratings.  (All 
tests are one-tailed except for the tests represented by the horizontal lines in 
the figure.  Unlike the others, these tests have no prior hypothesized 
direction, so two-tailed tests are performed.) 

To get a more direct answer for research issue (2), with controls for 
possible confounding factors, we also employed regression 
analysis.  Specifically, the repeated-measures design of the 
experiment, wherein each participant was exposed to both high and 
low ratings in a random fashion, allows us to model the aggregate 
relationship between shown ratings (either personalized or 
aggregate) and user’s submitted post-consumption preference 
ratings while controlling for individual participant differences.  
While we do not include the full regression analysis here due to the 
space limitations, the results confirm what we have observed in 
Figure 1 – i.e., the social, population-level information provided by 
aggregate ratings creates a level of bias comparable to that 
produced by personalized recommendations despite their different 
underlying mechanisms.   

4. STUDY 2: Combined Effects of Both 
Personalized and Aggregate Ratings 

4.1 Design 
We recognize that, in some instances, retailers provide both pieces 
of information (personalized and aggregate ratings) as aids to the 
consumer.  Study 2 addresses research issue (3), i.e., the issue of 
the combined effects of these two different types of ratings.   

A US college’s research participant pool provided 55 participants 
who were paid a fixed $10 fee for completing the study.  None of 
the participants from Study 1 were allowed to enroll in Study 2.  
Demographic features of the sample are summarized in Table 2 for 
the two groups (discussed below) of the between-subjects 
component of the design.  Participant characteristics are 
comparable between the two treatment groups and to those in Study 
1 drawn from the same population.  The mean time for completing 
the study was 29.97 minutes. 

Table 2.  Demographic characteristics of participants in Study 2. 

 
Personalized 
Rating First 

Aggregate 
Rating First 

# of Participants 28 27 
% Female 35.7% 48.2% 
Age: Mean (SD) 24.1 (7.07) 25.7 (12.26) 
% Native English Speaker 67.9% 70.4% 
% Undergraduate  55.4% 56.78% 

 

The objective of Study 2 is to examine the relative importance of 
personalized vs. aggregate ratings when both types of information 
are displayed, controlling for any order effects.  Participants were 
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randomly assigned into one of two treatment groups.  Participants 
in both groups received both personalized and aggregate ratings for 
each joke displayed to them.  The first group received the 
personalized rating first, followed by the aggregate rating (i.e., the 
PersonalizedFirst group).  The second group saw the ratings for 
each joke in the reverse order (i.e., the AggregateFirst group).   

The study followed a similar procedure as Study 1.  Participants 
first read 50 randomly selected jokes from a database of 100, being 
asked to provide their preference for each joke using a 5-point 
rating scale.  Each participant was then asked to rate 45 additional 
jokes along with both personalized and aggregate ratings displayed.  

In both treatment groups, the 45 jokes were randomly assigned into 
five within-subjects conditions.  40 of the jokes occupied a 22 
within-subjects design crossing High and Low values of 
personalized and aggregate ratings.  10 jokes were assigned to the 
HighP-HighA condition that consisted of high values for both 
personalized and aggregate ratings, 10 jokes to the LowP-LowA 
condition that consisted of low values for both personalized and 
aggregate ratings; 10 jokes to the LowP-HighA condition that 
consisted of low personalized and high aggregate ratings, and 10 
jokes to the HighP-LowA condition that consisted of high 
personalized and low aggregate ratings.  Similar to Study 1, all the 
high values are randomly generated values between 3.5 and 4.5 
stars, and all the low values are randomly generated values between 
1.5 and 2.5 stars, drawn from a uniform distribution.  The remaining 
5 jokes were assigned to the Medium condition, which included 
randomly generated values between 2.5 and 3.5 for both 
personalized and aggregate ratings.  As in Study 1, the Medium 
condition was included simply to have a credible representation of 
ratings from the entire spectrum of the 1-5 rating scale; the Medium 
ratings are not used in any subsequent analyses in the paper.  The 
45 jokes were randomly intermixed.   

Finally, the participants were asked to complete a survey about their 
demographic information and joke preferences. 

4.2 Results 
Figure 2 illustrates the mean self-reported preference ratings 
submitted by Study 2 participants, for the cases when aggregate 
ratings are shown first (Figure 2a) and when personalized ratings 
are shown first (Figure 2b).  Starting with the vertical line in each 
diagram, we see a strongly significant difference between when 
both personalized and aggregate ratings are high vs. when both 
ratings are low, indicating a clear bias effect in both cases, 
consistent with Study 1.  The horizontal line in each figure indicates 
a stronger impact of personalized ratings compared to aggregate 
ratings when both appear together and signal in opposite directions 
(one with a high recommendation and the other low).  Thus, the 
pairwise contrasts suggest that, when both types of ratings are 
present, personalized recommendations seem to be taken into 
account by users more strongly (and, hence, generate more 
significant biases) than aggregate ratings regardless of the 
presentation order.   

This pattern is also supported by the diagonal lines in Figure 2.  
Beginning with the negatively sloped diagonals in the figure, i.e., 
when the aggregate rating goes from low to high, holding the 
valence of the personalized prediction fixed, the effect is variable.  
In each case, one of the comparisons is statistically significant, and 
the other is not.  Specifically, a low to high difference for aggregate 
ratings is only observed when the aggregate ratings are preceded by 
high personalized predictions (Figure 2b) or followed by low 
personalized predictions (Figure 2a). In contrast, from the 
comparisons indicated by the positively sloped diagonals in the 

figure, i.e., when the personalized prediction goes from low to high, 
holding the valence of the aggregate ratings fixed, we see a clear, 
consistent, statistically significant biasing effect. 

By comparing Figures 1 and 2, one can observe that the High vs. 
Low effect magnitudes are of around 0.55-0.72 when ratings are 
displayed individually, and around 0.55-0.6 when two ratings are 
displayed together.  In other words, the preliminary evidence 
suggests that the cumulative effect of both ratings is not greater than 
the effect of either one of the ratings individually. 

(a) Aggregate ratings are shown first: 

 
(b) Personalized predictions are shown first 

 
Note: ***p < .001,  ** p < .01,  * p < .05,  † p < .10,   [----] p > .10 

Figure 2. Mean (standard deviation) of user preference ratings when both 
personalized and aggregate ratings were displayed.  (All tests are one-tailed 
except for the tests represented by the horizontal lines in the figure.  Unlike 
the others, these tests have no prior hypothesized direction, so two-tailed 
tests are performed.) 

To test for the robustness of the combined effects of the two types 
of ratings (as compared to when each rating is shown individually) 
and to allow us to control for possible confounding factors, we 
conduct regression analyses.  To do so, we pool the conditions from 
Studies 1 and 2 (that sampled from the same participant population) 
to compare the effect sizes when different amounts of information 
are presented to users.  Recall that the High-Low comparison is the 
test of bias in our setting.  Therefore, we include all the 
observations from Study 1, while for Study 2 we only consider the 
cases when both high personalized and high aggregate ratings (i.e., 
HighP-HighA) and when both low personalized and low aggregate 
ratings (i.e., LowP-LowA) are displayed to users.  The random-
effects GLS model using robust standard errors, clustered by 
participant, and using participant-level controls represents our 
model for the analysis: 

UserRatingij = b0 + b1(Highij) + b2(Groupi) + b3(Highij*Groupi) + 
b4(Deviationij) + b5(PredictedRatingij) +  
b6(AdditionalControlsij) + ui + εij 
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In the model, UserRatingij is the submitted rating for participant i 
on joke j.  Highij is a binary variable that indicates whether the 
shown rating for participant i on joke j is a high or low artificial 
rating.  Thus, the coefficient on Highij measures the difference in 
user preference ratings between high and low conditions 
(manipulated within-subjects), which is our operationalization of 
bias.  To the extent that users are influenced by the observed 
information, their submitted preference ratings will be shifted up 
when seeing High ratings and shifted down when seeing Low 
ratings.  Thus, the High/Low difference is an indicator of the bias 
created by the observed information.  AggregateDevij and 
PersonalizedDevij are derived variables that capture the deviations 
between the actually shown rating (aggregate and personalized, 
respectively) for participant i on joke j and the expected value for 
the shown ratings in the corresponding condition.  Recall that the 
two ratings seen by the participant were manipulated independently 
to introduce randomness into the values for the high and low rating 
conditions by drawing from uniform distributions: High [3.5, 4.5] 
and Low [1.5, 2.5].  Thus, the deviation variables are computed by 
either subtracting 4.0 from the shown rating (High condition) or 2.0 
from the shown rating (Low condition).  Groupi denotes different 
between-subject conditions with different information displays.  
For Model 1, the groups are AggregateOnly (from Study 1) and the 
two order conditions from Study 2: AggregateFirst and 
PersonalizedFirst.  For Model 2, the AggregateOnly condition is 
replaced by the PersonalizedOnly condition.  We also include the 
interaction term between Groupi with the rating value (i.e., 
Highij*Groupi).  The interaction term examines whether the effect 
size of showing high vs. low information differs among groups.  
PredictedRatingij is the system-predicted rating for participant i on 
joke j, calculated after the fact.1  The inclusion of this term provides 
an important control for differing expected joke preferences among 
participants.  The collection of the ratings on the first 50 jokes in 
the procedure (without recommendations) allowed us to calculate 
these predicted ratings for all subjects.  AdditionalControlsij is a 
vector of joke and participant-related variables.  The controls 
included in the model were: the joke’s funniness (average joke 
rating in the Jester dataset, continuous between 0 and 5), participant 
age (integer), gender (binary), school level (undergrad yes/no 
binary), whether they are native speakers of English (yes/no 
binary), whether they thought recommendations in the study were 
accurate (interval five-point scale), whether they thought the 
recommendations in the study were useful (interval five-point 
scale), and whether they thought that recommendations in general 
were useful (interval five-point scale). 

The study utilized a repeated-measures design with a balanced 
number of observations on each participant.  To control for 
participant-level heterogeneity, the composite error term (ui + εij) 
includes the individual participant effect ui and the standard 
disturbance term εij.  A random-effects model is used for participant 
heterogeneity, since these individual-specific effects are 
uncorrelated with the randomly applied treatment conditions. 

Table 3 summarizes our pooled regression analyses.  The models 
are analyzed separately to allow us to use a full set of control 
variables for each regression model.  Model 1 includes the 
conditions in which aggregate ratings are displayed, i.e., 
AggregateOnly from Study 1, and the HighP-HighA and LowP-
LowA conditions from Study 2.  Model 2 includes the conditions 

                                                                 
1 We applied the well-known item-based collaborative filtering (CF) technique 

(Deshpande and Karypis 2004; Sarwar et al. 2001) to implement a recommender 
system that estimated users’ preference ratings for the jokes.  Item-based CF is one 
of the most popular techniques used in real-world applications because of its 

in which personalized predictions are displayed, i.e., 
PersonalizedOnly from Study 1 and the HighP-HighA and LowP-
LowA conditions from Study 2.   

Interestingly, in both models, the interaction term Highij*Groupi is 
statistically insignificant.  There is no evidence that the effect size 
measured in high-low difference differs among groups with 
different information displays.  In other words, when aggregate and 
personalized ratings are presented together (as explored in Study 2) 
regardless of their order, there is no evidence that they increase 
preference biases compared to displaying either aggregate or 
personalized recommendations alone.  In other words, our results 
suggest a substitutionary effect between personalized and 
aggregate ratings on users’ self-reported preferences (so that the 
cumulative effect is no greater than the effect of only one). 

Table 3. Pooled Regression analyses for Studies 1 and 2. 

DV: UserRating 

Model 1: 
AggrOnly (Study1), 

All Data (Study2)  

Model 2: 
PersOnly (Study1), 
All Data (Study2)  

 Coefficient (SE) Coefficient (SE) 
High 0.718(0.06)*** 0.551(0.068)*** 
Group    

(Baseline: AggregateOnly 
or PersonalizedOnly)   

AggregateFirst -0.037(0.1) -0.06(0.091) 
PersonalizedFirst 0.118(0.103) 0.109(0.097) 

High * Group   
High * AggregateFirst -0.078(0.138) 0.074(0.142) 
High * PersonalizedFirst -0.135(0.138) 0.018(0.142) 

AggregateDev 0.249(0.048)***  
PersonalizedDev  0.264(0.055)*** 
PredictedRating 0.838(0.073)*** 0.679(0.054)*** 
Control   

jokeFunniness 0.163(0.105) 0.182(0.088)* 
Age -0.003(0.004) 0(0.002) 
Male 0.006(0.067) 0.045(0.048) 
Undergrad 0.09(0.077) 0.025(0.055) 
Native 0.001(0.065) -0.133(0.046)* 
AggregateAccurate -0.032(0.028)  
AggregateUseful 0.009(0.022)  
GeneralAggregateUseful 0.011(0.014)  
PersonalizedAccurate  -0.07(0.025)* 
PersonalizedUseful  0.067(0.021)*** 
GeneralPersonalizedUseful  -0.002(0.015) 

Constant -0.368(0.301) 0.107(0.31) 
N 114 114 
R2 within-subject .2204 .1696 
R2 between-subject .6148 .6605 
R2 overall .3024 .2474 
χ2 992 (15 df), p < .0001 676 (15 df), p < .0001 
 

5. STUDY 3: Recommendation List Effects 
5.1 Design 
In Studies 1 and 2, the recommendations were presented to users as 
values along a 1-5 scale.  As noted earlier, another common format 
for providing recommendations is in the form of lists of 
recommended items.  The numeric values corresponding to the list 
items often are not displayed, even when these recommendations 
are generated by selecting items based on the personalized rating 

efficiency and accuracy.  This technique allows us to precompute the main portion 
of our recommendation model (i.e., the similarity scores between items based on 
their rating patterns) in advance based on the extensive Jester rating dataset. 
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predictions or aggregate peer rating values.  In Study 3, we examine 
whether the recommendations (based on either aggregate or 
personalized ratings) presented as a list of top-N items can lead to 
bias in users’ reported preference ratings.  Doing so explores the 
generalizability of the results of Studies 1 and 2, addressing 
research issue (4): As a non-numerical format (derived from 
numerical information), when compared to explicitly provided 
numeric ratings, do top-N recommendation lists create bias in 
users’ self-reported post-consumption preference ratings? 

Recruited from the same population as for Studies 1 and 2, 184 new 
participants were paid a fixed $10 fee for completing the study.  
Table 4 shows demographic features of the sample across all 
conditions of the between-subjects component of the design.  
Participant characteristics are comparable to those of Studies 1 and 
2.  The mean time for completing the study was 20.13 minutes. 

Table 4.  Demographic characteristics of participants in Study 3. 

# of Participants 184 
% Female 58.7% 
Age: Mean (SD) 22.8 (7.70) 
% Native English Speaker 76.6% 
% Undergraduate 77.7% 

 

The procedure followed that used in Studies 1 and 2.  Participants 
first went through a list of 50 randomly selected jokes from the 100 
jokes in the database, providing ratings using the 5-point rating 
scale.  Participants then saw 20 additional jokes displayed as a list, 
and they rated the jokes using the same 5-point rating scale.  
Finally, the participants were asked to complete a survey about 
demographic information and joke preferences. 

Table 5. Experimental conditions used in Study 3. 
Group N System Description Actual Operationalization 

Random 34 
“These are 20 additional jokes 

from our database (in no 
particular order).” 

A list of 20 randomly-
selected jokes were 

displayed to all participants. 

Personalized-
Random 

34 
“Based on the ratings you 

provided in the previous step, 
our recommender system has 

made predictions of your 
personal preferences on the 

remaining jokes in our 
database. These are 20 most 
recommended jokes for you 

(in no particular order).”  

A list of 20 randomly-
selected jokes were 

displayed to all participants. 

Personalized-
Best 

39 

A list of top 20 jokes with 
the highest predicted user 
preference ratings were 

selected for each 
participant; each participant 
saw a different list of jokes. 

Aggregate-
Random 

34 
“Based on other users’ ratings, 

we have computed average 
funniness for all jokes in our 
database. These are 20 most 

overall liked jokes (in no 
particular order).” 

A list of 20 randomly-
selected jokes were 

displayed to all participants. 

Aggregate- 
Best 

43 
A list of top 20 jokes with 

the highest mean user 
ratings were selected.  

 

Each participant was randomly assigned into one of five treatment 
groups:  Random, Personalized-Random, Personalized-Best, 
Aggregate-Random, and Aggregate-Best.  Table 5 summarizes the 
five conditions and the number of respondents in each condition.  
In the Random condition, participants were told that the additional 
20 jokes were randomly selected from an existing database and 
displayed in no particular order, and these jokes were indeed 
random selections from the database in the actual 
operationalization.  For the two personalized conditions, both 
groups of participants were told that the item list contains the top 
jokes selected by a recommender system based on their 
preferences.  The difference between Personalized-Random and 
Personalized-Best lies in the actual operationalization of selecting 
the jokes.  In the Personalized-Random condition, the jokes 
displayed to the participants were actually randomly selected jokes 

from the database.  In the Personalized-Best condition, the jokes 
were the actual top 20 jokes that had the highest predicted ratings 
estimated by the well-known item-based collaborative filtering 
recommendation algorithm (Deshpande and Karypis 2004; Sarwar 
et al. 2001).  Similarly, for the two aggregate conditions, both 
groups of participants were told that the item list contains the top 
jokes selected according to aggregate user ratings on these jokes.  
In the Aggregate-Random condition, the jokes displayed to the 
participants were actually randomly selected jokes from the 
database.  In the Aggregate-Best condition, the jokes were the 
actual top 20 jokes that had the highest mean user ratings based on 
the Jester dataset.  To control for joke funniness, we displayed the 
same list of 20 jokes to all participants in the Personalized-Random, 
Aggregate-Random and Random conditions, albeit the display 
order was shuffled for each person.   

5.2 Results 
Figure 3 illustrates the pairwise t-tests that compare mean user 
submitted ratings for the experimental conditions.  When random 
jokes were provided, identifying the jokes as recommended, either 
based on system predictions (Personalized-Random) or aggregate 
ratings (Aggregate-Random), did not lead to significantly higher 
user ratings compared with the Random group.  In other words, the 
top-N information presentation format did not introduce bias in 
users’ submitted ratings.  Figure 3 also suggests that the consumers 
were not just generally insensitive.  On average, participants who 
received actual top-N lists, either based on personalized 
(Personalized-Best) or aggregate ratings (Aggregate-Best), 
provided significantly higher ratings on these items than 
participants who received random recommendations.  Note that, in 
this case, such rating differences are not necessarily indicative of 
bias in user preferences, since the jokes displayed in the 
Personalized-Best and Aggregate-Best conditions were likely 
better jokes for the participants.   

 
Note: ***p < .001,  ** p < .01,  [----] p > .05 

Figure 3. Contrasts of mean preference ratings by experimental condition.  
(All tests are two-tailed.) 

In order to separate item quality from potential bias, we conducted 
two further analyses.  First, we adjusted the preference ratings for 
the viewed jokes using a rating drift measure (Adomavicius et al. 
2013) defined as: 

Rating Drift = Submitted Rating – System-Predicted Rating. 

The system- predicted rating represents the rating of a user-joke 
combination as predicted by the recommendation algorithm (an 
item-based collaborative filtering method, in our case).  Submitted 
rating is the user’s reported rating after reading the joke.  So, 
positive/negative rating drift values represent situations where the 
user’s submitted rating was higher/lower than the system-predicted 
rating.  In that the predicted rating captures a valid indicator of 
user’s preferences based on their initial joke responses (which has 
been demonstrated in prior work, e.g., by Adomavicius et al. 
(2013)), rating drift is a measure that removes a component of 
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individual preference from the user rating, leaving a measure that 
is more representative of possible bias (though still not pure, since 
the predicted ratings are not 100% accurate).  Still, the contrast t-
tests of rating drift across treatments in Study 3 are highly 
illuminative, as illustrated by Figure 4.  As observed, rating drifts 
for all five experimental groups had small values that ranged from 
-0.012 to 0.065, suggesting that user-submitted ratings were 
statistically indistinguishable from system-predicted ratings.  Also, 
the differences in rating drifts between Random and any treatment 
group were insignificant, suggesting that item lists presented in 
different ways (i.e., based on personalized recommendations, 
aggregate user ratings, or random lists) did not pull users away from 
their preferences as captured by the system-predicted ratings.  

 
Note: [----] p > .05 

Figure 4. Contrasts of mean rating drifts by experimental condition.  (All 
tests are two-tailed.) 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
Prior research has shown that system recommendations can impact 
users’ self-reported preference ratings, which can have deleterious 
effects (Cosley et al. 2003; Adomavicius et al. 2013).  We extend 
this stream of research to investigate the decision biases introduced 
by aggregate peer ratings on users’ post-consumption preference 
ratings.  Through laboratory experiments, we first demonstrate that 
the self-reported preference rating (for a specific consumed item) 
can be strongly biased not only by observing personalized, system-
predicted ratings, but also non-personalized, aggregate user ratings.  
We further demonstrate that, when personalized and aggregate 
ratings are displayed together, there is no cumulative increase in 
effect and that users tend to focus more attention on personalized 
ratings.  Finally, we show that alternative recommendation displays 
that use top-N lists instead of individual item rating information 
seem to greatly reduce, if not remove, the biases observed in prior 
studies – in other words, this format appears to be a promising 
alternative for recommending items to users without introducing 
decision biases.  This may be because top-N lists do not include 
explicit values (i.e., the individual system-predicted ratings or 
aggregate user ratings), which are likely causing the biases 
observed in prior studies.  These results provide several obvious 
practical implications for the design of recommender system and 
online retail interfaces and displays. 
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ABSTRACT
Previous research showed that choice-based preference elic-
itation can be successfully used to reduce effort during user
cold start, resulting in an improved user satisfaction with
the recommender system. However, it has also been shown
to result in highly popular recommendations. In the present
study we investigate if trailers reduce this bias to popular
recommendations by informing the user and enticing her
to choose less popular movies. In a user study we show
that users that watched trailers chose relatively less popular
movies and how trailers affected the overall user experience
with the recommender system.

CCS Concepts
•Information systems→Recommender systems; •Human-
centered computing→Human computer interaction
(HCI); User studies; User models;

Keywords
Recommender Systems; Choice-based Preference Elicitation;
User Experience; Trailers; Information

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Cold Start
New user cold start is one of the central problems in rec-

ommender systems. It occurs when a user starts using a
recommender system. As there is no information for this
user to base recommendations on, the recommender system
requires her to provide feedback in order to receive recom-
mendations. This requires quite often significant effort of
the user.

In addition, as users watch only a certain amount of movies
over any time period, asking users to provide a set amount
of feedback may require them to provide feedback on items
that they have experienced a longer time ago which will re-
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quire them to rely on memory. This can lead to unreliable
feedback [2].

1.2 Choice-Based Preference Elicitation
One way to reduce the effort can be found in choice-based

preference elicitation. Where most recommender systems
ask users to provide a number of ratings on items (explicit
feedback), recommender systems applying choice-based pref-
erence elicitation ask the user to make a number of choices
(implicit feedback). Using implicit feedback to produce per-
sonalized ranking has been shown to provide better fitting
prediction models than using explicit feedback [8]. In recent
user studies users of collaborative filtering systems were pro-
vided with choice-based preference elicitation[4, 6]. Where
in the more standard rating-based preference elicitation peo-
ple are asked to rate the items they know, in choice-based
preference elicitation they are asked to choose the item that
best matches there preference from a list. In our own work,
this alternative has been shown to require less effort than
more standard rating-based preference elicitation, while al-
lowing for more control, resulting in more novel and accurate
recommendations [4].

Other work compared a recommender system using rat-
ings against a recommender system using pair-wise compar-
isons (i.e. choices between two alternatives)[1]. The sys-
tem using comparisons provided better recommendations in
terms of objective performance metrics (nDCG and preci-
sion). In addition, users preferred the system using pair-wise
comparisons as it made them more aware of their choice op-
tions and provided a nicer user experience.

One observation in [4] was that providing users with the
possibility to indicate their preferences through choices re-
sulted in a bias towards more popular movies, and subse-
quently users received more popular recommendations. Al-
though this experiment showed that popularity leads to higher
satisfaction at that moment in the lab setting of the study,
such popular recommendations may not provide sufficient
value in normal, long term usage scenarios.

1.3 Memory Effects in Recommender Systems
Memory effects could be a possible explanation for this

bias towards popular movies that results in people receiv-
ing overly popular recommendations. In rating-based rec-
ommender systems memory effects have been shown to in-
fluence how users provide feedback. Bollen et al.[2] have
demonstrated that ratings given closer to the time the movie
was actually watched tend to be more extreme than ratings
for movies that have been watched a longer time ago. They
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Figure 1: User Interface used for the study. The interface to the left is used for participants in the trailer
condition, the interface to the right for participants in the non-trailer condition. Within the interface the list
of items to choose from is shown below, the trailer and additional metadata is above.

argue that this is because of people forgetting information
about the movies required to rate them, which has conse-
quences for the reliability of the input provided. This same
effect could result in users choosing items that they recog-
nize in a choice-based preference elicitation task: it is more
likely that people remember more popular movies than less
popular movies.

1.4 Trailers as source of extra information
The current study tries to investigate if this bias towards

picking popular movies can be alleviated by giving users
additional information to make more informed choices.

In order to both minimize the effort required and maxi-
mize the reliability of the input given during the new user
cold start situation, we propose to use choice-based pref-
erence elicitation and provide the user with additional in-
formation to give her the means to make more informed
choices.

In most recommender systems users can already rely on
meta-information like for example genre, cast and a syn-
opsis. A possible additional source of information about a
movie can be found in trailers. Trailers may help the user in
two ways. Firstly, trailers can help a user in refreshing the
memory to provide reliable feedback, alleviating potential
memory problems described in the previous section. Sec-
ondly, even for movies that a user has not seen yet, a trailer
can be used to evaluate whether or not a movie is worth
watching. This is an advantage of choice-based preference
elicitation over rating-based preference elicitation, because
in rating-based users typically only rate (and provide infor-
mation on) movies they have actually watched.

1.5 Research Question and hypotheses
The present research aims to investigate how providing

additional information in the form of trailers during choice-
based preference elicitation affects the interaction in terms
of both objective behavior and subjective user experience.

In terms of objective behavior we hypothesize that trailers
allow users to make more informed choices and rely less on
popularity when making these choices. In other words, we
expect the possibility to watch trailers to reduce the popu-

larity of the items a user chooses.
In terms of user experience we expect trailers to provide

the user with more information, which is expected to be re-
flected in the perceived informativeness of the system. As
we expect trailers to motivate users to select less popular
movies, we expect perceived recommendation novelty (the
opposite of popularity) and diversity to increase. Both nov-
elty and diversity may affect system and choice satisfaction.

It is hard to formulate expectations about the direction of
the effect of trailers on user satisfaction. We expect user sat-
isfaction in this setting to consist of system satisfaction (i.e.
“how well does this system help me”) and choice satisfaction
(“how happy am I with the item that I choose based on this
system”). In previous research novelty and system satisfac-
tion were shown to be negatively correlated [9, 4]. On the
other hand, trailers might make users open to less popu-
lar movies and as such novelty could have a positive effect
on choice satisfaction. Additionally previous studies have
shown that system satisfaction positively influences choice
satisfaction[9]. Having the possibility to watch trailers may
result in an increased system satisfaction and thus choice
satisfaction. Considering all these effects it is hard to fore-
see in what way trailers will affect user experience.

The expected effects are shown in Fig. 2 below, with
where possible the directions of the hypothesized effect.

Figure 2: Path diagram of expected effects.
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Table 1: Texts used for the items in the survey, with item factor loadings and factor robustness per aspect
of user experience.
Considered As-
pect

Item Factor Loading

Informativeness
AVE = 0.587
α = 0.71

I got sufficient information on each movie to make a choice.
Visual information is more important to me for making a choice than written
information.
I like the way information about the movies is provided to me in this system. 0.936
The system provided too much information for each movie.
I would rather have different information about the movies than what I got
from the system to make a choice

-0.647

Diversity
AVE: 0.655
α = 0.80

The recommendations contained a lot of variety.
The recommendations covered many movie genres.
All the recommended movies were similar to each other. 0.822
Most movies were from the same genre. 0.867
The recommended list of movies suits a broad set of tastes. -0.798

Novelty

The recommended list of movies has a lot of movies I did not expect.
The recommended list of movies has a lot of movies that are familiar to me.
The recommended list of movies has a lot of pleasantly surprising movies.
The recommended list of movies has a lot of movies I would not have thought
to consider.
The recommender provides few new suggestions.

System Satisfacation
AVE: 0.814
α = 0.88

I like using the system. 0.913
Using the system is a pleasant experience. 0.935
I would recommend the system to others. 0.859
The system is useless.
The system makes me more aware of my choice options.
I can find interesting items using the recommender system.

Choice Satisfacation
AVE: 0.692
α = 0.81

I like the movie I’ve chosen from the final recommendation list. 0.820
I was excited about my chosen movie.
The chosen movie fits my preference. 0.753
I know several items that are better than the one I selected.
My chosen movie could become part of my favourites.
I would recommend my chosen movie to others/friends. 0.932

2. METHOD
A system was developed to address the research questions

through an online study. Participants were invited to browse
to a website where they could access our recommender sys-
tem. Upon entering the website participants were assigned
randomly to one of two experimental conditions: the trailer
condition, where participants were given the possibility to
watch trailers and the non-trailer condition, where partic-
ipants could not watch those trailers. They were subse-
quently shown an introduction page with an informed con-
sent form and a brief explanation about the task at hand.

After the explanation, the preference elicitation phase started
(see Fig 1 for a screenshot), where the experimental manipu-
lation came into effect. Participants in the trailer condition
were able to see trailers, where participants in the non-trailer
condition were not. Applying the same methodology as in
[4] participants were presented with a set of 10 movies to
choose from. The participants in the trailer condition would
be informed about how they could watch trailers for the rec-
ommended movies. Participants were asked to evaluate the
list and select the movie they would like to watch.

After choosing, the system would incorporate the choice
and provide the participant with a new set of recommen-
dations. Participants would be assigned a null vector upon
entering. After which each choice was incorporated by the
recommender system in four steps, described in more detail

in [4]. Firstly, the user vector in the matrix factorization
model was moved in the direction of the chosen item. Sec-
ondly, new rating predictions were calculated. Thirdly, the
proportion of movies with lowest predicted rating was dis-
carded. Fourthly a new choice set was calculated by taking
the maximally diversified set from the remaining movies. Di-
versification was done through a greedy selection algorithm
[7] with the goal of minimizing intra-list similarity [3] by
maximizing the sum of the distances in the matrix factor-
ization space between recommended items.

After 9 such choices, the user would see an explanation
about how the choices they made would be used to calculate
the final set of recommendations. The screen with final rec-
ommendations was identical to the previous screens except
for the explanation. The final recommendations consisted of
the Top-10 movies based on the last calculated user vector.
People were asked to make the final choice from this list af-
ter which they were invited to complete a survey designed
to measure the user experience.

The interface allowed users to watch trailers in the trailer
condition by hovering over the presented movie covers. The
trailers were retrieved through The Movie Database1. After
hovering for 2 seconds, a video player would appear in allo-
cated space in the interface. Each trailer for which a user

1https://www.themoviedb.org/
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pressed the play button was stored as a view.

2.1 Recommender Algorithm
The recommendations were predicted through a matrix

factorization model trained on ratings for the 2500 most
rated movies in the 10M MovieLens dataset. The final dataset
consisted of 69k users, 2500 items and 8.82M ratings. The
performance metrics of the used model were up to standards
(MAE: 0.61358, RMSE: 0.79643, measured through 5-fold
cross-validation).

2.2 Participants
In total 89 participants made at least one choice in the

system. Participants were recruited from different courses
in the department and were entered in a raffle for one of 5
gift cards. No demographic information was asked. Out of
the 89 participants 50 were in the condition where no trailers
could be watched, 39 were able to watch trailers. The people
who were able to do so, watched on average 10.38 trailers
(median = 10, SD = 9.69).

In total 74 participants completed the survey. After in-
spection, data from 3 participants was removed because they
completed the survey unrealistically fast. A total of 71 (40
of which did not have the possibility to watch trailers, 31
did) responses was thus used to study the effects on user
experience.

2.3 Measures
In order to test our hypothesis we measured aspects of

behavior and developed a survey to measure user experi-
ence. In terms of behavior we measured the popularity of
the movies people chose and whether or not they watched
any trailers. Popularity is defined as the ranked order based
on the number of ratings in the original MovieLens dataset.
The movies are ranked from the most rated (1) to the least
rated (2500).

We investigate the user experience following the evalua-
tion framework from Knijnenburg et al. [5]. In line with the
research questions we developed a survey with the aim of
measuring 5 aspects of user experience: perceived informa-
tiveness, perceived novelty, perceived diversity, system satis-
faction and choice satisfaction. The items used are shown in
Table 1. All items were submitted to a confirmatory factor
analysis (CFA). The CFA used repeated ordinal dependent
variables and a weighted least squares estimator, estimat-
ing 5 factors. Items with low factor loadings, high cross-
loadings, or high residual correlations were removed from
the analysis. The factor loadings for the novelty construct
were not sufficiently high, so it was dropped from the final
factor analysis.

3. RESULTS
The results section will first describe how trailers affect

the choices users make. After that the analysis of the sur-
vey data will provide insight in how trailers affect the user
experience.

3.1 Behavior
The effects on user behavior are expected to be two-fold.

Firstly, as trailers allow the user to make more informed
choices, we expect the individual chosen items to be less
popular for people watching trailers. In other words, movies
chosen by users who watch trailers are expected to have
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Figure 3: Relative Rank of Chose Item as a Function
of Choice Set, for participants that watched trailers
(Green) and those that did not (Red).

lower popularity ranks. Secondly, when people make less
popular choices throughout the interaction with the system,
we expect the individual choice sets to be less popular as a
whole. For users that watch trailers we expect the average
popularity rank of choice sets is expected to be lower.

An alternative way to study this effect is by looking at the
relative popularity of the choices users make, instead of the
absolute popularity. To do this we calculated for each choice
the difference between the popularity rank of the chosen item
and the average popularity rank of the items in the set. If
this number is positive, the chosen item is above average in
terms of popularity, if it is negative, the chosen item is below
average in terms of popularity.

Although there was no difference across experimental con-
ditions, the plot in Figure 3 shows that for participants that
actually watched trailers (i.e. people in the trailer condi-
tions that watched at least one trailer) the relative popu-
larity of the chosen item decreases after around 5 choices
compared to participants that did not watch trailers (i.e.
people in the non-trailer condition or in the trailer condi-
tion that did not watch any trailers). In a repeated mea-
sures ANOVA this effect proves to be significantly lower
(F (1, 87) = 6.992, p < 0.01) for users that watched trail-
ers. Watching trailers thus made users choose relatively less
popular movies.

In order to understand what the results are for the user
experience we investigate the survey data.

3.2 User Experience
The subjective constructs from the CFA were organized

into a path model using Structural Equation Modeling. The
resulting model had good model fit (χ2(66) = 1052.974, p <
0.001, CFI = .997, TLI = .996, RMSEA = .029, 90%CI :
[0.000, 0.084]). The corresponding path model is shown in
Figure 4.

Different from earlier studies[5] we did not find that sys-
tem satisfaction influences choice satisfaction directly. More-
over, system and choice satisfaction are not strongly related.
A possible explanation for this could be that in this study
the distinction between the preference elicitation task and
recommendation stages is less clear than in previous stud-
ies. As every choice task has the same appearance as a set of
recommendations (despite the clear explanation), the choice
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Choice 
Satisfaction

Perceived 
Diversity

System 
Satisfaction

Informativeness

.570 (.295)
p < 0.1

-.604 (.091)
p < 0.01

.244 (.162)
n.s.

.785 (.115)
p < 0.01

-.266 (.122)
p < 0.05

Trailers
.611 (.256)
p < 0.05

-.570 (.259)
p < 0.05

Figure 4: Path model of the CFA. Width of the ar-
rows show effect sizes, numbers next to the arrows
show the standardized effect size, with standard er-
ror and significance levels.

Figure 5: Boxplots of the estimated marginal means
for the perceived informativeness (INF), perceived
diversity (DIV), system satisfaction (SYSSAT) and
choice satisfaction (CHOSAT), for participants in
the trailer (red bars) and non-trailer (green) con-
ditions.

task from the final list of recommendations might not have
been perceived as much different from the choice tasks dur-
ing the preference elicitation task. System Satisfaction in
turn is positively influenced by Informativeness. In addi-
tion, the more people experience Informativeness, the less
they perceive Diversity. Opposed to previous studies, we
find that higher diversity results in a lower Choice Satisfac-
tion.

In order to investigate the overall effects of the trailers we
in addition consider the marginal means. The trailers affect
the user experience in a number of ways. Firstly, provid-
ing trailers is experienced as an increase in informativeness
of the system (statistically significant: β = 0.664, t(69) =
3.142, p < 0.01), as can be seen in the path model (Figure
4) and the marginal means (Figure 5).

It also results in an increased perceived diversity, but this
effect is counteracted by the decrease as a result of the in-
creased informativeness. This indirect effect of the manipu-
lation on diversity through perceived informativeness results
in the non-significant effect we observer in Figure 5. As far
as system satisfaction is concerned, trailers actually decrease
the system satisfaction. But similar to perceived diversity,
this direct effect of trailers on system satisfaction is counter-
acted by the positive effect of the increased informativeness
on system satisfaction.

4. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
The present study aimed to decrease the tendency to use

popularity as a heuristic in a choice-based preference elici-
tation task by providing users with means to make informed
choices.

The analysis on user behavior showed that people watch-
ing trailers are more inclined to pick relatively less popular
items. By investigating the user experience we found that
aside from the impact on the decisions users make, the user
experience was influenced. Informativeness of the system
increased with the possibility of watching trailers. While no
significant differences were found on the other aspects of user
experience, the path model provides insight in the positive
and negative consequences of providing trailers, consisting
of an increased informativeness and diversity, but decreased
system satisfaction.

4.1 Limitations
One of the limitations is that the effect of trailers on user

experience with a recommender system is not tested against
a more standard approach of preference elicitation. As users
expressed rating items costs more effort than choosing[4],
providing them with trailers during rating tasks may make
the task cost too much effort and subsequently users may
decide to not look at trailers. Nonetheless, comparing the
effects of using trailers in choice-based versus rating-based
preference elicitation can be valuable future research.

One aspect of behavior worth investigating based on the
findings in this study is information regarding in what stage
of the preference elicitation task users watched trailers. The
way data was stored in the current dataset does not allow
us to investigate for example if people watch more trailers in
the beginning, or towards the end of the study, which could
provide more fine grained insight in how trailers influence
the choices people make. Future research should incorpo-
rate not only whether or not people watch trailers, but also
when they do so. It would be particularly interesting to see if
users use trailers differently in the choice of the final recom-
mendations compared to the choices during the preference
elicitation task.

The effect of popularity on choice satisfaction needs to be
investigated in more detail. Previous studies have shown
that popularity of recommendations has a positive influence
on choice satisfaction in lab settings, but whether or not this
effect remains in the long run needs to be investigated. It
is possible that popularity can be used as a heuristic when
evaluating a recommender system, but that longer term in-
teraction is actually harmed by high popularity.
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ABSTRACT
Recent efforts in recommender systems research focus in-
creasingly on human factors that affect acceptance of recom-
mendations, such as user satisfaction, trust, transparency,
and user control. In this paper, we present a scalable vi-
sualisation to interleave the output of several recommender
engines with human-generated data, such as user bookmarks
and tags. Such a visualisation enables users to explore which
recommendations have been bookmarked by like-minded mem-
bers of the community or marked with a specific relevant
tag. Results of a preliminary user study (N =20) indicate
that effectiveness and probability of item selection increase
when users can explore relations between multiple recom-
mendations and human feedback. In addition, perceived ef-
fectiveness and actual effectiveness of the recommendations
as well as user trust into the recommendations are higher
than a traditional list representation of recommendations.

CCS Concepts
•Human-centered computing → Information visual-
isation; Empirical studies in visualisation; User inter-
face design;

Keywords
Interactive visualisation; recommender systems; set visuali-
sation; scalability; user study

1. INTRODUCTION
When recommendations fail, a user’s trust in a recom-

mender system often decreases, particularly when the sys-

IntRS 2016, September 16, 2016, Boston, MA, USA.
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tem acts as a “black box” [7]. One approach to deal with
this issue is to support exploration of recommendations by
exposing recommendation mechanisms and explaining why
a certain item was selected [19]. For example, graph-based
visualisations can explain collaborative filtering results by
representing relationships among items and users [11, 3].

Our work has been motivated by the presence of multi-
ple relevance prospects in modern social tagging systems.
Items bookmarked by a specific user offer a social relevance
prospect : if this user is known or appears to be like-minded,
a collection of her bookmarks is perceived as an interesting
set that is worth to explore. Similarly, items marked by a
specific tag offer a content relevance prospect. In a social
tagging system extended with a personalised recommender
engine [12, 15, 4], top items recommended to a user offer a
personalised relevance prospect.

Existing personalised social systems do not allow their
users to explore and combine these different relevance prospects.
Only one prospect can be explored at any given time: a list
of items suggested by a recommender engine, a list of items
bookmarked by a user, or a list of items marked with a
specific tag. In our work, we focus on the use of visual-
isation techniques to support exploration of multiple rele-
vance prospects, such as relationships between different rec-
ommendation methods, socially connected users, and tags,
as a basis to increase acceptance of recommendations. In
earlier work, we investigated how users explore these recom-
mendations using a cluster map visualisation [20]. Although
we were able to show the potential value of combining rec-
ommendations with tags and bookmarks of users, the user
interface was found to be challenging. Further, the nature
of the employed visualisation made our approach difficult to
scale: in a field study, users only explored relations between
a maximum of three entities. Due to these limitations, the
effect of using multiple prospects could not be fully assessed.

In this paper, we present the use of a scalable visualisation
that combines personalised recommendations with two addi-
tional prospects: (1) bookmarks of other users (a social rel-
evance prospect), and (2) tags (content relevance prospect).
Personalised recommendations are generated with four dif-
ferent recommendation techniques and embodied as agents
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to put them on the same ground as users (i.e., recommenda-
tions made by agents are treated in the same way as book-
marks left by users). We use the UpSet visualisation [9],
which offers a scalable approach to combine multiple sets
of relevance prospects, i.e. different recommender agents,
bookmarks of users, and tags. We aim to assess whether the
combination of multiple relevance prospects shown with this
technique can be used to increase the effectiveness of recom-
mendations while also addressing several issues related to
the “black box” problem. In particular, we explore the fol-
lowing research questions:

• RQ1 Under which condition may a scalable visualisa-
tion increase user acceptance of recommended items?

• RQ2 Does a scalable set visualisation increase per-
ceived effectiveness of recommendations?

• RQ3 Does a scalable set visualisation increase user
trust in recommendations?

• RQ4 Does a scalable set visualisation improve user
satisfaction with a recommender system?

The contribution of this research is threefold:

1. First, we present a novel interface that integrates a
simplified version of the UpSet visualisation, allowing
the user to flexibly combine multiple prospects to ex-
plore recommended items.

2. Second, we present a preliminary user study that as-
sesses the effect of combining multiple relevance prospects
on the decision-making process. We find that users
explore combinations of recommendations with users
and tags more frequently than recommendations only
based on agents. Further, this combination is found to
provide more relevant results, leading to an increase in
user acceptance.

3. Third, we find indications of an increase in user trust,
user satisfaction, and both perceived and actual effec-
tiveness of recommendations compared to a baseline
system. This shows the positive effects of combining
multiple prospects on user experience.

This paper is organized as follows: first, we present related
work in the area of interactive recommender systems. We
then introduce the design of IntersectionExplorer, an in-
teractive visualisation that allows users to explore recom-
mendations by combining multiple relevance prospects in a
scalable way. We assess its impact on the decision-making
process and finish with a discussion of the results.

2. RELATED WORK
In a recent study, we analyzed 24 interactive recommender

systems that use a visualisation technique to support user
interaction [6]. A large share of these systems focuses on
transparency of the recommendation process to address the
“black box” issue. Here, the overall objective is to explain
the inner logic of a recommender system to the user in order
to increase acceptance of recommendations. Good exam-
ples of this approach are PeerChooser [11] and SmallWorlds
[5]. Both allow exploration of relationships between recom-
mended items and friends with a similar profile using mul-
tiple aspects.

In addition, TasteWeights [3] allows users to control the
impact of the profiles and behaviours of friends and peers
on the recommendation results. Similar to our work, Taste-
Weights provides an interface for such hybrid recommenda-
tions. The system elicits preference data and relevance feed-
back from users at run-time in order to adapt recommenda-
tions. This idea can be traced back to the work of Schafer
et al. [17] concerning meta-recommendation systems. These
meta-recommenders provide users with personalised control
over the generation of recommendations by allowing them
to alter the importance of specific factors on a scale from 1
(not important) to 5 (must have). SetFusion [13] is a recent
example that allows users to fine-tune weights of a hybrid
recommender system. SetFusion uses a Venn diagram to vi-
sualise relationships between recommendations. Our work
extends this concept by visualising relationships between dif-
ferent relevance prospects, including human-generated data,
such as user bookmarks and tags in addition to outputs of
recommenders, in order to incite the exploration of related
items and to increase their relevance and importance in the
eye of the user. To do so, we employ a set-based visualisation
that allows users to quickly discern relations and common-
alities between the items of recommenders, users, and tags
for a richer and more relevant choice.

Relevance-based or set-based visualisation attempts to spa-
tially organize recommendation results. This type of visual-
isation has its roots in the field of information retrieval and
was used for the display of search results. For example: for a
query that uses three terms, this type of visualisation would
create seven set areas. Three sets will show the results sep-
arately for each term. Another set of three will show results
for any combination of two of these terms. Finally, one set
will show results that are relevant to all three terms together.
The classic example of such a set-based relevance visualisa-
tion is InfoCrystal [18]. The Aduna clustermap visualisation
[1] also belongs to this category, but offers a more complex
visualisation paradigm and a higher degree of interactivity.
The strongest point of both approaches, however, is the clear
representation of the query terms and their relevant items,
separately or in combination.

In the context of similar work, the novelty of the approach
suggested in this paper is twofold: first, we use a set-based
relevance approach that is not limited to keywords or tags,
but which combines these with other relevance-bearing enti-
ties (users and recommendation agents). The major differ-
ence and innovation of our work is that we allow end-users
to combine multiple relevance prospects to increase richness
and relevance of recommendations. Second, we present and
evaluate the use of a novel scalable visualisation technique
(UpSet [9]) to perform this task and thereby demonstrate
this approach’s ability to increase recommendation effective-
ness and user trust.

3. INTERSECTIONEXPLORER
IntersectionExplorer (IE) is an interactive visualisation

tool that enables users to combine suggestions of recom-
mender agents with user bookmarks and tags in order to
find relevant items. We describe the visualisation and inter-
action design of the system, followed by its implementation.

3.1 Set Visualisation Design
We have adapted the UpSet [9] technique to visualise re-

lations between users, tags, and recommendations. UpSet
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represents set relations in a matrix view: while columns rep-
resent sets of different entities (such as recommender agents
or other users’ bookmarks), rows represent commonalities
between these (Figure 1). The column header shows the
name of the agent, user, or tag. The vertical bar chart below
the column headers depicts the number of items belonging to
each related set. Set relations are represented by the rows.
In such a row, a filled cell indicates that the correspond-
ing set contributes to the relation. An empty cell indicates
that the corresponding set is not part of the relation. The
horizontal bar chart next to each row shows the number of
items that could be explored for this relation set. For exam-
ple, the first row in Figure 1 indicates that there are three
items that belong to both the set of recommendations sug-
gested by the bookmark-based recommender agent, and the
set of recommendations suggested by the tag-based agent.
The second row shows suggestions of the bookmark-based
agent only, whereas the third row only shows suggestions of
the tag-based agent. For the convenience of the reader, we
also depicted this relation in a traditional Venn diagram to
support the understanding of the concept.

Figure 1: Set visualisation of IntersectionExplorer

One of the biggest advantages of a visual matrix is scal-
ability. Whereas a Venn diagram can only display the in-
tersections of a limited number of sets, the UpSet technique
can present many sets in parallel, as only a single column
has to be added to add another set to the visualisation. This
greatly reduces space requirements while increasing the in-
formation density. The visual encoding of IE is identical
for any number and constellation of sets. In practice, users
may wish to first familiarise themselves with the display of
a small number of sets, but due to the consistent and space-
efficient design, they can seamlessly increase the set numbers
without altering the view.

3.2 Interaction Design
An overview of the full IE interface is shown in Figure 2.

The interface is separated into three connected parts. In the
left part, the user can select different entities: agents, users
and tags. If an agent is selected, the set of items suggested
by this agent is added to the matrix visualisation in the
canvas area. If a user is added, the set of bookmarks of this
user is added. Similarly, if a tag is added, the set of papers
marked with this tag is added to the view.

The canvas area represents user-selected sets as columns
in a matrix view, allowing the user to explore overlaps be-
tween these sets. Each row represents relations between the
different columns as explained in the previous section.

The user can explore the details of data items related to
a certain row by clicking on the row. For example, after
clicking the first row in Figure 2, the right part shows the
title and authors of two papers that are bookmarked by “P
Brusilovsky” and also suggested by three different agents.

The user can explore the items related to a specific set by
clicking on the column header: all containing items of this
set are then presented in the panel on the right. Meanwhile,
the rows related to this set are also gathered at the top to
facilitate exploration of relations with other sets.

At the top of the set view, the user can also sort the
rows (set intersections) by number of items or number of
related sets in ascending or descending order. The example
of Figure 2 sorts the rows by the number of related sets in
descending order. The first row represents items in the in-
tersection of four sets. The second row represents items in
the intersection of three sets and the next five rows repre-
sent items in the intersection of two sets. The other rows
represent items related to a single set only.

3.3 Implementation
We have implemented IE on top of data from Conference

Navigator 3 (CN3). CN3 is a social personalised system that
supports attendees at academic conferences [14]. The main
feature is its conference scheduling system where users can
add talks of the conference to create a personal schedule.
Social information collected by CN3 is extensively used to
help users find interesting papers. For example, CN3 lists
the most popular papers, the most active people, and the
most popular tags assigned to the talks. When visiting the
talk page, users can also see who scheduled each talk during
the conference and which tags were assigned to this talk.

We use the list of conference talks as data items in IE.
CN3 offers four different recommendation services that rely
on different recommendation engines. The tag-based rec-
ommender engine matches user tags (tags provided by the
user) with item tags (tags assigned to different talks by the
community of users) using the Okapi BM25 algorithm [10].
The bookmark-based recommendation engine builds the user
interest profile as a vector of terms with weights based on
TF-IDF [2] using the content of the papers that the user
has scheduled. It then recommends papers that match this
profile of interests. Another two recommender engines, ex-
ternal bookmark and bibliography, are the augmented version
of the bookmark-based engines [21]. The external bookmark
recommender engine combines both the content of the sched-
uled papers and the research papers bookmarked by the user
in academic social bookmarking systems such as Mendeley,
CiteUlike, or BibSonomy. Similarly, the bibliography recom-
mender engine uses the content of papers published by the
user in the past to augment the bookmarked papers.

The suggestions of these four recommender engines are
represented as separate agents in IE. Users can explore which
items are suggested by a single agent, for instance the tag-
based recommender, but they can also explore which items
are recommended by multiple agents to filter out the po-
tentially more relevant recommendations. In addition, users
can explore relations between agent suggestions and book-
marks of real users. As shown in Figure 2, the third row
represents items suggested by the tag-based agent that have
also been bookmarked by “P Brusilovsky”, but that are not
suggested by the two other agents and that have not been
bookmarked by the active user (“K Verbert”). In this paper,
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Figure 2: IntersectionExplorer visualises relationships between recommendations generated by multiple rec-
ommendation techniques (agents) and bookmarks of users and tags to increase relevance of recommendations.

we evaluate whether enabling users to explore relations be-
tween recommendations of different techniques, real users,
and tags increases the acceptance of recommendations.

The set visualisation shows the relations of the selected
sets as described in section 3.1. The column of the current
user is displayed in blue while the other columns are repre-
sented in grey. As presented in Figure 2, the bar chart below
the column headers of users overlays a blue bar that encodes
the number of common bookmarks with the current user.
The similarity between users is also represented next to the
user name in the panel on the left: “P Brusilovsky (9/31)”
indicates that the user “P Brusilovsky” has 31 bookmarks in
total. Nine out of these 31 talks are also bookmarked by the
active user (“K Verbert”).

For the user study presented in this paper, we used the
data from the EC-TEL conferences of 2014 and 2015. EC-
TEL is a large conference on technology enhanced learning.
We retrieved user bookmarks and tags of these conferences,
and had access to the different recommender services for
both the 2014 and 2015 edition of the conference. Attendees
of the EC-TEL conference participated in the user study
that is presented in the next section.

4. USER STUDY
To investigate to what extent the set visualisation may

support users in finding relevant items, we conducted a within-
subjects study with 20 users (mean age: 32.9 years; SD:
6.32; female: 3) in two conditions, both of which had to be
completed by all participants.

In the first condition (baseline), users were tasked to ex-
plore recommendations presented to them using the CN3
“my recommendations” page with four ranked lists. In the
second condition, users explored recommendations using In-
tersectionExplorer (IE). To avoid a learning effect, each con-
dition used a separate data set from which to generate rec-
ommendations. The baseline condition (CN3) used the EC-
TEL 2014 proceedings (172 items), the IE condition used
the EC-TEL 2015 proceedings (112 items).

To prepare for the study, users bookmarked and tagged

five items in each of the proceedings. In addition, users’
publication history and academic social bookmark systems
(CiteULike and Bibsonomy) were read. From the combined
data, recommendations were generated in both conditions
using the four different techniques described in Section 3.
These were then presented as four individual agents: a tag-
based agent, a bookmark-based agent, an external bookmark
agent and a biography agent.

To explore the impact of the IE visualisation on the users’
acceptance of items, users were tasked to explore the rec-
ommendations of the four agents freely and to bookmark
five items. During this period we recorded the time and
amount of steps taken to create a bookmark. In particu-
lar, we recorded the following actions: selection/deselection
of agents, users and tags, sorting, hovering over a result
row (if mouse position was held for more than two seconds),
clicking onto a paper’s title, and clicking the bookmark but-
ton. Further, we collected data using a think-aloud proto-
col, synchronizing screen recording and microphone input.
Finally, users completed a questionnaire using a five-point
Likert scale. The questions were based on ResQue [16] and
the framework proposed by Knijnenburg et al. [8], both of
which have been validated for the measurement of subjective
aspects of user experience with recommender systems.

Before exploring the recommendations using IE, users were
shown a three-minute video to explain the system’s opera-
tion. In the IE view, users saw the intersections with the
agents’ recommendations. In the CN3 (baseline) view, users
saw the full results of the bookmark agent and could navi-
gate to the recommendations generated by the three other
agents, as presented in Figure 3. The study was counterbal-
anced by mode of exploration (CN3/IntersectionExplorer).
Five users completed the study with a researcher present
in the same room, whereas 15 users completed the study
via an on-line video call. To establish users’ background-
knowledge, we asked each participant a set of questions us-
ing a five-point Likert scale after the study. Mean results
were as follows:

• Users were familiar with technology-enhanced learning
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(mean: 4; SD: 1.1).

• Users were familiar with recommender systems (mean:
4; SD: 0.95).

• Users were familiar with visualisation techniques (mean:
4.05; SD: 0.86).

• Users occasionally followed the advice of recommender
systems (mean: 4.25; SD: 0.77).

• Eight participants had never heard of CN3 before. Twelve
had heard of it, but had no particular familiarity with
the system (mean: 3.25; SD: 1.13).

One user had no publications, four had two to four pub-
lications, fifteen had five publications or more. Within the
last group, 93.3% had published on an EC-TEL conference
in the past.

Figure 3: CN3 baseline interface with four ranked
lists provided by four recommender engines.

4.1 Results and Evaluation

4.1.1 Quantitative results
The main focus of this study was to investigate under

which condition the visualisation may increase user accep-
tance of recommended items. To answer our question, we
need to analyse the in-depth behaviour of users exploring
the recommendations using various combinations of recom-
mender agents and the bookmarks and tags of other users.

In order to be able to determine the impact of visualising
relations between agents, users, and tags, we defined two
measures: effectiveness and yield.

Effectiveness measured how frequently the exploration
of a specific set providing a number of intersections (hence-
forth called ‘size’) eventually led to the user bookmarking
another paper (from the recommended set of papers). By
the exploration of a set we mean clicking on a row of inter-
sections in the visualisation (Figure 1, Figure 2) to show the
items belonging to the intersection of the selected sets.

Effectiveness was calculated as the number of cases where
the exploration of an intersection of a specific type and size
resulted in a new user bookmark, divided by the number of
times this intersection type and size was explored. Intersec-
tion types could be a single agent, a combination of agents,
or a combination of agents with another entity (user or tag).
The size represented the number of sets in the intersection.
For instance, users explored suggestions of a single agent 26
times in total (one agent, Figure 4, first row). Exploration of
these sets resulted in the creation of five bookmarks. Thus,
the single agent’s effectiveness is 5/26 = 19%.

Yield measured the fraction of items of an explored set
that were actually bookmarked by all users in total. For in-
stance, if the results of the intersection with one agent listed
a total of 93 items for all users combined, but only five book-
marks were created from this type and size of intersection
across the whole study, its overall yield was 5/93=0.05 (Fig-
ure 5, first row).

Figure 4 and Figure 5 reveal an interesting effect: sets
which included the recommendations of agents and other
entities, such as other users’ bookmarks and tags, appeared
to have a higher yield and effectiveness than sets based on
agent recommendation alone, even if the number of intersec-
tions were the same. To further explore this aspect, we di-
vided the results for effectiveness and yield into two groups:
those obtained for interaction with one to four agents, and
those obtained from interaction with the recommendations
of different numbers of agents and another entity (user or
tag). A Friedman test indicated a significant effect of rec-
ommendation source on effectiveness, c2(1) = 4, p = .046
revealing that users who explored the recommendations of
agents combined with another entity in the recommendation
matrix of IE (median: .43), tended to find more than twice
as many relevant items as when only using the agents for the
recommendation (median: 0.21) (Figure 4). These results
correspond to our findings that the richer the set (the more
“perspectives” contribute the recommendation), the higher
the yield (Figure 6). In general, Figure 7 shows that the
larger the amount of intersections with a specific type, the
higher the yield. Pearson’s correlation showed a positive
correlation between the number of intersections and yield (r
= .839, n = 6, p = .037).

Figure 4: Effectiveness of the combinations of vari-
ous amounts of agents and the combinations of var-
ious amounts of agents and other entities, such as
users or tags. Effectiveness was higher when agents
were combined with another entity.

Overall, these results suggests that enriching automated
recommendations based on tags, previous bookmarks, pub-
lication history and academic social bookmarks with socially
collected relevance evidence, such as the bookmarks made by
other users of the same conference or a tag, greatly increases
the relevance of recommendations, resulting in a higher ac-
ceptance rate.

Regarding the overall operability of IE, an ANOVA of task
completion time showed an effect of task number F (4, 44)
= 20.5, p < .001 on interaction time. However, a post-hoc
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Figure 5: Yield of the combinations of various
amounts of agents and the combinations of various
amounts of agents and other entities, such as users
or tags. Yield was higher when agents were com-
bined with another entity.

Figure 6: Yield of different numbers of perspectives
in an exploration. Pearson’s correlation showed a
positive correlation between number of perspectives
in an exploration and yield (r = 1.0, n = 3, p =
.015).

Figure 7: Yield of different numbers of entities in the
intersection. Pearson’s correlation showed a positive
correlation between number of entities in an inter-
section and yield (r = .839, n = 6, p = .037).

Bonferroni-Holm-corrected Wilcoxon signed-rank test indi-
cated that differences were not statistically significant.

A Greenhouse-Geisser corrected ANOVA of the amount
of steps needed to complete the bookmarking tasks showed
an effect of condition, F (1, 11) = 7.86, p = .017, and an
effect of task order, F (2.09, 23) = 168.82, p = .002. A
Wilcoxon signed-rank test showed a trend for task one tak-
ing more steps when using IE (median: 11) than when using
CN3 (median: 4), Z = 2.5, p = .012, but after applying

a Bonferroni-Holm correction, differences were not statisti-
cally significant. This suggests that while IE may have a
higher learning curve than CN3, no statistically significant
differences exist in terms of efficiency of operation after ac-
quaintance with the system (Figure 8).

Figure 8: Median time (mm:ss) and steps of each
task with IntersectionExplorer (IE) and CN3.

4.1.2 Questionnaire results
Results are reported in Figure 9, 10 and 11. Running a set

of Bonferroni-Holm-corrected Wilcoxon signed-rank tests on
the questionnaire results revealed the following:

• Papers explored with IE were perceived to be of a
higher quality than with CN3 (Z = 3.54, p < .001).

• IE was perceived to be more effective than CN3 (Z =
4.24, p < .001).

• User satisfaction was higher with IE than with CN3
(Z = 3.22, p = .001).

• Users would me more willing to use IE frequently than
CN3 (Z = 3.42, p = .001).

• Users perceived the recommendations shown in IE to
be more trustworthy than CN3 (Z = 2.55, p = .011).

Figure 9: Questionnaire results with statistical sig-
nificance. Differences between the aspects “Fun”
and “Choice satisfaction” were not significant after
the Bonferroni-Holm correction.

In addition, a trend was observed that users experienced
IE to be more fun than CN3 (Z = 2.28, p = .023) and to
provide a higher choice satisfaction (Z = 2.1, p = .039).
However, after applying a Bonferroni-Holm correction, dif-
ferences were not statistically significant.

Similarly, the results for the novelty of items (median: 4),
effort to use the systems (median: 2), usefulness (median:
4), and ease of use (median: 4) were the same for both
systems. Users tended to perceive the creation of bookmarks
as more difficult in IE (median: 3) than in CN3 (median:
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Figure 10: Questionnaire results without statistic
significance.

2), but tended to read the bookmarked papers afterwards
more frequently when using IE (median: 4) that when using
CN3 (median: 3).

As for the IE-specific aspects shown in Figure 11, users
perceived the visualisation to be adequate (median: 4) and
the amount of information provided by the system to be
sufficient to make a bookmark decision (median: 4). Users
tended to be undecided regarding the interaction adequacy
of IE (median: 3.5, see [16] for a definition), but found it
easy to modify their preference to find relevant papers (user
control, median: 4).

Figure 11: Interaction and visualisation sufficiency.

4.1.3 Observation
The think-aloud protocol revealed the following:
Interface: Some users misinterpreted empty circles to

be a match of bookmarks or recommendations (three users)
or initially failed to understand the meaning of the circles
(three users). Others stated that they did not know that a
tag-based agent was available and that the list of entities on
the left was too long (three users).

Terminology: Two users had problems understanding
the meaning of “sets”, “related sets” or the numbers repre-
senting the amount of papers in a set.

It was further observed that some users only explored sets
recommended by the agents, the majority explored sets rec-
ommended by agents and related to other users or tags.

4.1.4 Answering the research questions
RQ1 Under which condition may a scalable visualisation

increase user acceptance of recommended items?
Our research showed that user acceptance of recommended

items increased with the amount of sources used. However,
the most important finding is that the addition of human-
generated data – such as bookmarks of other users or tags –
to the agent-generated recommendations resulted in a signif-
icant increase of effectiveness and yield. Our data suggests
that providing users with insight into relations of recommen-
dations with bookmarks and tags of community members

increases user acceptance. We thus recommend to combine
automated sources and personal sources whenever possible.

RQ2 Does a scalable set visualisation increase perceived
effectiveness of recommendations?

Perceived effectiveness (expressed in the questionnaire)
and actual effectiveness (how frequently users bookmarked
a recommended paper) were increased by this type of visu-
alisation.

RQ3 Does a scalable set visualisation increase user trust
in recommendations?

The evaluation of the subjective data showed that user
trust into the recommended items was increased with set-
based visualisation of recommendation sources.

RQ4 Does a scalable set visualisation improve user satis-
faction with a recommender system?

Overall, user satisfaction was higher when using the visu-
alisation, suggesting this to be a key feature of the approach.

4.2 Discussion

4.2.1 Simplicity vs. effectiveness
The analysis of task completion time and amount of steps

needed to complete the bookmarking tasks has shown that
users require more time and interactions to set their first
bookmark in IE, but that after this ‘training phase’, the
operational efficiency between IE and CN3 does not differ.
This corresponds to the observations made during the anal-
ysis of the think-aloud study, where it was found that some
users initially struggled to understand the meaning of the
different circle types or what a ‘set’ was.

However, the analysis of the subjective data has shown
that users perceived IE to be more effective and its rec-
ommendations more trustworthy than those given by CN3.
Especially the last point may be the result of removing the
frequently lamented “black box” problem of recommenders
by simply visualising how and why certain items are selected.
In addition, users perceived items resulting from their use of
IE to be of higher quality and found the overall experience
more satisfying. This positive user experience may compen-
sate for the initial conceptual problems encountered in the
first exploration of the application and suggests that IE may
be a helpful addition to the conference explorer service.

4.2.2 Comparison to previous work
In our previous work we presented the idea of combin-

ing recommendations embodied as agents with bookmarks
of users and tags as a basis to increase effectiveness of rec-
ommendations [20]. A cluster map technique was used to
enable users to explore these relations. Whereas the ap-
proach seemed promising, the cluster map was challenging
for users to understand. In a first controlled user study, we
asked users explicitly to explore recommendations of agents,
bookmarks of users, tags and their combinations to try to
find relevant items. Results of this user study indicate that
there is an increase in effectiveness. In a follow-up uncon-
trolled field study users did not explore many intersections
between different relevance prospects. As a result, the ef-
fect of combining relevance prospects could not be confirmed
when users were not pushed to do so.

IE employs the novel UpSet visualisation technique that
was presented at IEEE VIS in 2014. We simplified the inter-
face and deployed it on top of data collected by Conference
Navigator. The approach addresses the previous limitations
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regarding ease of use and scalability: in this study users did
explore many intersections, enabling us to investigate the
effect of the approach on acceptance of recommendations.

4.2.3 Limitations
One limitation is the low number of participants. Further,

the study was conducted with researchers from the field of
technology enhanced learning with a high degree of visuali-
sation expertise (mean: 4.05, SD: 0.86). Such users may be
biased due to their graph literacy. In addition, our data was
limited to that provided by the EC-TEL conferences.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We presented a study that used the UpSet visualisation

technique to combine agent-based recommendations with
human-generated recommendations in the form of bookmarks
and tags. Despite the initial learning curve (when compared
to the baseline system CN3), we found that this combina-
tion resulted in a higher degree of item exploration and ac-
ceptance of recommendations, than when using agent-only
results. This way, user trust, usefulness, quality, and effec-
tiveness were increased. We could thereby demonstrate the
positive effects of the combination of multiple prospects on
user experience and relevance of recommendations.

Future work will explore the applicability of our findings
to a more diverse dataset and audience, as well as different
types of visualisations. We have currently deployed Intersec-
tionExplorer for attendees of the ACM IUI 2016 conference
and will evaluate whether the visualisation can be used in an
open setting, without the presence of a researcher. In addi-
tion, we plan to deploy the visualisation on top of data from
large conferences, including the Digital Humanities confer-
ence series. Follow-up studies will assess the added value of
our visualisation on top of larger data collections and with
a less technical audience. With these studies, we intent to
reach a wider range of users to further evaluate the effect of
the approach on the effectiveness of recommendations.
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ABSTRACT 
Product recommendations have been shown to influence 
consumers’ preferences and purchasing behavior. However, 
empirical evidence has yet to be found illustrating whether and how 
the recommendations of other products affect a consumers’ 
economic behavior for the focal product. In many e-commerce 
websites, a product is presented with co-purchase and co-view 
recommendations which potentially contain complement and 
substitute products, respectively. Very little research has explored 
the differential effects of complementary and substitutable 
recommendations. In this study, we are interested in how the type 
of recommendations of other products impact the consumers’ 
willingness-to-pay for the focal product, and additionally how the 
recommendations’ price and the consumers’ decision stage 
moderate this effect. We conducted a 2x2x2 randomized 
experiment to examine how the consumers’ willingness-to-pay is 
affected by these factors. Experimental results provide evidence 
that there is no significant main effect difference between 
complementary and substitutable recommendations. But we 
observed a significant interaction effect between recommendation 
type and decision stage, which highlights the importance of timing 
in recommender systems. Other findings include that consumers 
are willing to pay more for a specific product when the price of a 
recommended product is high, as well as when they are in later 
decision stages. These findings have significant implications for the 
design and applications of recommender systems.   

Keywords 
recommender systems; complements; substitutes; willingness-to-
pay; price; decision stage  

1.   INTRODUCTION 
Recommender systems (RS) are becoming integral to how 
consumers discover new products and have a strong influence on 
what consumers buy and view. For instance, 60% of Netflix content 
consumption originates from recommendations, and 35% of 
Amazon sales are attributed to recommendations [11]. With their 
utmost importance for retailers, some studies have been conducted 
to explore the behavioral effects of recommender systems on 
consumers [1][2]. Specifically, prior studies found that consumers’ 
preferences and willingness-to-pay for a product can be influenced 
by the values of personalized recommendations. This provides 
evidence that consumers’ behavior is vulnerable toward 
recommendation agents. However, there is still space for 
researching the behavioral effects of detailed recommendation 
features. For example, when evaluating the information of a focal 

product on its own webpage, consumers are often exposed to 
additional relevant products as recommendations, such as on 
Amazon.com. It is an open research question whether consumer’s 
purchase decisions such as willingness-to-pay for the focal product 
would be affected by the display of ‘other products’ and the type of 
information presented with these recommendations. Some work 
has studied this in offline settings [31], but little work addresses this 
issue in the online recommendation context. 

Particularly, the types of ‘other products’ in a recommendation set 
may vary, but they can be generally categorized into substitutes and 
complements [19]. Substitutes are products that can be purchased 
instead of each other, while complements are products that 
experience joint demand. For example, when a user is evaluating a 
cellphone, it’s reasonable to recommend other phones to better 
match his/her needs, but it also makes sense to recommend batteries, 
chargers, or cases, which commonly make up a bundle 
recommendation [34]. Research has shown that consumers factor 
into consideration the source or type of information when making 
their purchase decisions [26]. Economic theory suggests that 
complements increase demand for the focal product because of 
increasing the possibility of users finding added value for the focal 
product [31]. With the increased demand, the market price will 
increase accordingly, leading to higher individual willingness-to-
pay. Whereas, substitutes decrease demand for the focal product 
due to competition, which leads to a lower market price and 
individual willingness-to-pay. Despite the extensive literature 
about complements and substitutes in economics, little research 
studied their differential effects in online recommendation settings.  

In this study, we are interested in how the type of recommendations 
of other products impact the focal product, and additionally how 
the recommendations’ price and consumers’ decision stage 
moderate this effect. The price of a recommended product can be 
perceived as a contextual reference point. Along with the nature of 
cross-price elasticity of demands between complementary/ 
substitutable goods [20], the research question of how the price 
interacts with recommendation type is of great value. Additionally, 
when shopping online consumers tend to have a two-stage decision 
making process [9]: first, screening a large set of available products 
to identify a subset of the most promising alternatives; and second, 
evaluating the latter in more depth to make a final purchase 
decision. Zheng et al. (2009) [33] argue that consumers prefer 
different recommendations in each stage because they are driven by 
different goals in each stage, i.e., in stage 1 they are comparing 
alternatives, whereas in stage 2 they are reviewing candidates.  For 
this reason, we are also interested in the moderation role of decision 
stages, which has not been previously studied.  
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In the following sections, we firstly introduce the theoretical 
underpinnings of this research, based on which five hypotheses are 
proposed. Then we discuss the design of a randomized experiment, 
which measures consumers’ willingness-to-pay across different 
recommendation scenarios.  We present the results of our analysis 
and discuss the implications for online retail practices and research 
involving recommender systems. The investigation provides a new 
angle for understanding the behavioral aspect of recommender 
systems, as well as guidelines to further improve the design of 
recommendation agents.  

2.   THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK  
In this section, we discuss the relevant theoretical foundations for 
our research questions in terms of three dimensions: 
recommendation type, price, and consumers’ decision stage. Based 
on our primary goal of uncovering the differential effects between 
different recommendation types, we firstly review research about 
complementary/substitutable goods in the marketing literature, as 
well as related empirical studies in the recommender system 
context. Second, since the basic relationship between 
complements/substitutes is their cross-price elasticity of demands, 
we discuss theories describing how one product’s price might 
influence consumers’ willingness-to-pay for another product. 
Finally, we discuss the related literature on consumer decision 
making processes and how this interacts with the recommender 
systems. 

2.1   Complements and Substitutes in 
Recommendation 
The study of complements and substitutes has long been a central 
subject in the marketing literature. Generally, products are 
considered complements (substitutes) if lowering (raising) the price 
of one product leads to an increase in sales of another [31]. 
Research shows that consumer choice is easily influenced by 
context and the set of alternatives available at the time of decision 
[24], thus, there is significant demand interrelationship among 
substitutable and complementary goods [20]. Generally, two 
moderate or strong substitutes should be offered separately, 
whereas two complements should be offered as a bundle [32], in 
order to maximize the profit. This is because the introduction of a 
complement may increase the possibility of buyers finding new 
uses or added value for existing products [31], whereas the 
substitutes can be consumed or used in place of one another. 

In the online recommendation scenario, a focal product is often 
presented with several related items as the recommendations. Take 
Amazon.com as an example, each product is featured on its own 
designated webpage, along with additional relevant products as 
recommendations.  Hence, a visible directed product network is 
created whereby products are explicitly connected by hyperlinks 
[16]. Some studies [22][23][5] have examined the behavioral 
impacts of recommendation networks, with these studies primarily 
focusing on the co-purchase recommendation network. Many e-
commerce websites provide recommendations from two product 
networks: co-view and co-purchase product networks. Only 
recently have their differential effects been considered [16]. More 
interestingly, co-purchase and co-view networks can be used to 
implicitly represent two recommendation strategies, that is, 
recommending complementary and substitutable products, 
respectively. Although not always the case, it is common that co-
purchased items contain complementary products while co-viewed 
products contain substitutable products. For example, a consumer 
buy a laptop computer may view several laptops, but purchase only 
one laptop along with a complementary mouse, software, screen 

protector or other accessories. Figure 1 and Figure 2 provide an 
example to this extent with the co-purchase and co-view 
recommendations on Amazon.com when the focal product is ‘Dell 
Inspiron 15 i5558-5718SLV’. 

 
Figure 1. Amazon co-purchase product recommendation 

 
Figure 2. Amazon co-view product recommendation 

By definition in microeconomics, if product A and B are 
complements, increased demand for product A should be 
associated with increased demand for product B [33]. This 
complementary product effect leads to the co-purchase network. 
On the other hand, substitute products have an inverse demand 
relationship. This leads to the co-view network because consumers 
tend to view and compare substitutes before making final purchase 
decisions. Given that recommendations of both complements and 
substitutes are often presented along with the focal product, it is of 
significant practical interest to understand their differential effects. 
Based on economic theory, complements increase demand for the 
focal product, and the market price will increase accordingly, 
leading to higher individual willingness-to-pay. Whereas, 
substitutes decrease demand for the focal product due to 
competition, which leads to a lower market price and individual 
willingness-to-pay. Thus, we put forth the following hypothesis: 

H1: Consumers tend to have higher willingness-to-pay for the focal 
product when it is displayed together with a complementary 
recommendation as compared to being displayed with a 
substitutable recommendation. 

Note that this initial hypothesis is intended to test a main effect of 
recommendation type and is price agnostic. We address the 
moderating effects of price in the next section. 

2.2   Pricing 
Researchers in marketing and economics have long recognized that 
pricing decisions sometimes incorporate more than one product. 
This is because consumers tend to respond to price relative to some 
reference price [25], such as the other prices in the store at the point 
of purchase. Both prospect theory and mental accounting suggest 
that consumers make decisions based on losses or gains relative to 
a reference point. When consumers compare the actual price of the 
focal product with other reference prices, incidental price learning 
[21] occurs without any explicit intention to memorize them. In 
offline physical stores, retailers can attempt to influence positively 
the degree to which the sales of one item affect sales of other items 
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through in-store product locations and shelf space allocations, for 
example, locating two complements together. This is very similar 
to the online recommendations where other products are co-
displayed with prices along with the focal product on the webpage. 
When consumers evaluate the focal product, the prices of 
recommended products are expected to affect their purchase-
related decisions for the focal product.  Contrast effect theory [30]  
suggests that the perceived value of the focal product’s price is 
decreased (increased) when the recommendations presented along 
with have relatively higher (lower) price. That is, consumers are 
willing to pay more (less) when the product seems cheaper (more 
expensive) relative to other products. Thus, we have the following 
hypothesis about the main effect of price on willingness-to-pay: 

H2: The price of a recommended product has a positive influence 
on consumers’ willingness-to-pay for the focal product, that 
is, consumers are willing to pay more when the price of the 
recommended product is higher than the price of focal 
product. 

There are also significant cross-relationships among the sales of 
substitutable and complementary products [20]. In particular, lower 
price or promotion of one product can stimulate sales of a 
complement, whereas supplant sales of other substitutes. That is to 
say, when the prices of complementary goods go up, the purchase 
likelihood for the other complementary good may go down, while 
if the price of one of the substitute goods goes up, the purchase 
likelihood for others will go up [12]. Furthermore, by influencing 
the demand of a complementary/ substitutive product through its 
price, the consumers’ willingness-to-pay for that product will be 
influenced as well [18]. This cross-relationship nature of substitutes 
and complements indicates that the effect of price is stronger when 
the competition between two products is high, which is common 
among substitutes. Therefore, we hypothesize the following: 

H2A: There is an interaction effect between the price and type of 
recommendations, such that the positive influence of 
recommendation price on willingness-to-pay for the focal 
product is stronger when the recommendation type is 
substitute as compared to complement. 

2.3   Consumers’ Two-Stage Decision Making 
As illustrated in the previous literature [9][17][29], consumers are 
often not capable of evaluating all available alternatives in great 
depth, and this results in a two-stage decision making process. In 
the first stage, consumers usually browse a large set of available 
options and identify a small subset of candidates for further 
consideration. In the second stage, they tend to thoroughly evaluate 
the candidates and make a final purchase decision. In the second 
decision stage consumers’ motivation and determination to make 
purchases are increased, thus having higher willingness-to-pay for 
selected alternatives. Hence, we hypothesize the following main 
effect of decision stage: 

H3: The decision stage has a positive influence on consumers’ 
willingness-to-pay for the focal product, that is, consumers 
are willing to pay more when they are in the second stage. 

Given this multistage mental process, Ge et al. (2012) [8] argued 
that the manner in which information is processed differs 
systematically between the two decision stages. Their experimental 
results reveal that the timing of the presentation of specific pieces 
of information about an alternative across shopping stages has a 
great impact on consumers’ choice. This difference can be 
attributed to the shopping goals theory [14] and construal level 
theory [15]. Specifically, consumers are less certain of their 

shopping goals in the first stage of a shopping process.  Thus, their 
thinking is more abstract when in the first stage.  Shopping goals 
become concrete when they are closer to the final purchase point in 
the second stage. Therefore, marketing promotions for similar 
products (i.e., substitutes) are more effective in influencing 
consumer’s spending when their goals are less concrete [10][14]. 
Researchers have also studied the behavioral effects of 
recommendations beyond standard substitute recommendations. 
For instance, Zheng et al. (2009) [33] argued that customers prefer 
different types of recommendations in different purchase stages. In 
the first stage of an online purchase process, customers are 
navigating webpages to compare a large set of similar products. 
Whereas in the second stage, customers already have a clear 
candidate set through which to make a purchase decision. In the 
second stage, substitutive recommendations likely have little 
impact and recommendations of complement products may be 
preferred since they introduce items that can add value to the 
purchase of the focal product. Hence, we hypothesize the following 
interaction effect: 

H3A: There is an interaction effect between the stage and type of 
recommendations, such that the stage has a positive effect on 
willingness-to-pay for the focal product when the 
recommendation type is complement and it has a negative 
effect on willingness-to-pay for the focal product when 
recommendation type is substitute. 

3.   EXPERIMENTS 
Recommendations on Amazon.com and other platforms generally 
fall into the complement and substitute product types through the 
co-purchase and co-view lists. However, this is not always the case, 
and other contextual factors and user self-selection can impact the 
effect and content of these recommendations. Therefore, to 
eliminate these confounding factors and conditions that naturally 
occur in the field, we designed a randomized controlled experiment 
so that the recommendation type, recommendation price, and 
decision stage can be cleanly manipulated. This controlled and 
randomized treatment approach allowed us to test our hypotheses 
and make causal inferences. 

3.1   Experiment Design and Participants 
Our hypotheses express the main effects of each of three main 
factors (recommendation type, price of recommended product, and 
decision stage) as well as two two-way interaction effects (price x 
type and stage x type) on willingness-to-pay for a focal product.  
Since the focus of the study is on the effects of complementary 
versus substitutable recommendations, we did not hypothesize the 
interaction between recommendation price and decision stage.  
Additionally, since the three-way interaction among these factors 
is complex and no prior theory provides insights to this regard, this 
interaction was also not hypothesized.    

A factorial experiment was used to test our hypotheses efficiently. 
Specifically, a 2 (types of recommendation: complements vs. 
substitutes) x 2 (recommended products’ price relative to the focal 
product’s price: low vs. high) x 2 (decision stage: stage 1 vs. stage 
2) full-factorial design was used, which results in 8 treatment 
conditions. Although, the full factorial provides the opportunity to 
test the three-way interaction and the price x stage interaction, our 
analysis focuses only on the main effects and interactions identified 
in our hypotheses. The advantage of factorial experiment designs 
over randomized controlled trails (RCTs) is that they provide more 
statistical power with fewer participants. Generally, the objective 
of RCT is to compare the individual experimental conditions to 
each other directly, while in a factorial experiment the 
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combinations of experimental conditions are compared, i.e., the 
main effects and interactions. 

We manipulated the three factors between subjects, who were 
undergraduates from a business school in a large public university 
in North America. Subjects received extra credit for their 
participation in the experiment. We performed a power analysis 
with the assumption that the effect size of our model will be 
medium, i.e., 𝐶𝑜ℎ𝑒𝑛	  𝑓( = 0.15  (Cohen, 1988). To achieve power 
(1-𝛽) of 0.80 and a medium effect size, as well as maintain a 
significance level (α) at 0.05, the minimum sample size for a model 
with three main effects and two interactions is 92 (the calculation 
was made by using the package ‘pwr’ in R).  

We published a web link for our online experiment to a large 
undergraduate class containing approximately 400 students. 261 
students clicked on the link to initiate the study. Participants were 
randomly assigned to one of the eight treatment conditions. The 
median time of completion is 12 minutes. We dropped observations 
for 126 participants for the following reasons: not completing the 
study, completing the experiments in an extremely short time (e.g., 
less than 4 minutes), completing the study in very long time (e.g., 
more than 4 hours indicating the study was started, stopped, and 
started again later), and not passing manipulation checks. 
Participants were informed that multiple manipulation checks 
would be used to determine if they took the study seriously, which 
would then impact whether they received extra credit for their 
participation. Since we collected the data as an online survey 
instead of bringing students to a laboratory, it is a common 
phenomenon that response and completion rates are relatively low 
[3]. As a result, 135 valid observations were left. The distribution 
of the valid observations across treatment groups is shown in Table 
1.  As can be seen in Table 1, the randomly assigned treatments are 
evenly distributed among participants. 

Table 1. Experimental design and sample sizes per group 

  complements substitutes 

Stage 1 Low 16 17 
Stage 1 High 17 18 
Stage 2 Low 17 16 
Stage 2 High 17 17 

 
Experiment participants were put in the scenario of purchasing a 
new computer mouse on an e-commerce site like Amazon.com. We 
chose a mouse because it is very common for consumers to 
purchase electronic products online, and a computer mouse has a 
large number of potential complements and substitutes with both 
low and high prices.  

For the first manipulation factor (i.e., type of recommendation), 
participants were randomly assigned to one of two different 
shopping interfaces: the focal product page with recommendations 
of complementary products, or the focal product page with 
recommendations of substitute products. The pages included 
product descriptions directly from Amazon.com. We omitted brand 
information in the descriptions to eliminate any brand bias. Note 
that both the complementary and substitutable goods derived from 
real recommendations from the website. For the second 
manipulation factor, (i.e., price of the recommended products), 
participants were randomly assigned to either a high or low price 
condition. In the high price condition, the recommended products 
were higher in price than the focal product and in the low price 
condition the opposite was true.  For the third manipulation factor 
(i.e., decision stage), we designed a two-stage shopping procedure 

(i.e., consider-then-choose) adapted directly from [8], which the 
participants followed prior to measuring dependent variables. 
Participants were randomly assigned to one of two decision stage 
manipulations: complete the first and second stage of the shopping 
procedure before being shown the focal product page or complete 
only the first stage of the shopping procedure before being shown 
the focal product page. In all treatment groups, the focal product 
and its posted price and description remained the same. 

3.2   Stimuli and Procedures 
Participants were first instructed with a cover story that they were 
participating in research focusing on consumers’ preferences and 
purchase behavior. They were also told that there were no right or 
wrong answers. Following these initial instructions, participants 
were randomly assigned to one of the eight treatment groups.  

Before the main task of the experiment, participants were asked to 
answer some basic questions about their opinions on electronic 
products and were asked to rate several different electronic product 
categories. Participants were told that their answers to these 
questions would be used later by our system to predict their 
preferences and make personalized recommendations for them. 
This pre-experiment task was used to eliminate their doubt about 
the basis of recommendations in later steps. 

In the main task of the experiment, subjects were asked to shop for 
a computer mouse and make a purchase decision. We implemented 
the two-stage shopping decision process based on the methodology 
used in the marketing literature, (e.g., [8]). In the first stage process, 
participants were presented with descriptions of 12 computer mice 
as search results on the e-commerce store. They were asked to 
browse and evaluate all the product information presented. The 
‘Next Page’ button appeared only after 30 seconds had elapsed, as 
means of preventing participants from moving ahead too quickly, 
without reviewing the stage 1 products. Manipulation check 
questions were also asked to check their impressions about these 
initial 12 mice. In the second stage, we narrowed down the choice 
set to 2 mice and participants were asked to evaluate the two items 
and pick one of them as their final purchase choice. Participants 
who were randomly assigned to the groups with condition ‘stage 1’ 
would only go through the first stage (i.e., browsing information). 
Comparably, those who were randomly assigned to groups with 
condition ‘stage 2’ would go through both the first and the second 
stage.  

 
Figure 3. Example Screenshot for the experimental interface 

(i.e., substitutes recommendation with low price) 
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After the stage manipulation, participants viewed a specific focal 
mouse product page. Along with the focal mouse, 
recommendations were presented according to the random 
treatment condition. Figure 3 provides example screenshots of the 
recommendation interface. In the groups with ‘low (high) price’ 
condition, all the recommendations’ prices were slightly lower 
(higher) than the price of the focal mouse. Subjects could click on 
the recommendation to view a detailed description. The number of 
clicks and duration on each webpage were also recorded. 

After viewing the focal product page based on their treatment 
condition, participants were asked to provide their willingness-to-
pay for the focal product. Upon completing the shopping task, 
participants responded to a set of manipulation check questions and 
completed a short survey with demographic questions that we use 
as control variables in our analysis (age, gender, level of education, 
computer experience, web experience, e-commerce experience, 
familiarity with and attitudes toward recommender systems). 

3.3   Dependent Measure 
Willingness-to-pay is the maximum amount an individual is willing 
to sacrifice to procure a product. Here we adopted the method used 
by Rucker & Galinsky (2008), Rucker et al. (2014) and Kim & Gal 
(2014) [13][27][28] to measure willingness-to-pay. Participants 
indicated their willingness-to-pay using a sliding scale where they 
could choose from 0% to 120% of the retail price. The interval (i.e., 
0%-120%) is used to reduce the amount of response variance and 
to guard against outliers. We are interested in relative changes in 
willingness-to-pay due to treatment effects and not in estimating 
point estimates of willingness-to-pay for specific products, thus the 
interval willingness-to-pay metric is sufficient. Furthermore, 
because the market price for the focal product was given, it’s not 
realistic to use the Becker–DeGroot–Marschak approach [7] or 
second-price auctions to elicit willingness-to-pay. Figure 4 shows 
the interface for entering willingness-to-pay: 

 
Figure 4. Entering willingness-to-pay 

4.   RESULTS 
Table 2 provides summary statistics on the demographic items 
collected in our post-experiment survey.  

Table 2. Demographic Summary Statistics 

Control variables Summary 
Age Mean: 21.6, SD: 3.35 

Gender 50.37% --- female 
Primary language 88.89% --- native English speaker 
Experience with 

Internet 
88.15% --- spend more than 4 hours per 
day on the Internet 

Experience with e-
commerce 

77.04% --- browse e-commerce websites 
more frequently than once a week 

Familiarity with RS 85.19% --- familiar with RS 
Attitude toward RS 82.22% --- RS is helpful for finding 

relevant items 
 

4.1   Manipulation Checks  
In order to check the saliency of our recommendation type, two 
questions were asked of participants in the post-experiment survey: 

(1) Do you think the products in the section titled ‘We think you 
may also like these items’ are complements to the mouse you 
evaluated? and (2) Do you think the products in the section titled 
‘We think you may also like these items’ are substitutes to the 
mouse you evaluated?. In terms of the decision stage manipulation 
check, we did not directly ask subjects’ perceptions about decision 
stage because this may be an incomprehensible terminology. 
Instead, we asked them ‘In the previous task you just finished, 
which procedure(s) have you been through?’, and provided the 
following possible responses: (1) Evaluating a large set of 
alternative products as if you were gathering information in early 
stages of shopping and (2) Evaluating a small set of alternative 
products as if you were trying to choose a final one to purchase. 
An additional question was used to check participants’ perception 
about the relative price: ‘What do you think of the price level of the 
mouse you just evaluated?’. 

First, to check if participants consciously distinguished between 
complement and substitute recommendations, we compared their 
responses toward the two manipulation check questions about 
recommendation type. They responded with the following 5 claims: 
“Definitely yes” (coded as 5), “Probably yes” (coded as 4), 
“Maybe” (coded as 3), “Probably not” (coded as 2), and “Definitely 
not” (coded as 1). As expected, participants in the complements 
group perceived the recommendations as complements 
( 𝑀01234525678 = 4.15,𝑀8;<8=7;758 = 1.61, 𝑡 133 = 16.17, 𝑝 < 0.001 ), 
and not as substitutes ( 𝑀01234525678 = 1.42,𝑀8;<8=7;758 =
4.68, 𝑡 133 = −28.87, 𝑝 < 0.001). The extremely low p-values of 
these tests help guard against any potential multiple comparison 
issues. These results support the validity of our manipulation for 
recommendation types. Further, for the stage check question, 
participants in different stage conditions correctly perceived their 
decision stages ( 𝑀87GH5I = 1.19, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.39,𝑀87GH5( = 1.97, 𝑆𝐷 =
0.17, 𝑡 133 = −14.81, 𝑝 < 0.001 ). Finally, a successful 
manipulation check was observed for the price. Due to the contrast 
effect, people in the high price recommendation condition felt the 
price of focal product is lower than those assigned in the low price 
recommendation condition ( 𝑀M=HM = 2.96, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.57,𝑀41N =
3.33, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.68, 𝑡 133 = −3.45, 𝑝 < 0.001).  

4.2   Main Results 
Table 3 shows the mean and standard deviation of the willingness-
to-pay, measured as a percentage (0%-120%) of the focal product’s 
original price, in each of the eight treatment groups. 

Table 3. Mean (SD) Willingness-to-pay (%) in Each Group 

Decision stage Price complements substitutes 
Stage 1  Low 68.19 (15.86) 79.29 (17.66)  
Stage 1 High 87.65 (13.50) 93.78 (21.81) 
Stage 2 Low 88.29 (14.29) 81.63 (16.04) 
Stage 2 High 93.94 (10.87) 89.53 (13.14) 

To test the proposed hypotheses, we need to make comparisons 
between combinations of groups – the main and interaction effects. 
Since there are three manipulated factors in the experiment, we 
started by conducting a three-factor Analysis of Variance 
(ANOVA) and the results are presented in Table 4. The results 
reveal that the main effect of stage and price, as well as the 
interaction between recommendation type and stage are significant.  
We also conducted orthogonal contrast analysis, which provided 
consistent results and is omitted due to space constraints.  Details 
can be obtained by contacting the authors directly. 
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Table 4. Results of Three-factor ANOVA 
 Df SSE MSE F value Pr(>F) 

Type 1 73 73 0.279 0.5981 
Price 1 4670 4670 17.786 4.66e-05 *** 
Stage 1 1200 1200 4.570 0.0345 * 

Type : Price 1 9 9 0.036 0.8505 
Type : Stage 1 1688 1688 6.430 0.0124 * 
Price : Stage 1 872 872 3.321 0.0708 + 

Residuals 127 33343 263   
Significance levels: + 𝑝 ≤ 0.1, * 𝑝 ≤ 0.05, ** 𝑝 ≤ 0.01, *** 𝑝 ≤ 0.001. 

Figure 5 displays the average willingness-to-pay under the 
combined conditions. Specifically, there is no significant difference 
between groups with complement and groups with substitute 
recommendations (𝑀01234525678 = 84.76, 𝑆𝐷 = 16.67,𝑀8;<87=7;758 =
86.24, 𝑆𝐷 = 18.85, 𝐹 = 0.279, 𝑝 = 0.598). However, when the prices 
of recommended products are relatively high, participants’ 
willingness-to-pay is much higher than that in relatively low prices 
condition(𝑀41N = 79.48, 𝑆𝐷 = 17.48,𝑀M=HM = 91.26, 𝑆𝐷 = 15.75, 𝐹 =
17.786, 𝑝 < 0.001), which supported H2. Similarly, the difference 
between conditions in stage 1 and stage 2 was in the expected 
directions ( 𝑀87GH5I = 82.60, 𝑆𝐷 = 19.99,𝑀M=HM = 88.45, 𝑆𝐷 = 14.26,
𝐹 = 4.570, 𝑝 < 0.05), thus supporting the hypothesis that consumers 
are willing to pay more when they are in the second decision stage 
(H3). Further, we calculated Cohen’s d to capture the effect size. 
Cohen’s d is known as the difference of two population means and 
divided by the standard deviation from the data. The effect size for 
price and stage factors are 0.669 and 0.372, which indicate 
medium-to-large and small-to-medium effect, respectively.  

 
Figure 5. Average Willingness-to-pay in Combined Conditions 

For the interaction effects, Figure 6 demonstrates the difference of 
mean values for complements and substitutes groups under 
different price levels and decision stages, respectively. The left 
figure shows no interaction between type and price, since both 
complements and substitutes groups have higher willingness-to-
pay in high relative price conditions (𝐹 = 0.036, 𝑝 = 0.851). The 
crossing lines in right figure indicate significant interaction effect 
between type and stage ( 𝐹 = 6.430, 𝑝 < 0.05 ). Particularly, the 
effect of decision stage is much stronger when the 
recommendations are complements ( 𝑀87GH5I = 78.21, 𝑆𝐷 =
17.62,𝑀87GH5( = 91.12, 𝑆𝐷 = 12.28, 𝑡 65 = −3.29, 𝑝 < 0.001), while 
it’s not significant under substitute conditions ( 𝑀87GH5I =
86.74, 𝑆𝐷 = 21.18,𝑀87GH5( = 85.70, 𝑆𝐷 = 15.14, 𝑡 66 = 0.23, 𝑝 =
0.41 ). Therefore, our hypothesis of interaction effect H3A is 
partially supported, and H2A is not supported. 

  
Figure 6. Interaction effects (Left: type × price; Right: type × stage)  
Furthermore, to get the effect size of our model as well as 
coefficients of each factor, we estimated a sequential linear model. 
Firstly, we regressed the willingness-to-pay on a set of control 
variables, including gender, preference to the focal product, 
experience with e-commerce, familiarity with and attitude toward 
recommender systems. After that, we included the five independent 
variables of interests to the model. The type factor has two levels, 
either complements (0) or substitutes (1), the price factor is either 
low (0) or high (1), and the stage factor is either stage 1 (0) or stage 
2 (1). The regression results of these two models are shown in Table 
5, and the R-square increased 0.149 after including these five 
variables. Consistent with the ANOVA results, we got significant 
positive coefficients for price and stage, indicating that consumers 
have higher willingness-to-pay in the high price condition 
(compared to low price) and stage 2 condition (compared to stage 
1). In addition, the interaction effect between type and stage is also 
marginally significant at level α = 0.1. The coefficients in the table 
suggest that consumers shown a recommended product with high 
price reported 10.353% higher willingness-to-pay in terms of the 
retail price. Similarly, consumers in the second stage reported 
10.832% higher willingness-to-pay in terms of the retail price than 
those in the first stage. 

Table 5. Results of the Linear Regression Models 
 Dependent variable: Willingness-to-pay (%) 
 Model 1: Control  

(𝑅( = 0.1699) 
Model 2: Full model  

(𝑅( = 0.3189) 
 Coefficient 

(SE) 
T 

statistic 
P-

value 
Coefficient 

(SE) 
T 

statistic 
P-

value 
Intercept 53.166 

(10.450) 
5.088 1.25e-

06*** 
44.589 
(9.862) 

4.521 1.42e-
05*** 

Type     5.572 
(4.828) 

1.154 0.251 

Price    10.353 
(3.769) 

2.747 0.007 
** 

Stage    10.832 
(4.008) 

2.703 0.008 
** 

Type * 
Price 

   2.279 
(5.336) 

0.427 0.670 

Type * 
Stage 

   -10.729 
(5.691) 

-1.885 0.062 
+ 

Preference 7.141 
(1.539) 

4.640 8.45e-
06*** 

6.232 
(1.492) 

4.178 5.50e-
05*** 

Gender  3.255 
(3.081) 

1.056 0.292 3.803 
(2.905) 

1.309 0.193 

Experience -1.126 
(1.616) 

-0.697 0.487 -1.054 
(1.527) 

-0.690 0.492 

Familiarity 0.600 
(1.548) 

0.388 0.699 1.412 
(1.491) 

0.947 0.345 

Attitude -6.362 
(3.032) 

-2.098 0.0378 
* 

-6.924 
(2.807) 

-2.467 0.015 
* 

Significance levels: + 𝑝 ≤ 0.1, * 𝑝 ≤ 0.05, ** 𝑝 ≤ 0.01, *** 𝑝 ≤ 0.001. 

The effect size of our sequential multiple regression model is 
calculated by Cohen’s 𝑓(. It is defined as 𝑓( = STUV WSTV

IWSTUV
, where 𝑅X( 

is the variance accounted for by a set of control variables 𝐴 and 𝑅XZ(  
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is the combined variance accounted by 𝐴  and another set of 
independent variables of interest 𝐵. Here in our model, we have 
𝑅X( = 0.1699  and 𝑅XZ( = 0.3189 , resulting in a medium-to-large 
effect size of 𝑓Z( = 0.219 . We also conducted a post-hoc power 
analysis and with the 135 observations and the calculated effect 
size, the power of our model is 0.993 while maintaining the 
significance level at 0.05. This provides evidence that the null 
effects are true and not the result of a lack of power. 

Since we measured the willingness-to-pay by restricting 
participants’ choice from 0% to 120% of the stated retail price, it 
may result in censored and non-normal data. Therefore, we 
performed robustness check that removed the normality 
assumption. We conducted two non-parametric tests and ran a 
Tobit regression model using both dummy coding (0,1) and effect 
coding (-1,1). The coefficients and significance levels are 
consistent with our baseline analysis. Due to space constraints, 
details of the robustness check are omitted.   

5.   DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
5.1   Summary of Findings 
In this paper, we conducted a randomized experiment to examine 
the impact of complement and substitute recommendations on 
consumers’ willingness-to-pay for the focal product. Table 6 
summarizes our findings which corresponds to the proposed 
hypotheses.  

Table 6. Hypotheses and Results 
Hypotheses Results 

H1: Consumers tend to have higher willingness-to-pay 
about the focal product when it is displayed together 
with a complementary recommendation as compared to 
being displayed with a substitutable recommendation. 

Not 
Supported 

H2: The price of a recommended product has a positive 
influence on consumers’ willingness-to-pay for the 
focal product, that is, consumers are willing to pay more 
when the price of the recommended product is higher 
than the price of focal product. 

Supported 

H2A: There is an interaction effect between the price 
and type of recommendations, such that the positive 
influence of recommendation price on willingness-to-
pay for the focal product is stronger when the 
recommendation type is substitute as compared to 
complement. 

Not 
supported 

H3: The decision stage has a positive influence on 
consumers’ willingness-to-pay for the focal product, 
that is, consumers are willing to pay more when they are 
in the second stage. 

Supported 

H3A: There is an interaction effect between the stage 
and type of recommendations, such that the stage has a 
positive effect on willingness-to-pay for the focal 
product when the recommendation type is complement 
and it has a negative effect on willingness-to-pay for the 
focal product when recommendation type is substitute. 

Partially 
Supported 

Experimental results provide evidence that there is no significant 
main effect difference between complementary and substitutable 
recommendations on consumers’ willingness-to-pay for the focal 
product. We further investigated two factors that commonly present 
with recommendations: decision stage and the price of 
recommended products. We found that consumers are willing to 
pay more for a specific product as decision stage increases. An 
interesting finding is the interaction between recommendation type 
and decision stage. The positive effect of stage vanished when the 
recommendation is substitute to the focal product, while it is very 
significant with complementary recommendations. This is 
consistent with previous findings that customers prefer different 

recommendations against different purchase stages, as well as 
highlighting the importance of timing in recommender systems. 
The price of recommended products was also found to have 
significant effects on willingness-to-pay. Serving as a reference 
point, the prices of recommendations may be compared with the 
retail price of the focal product, which could cause consumers to 
adjust their willingness-to-pay through incidental price learning. 
Under the condition with high recommendation prices, consumers 
tend to have higher willingness-to-pay for the focal product and 
vice versa. This positive effect is significant no matter the type of 
recommendation for other products. 

5.2   Theoretical Contributions 
Our research offers important theoretical contributions in the 
following ways. First, studies on product recommendations have 
focused on the consumers’ different preferences and behaviors for 
one products in the presence of recommendations [1][2]. This paper 
extends the behavioral research on recommender systems by 
studying the question whether recommending ‘other products’ on 
the same webpage had an effect on consumers’ willingness-to-pay 
for the focal product. Second, prior research has not paid much 
attention to different types of recommendations. Deriving from 
economics literature, two typical relationships between products 
are examined, that is, complements and substitutes. Third, our 
research is one of the few studies that examine the detailed 
recommendation features, i.e., price of recommended products as 
well as consumers’ decision stage. Integrating the consumers’ 
decision process, we have a better understanding of the behavioral 
aspects of recommendations in online purchases. 

5.3   Implications for Practice 
Beyond contributing to advancing the academic literature, our 
findings also have significant practical implications and may guide 
the platform’s recommendation strategy. The vulnerability of 
consumers’ willingness-to-pay indicates the importance of ‘other 
products’ in recommender systems. This suggests new possibilities 
for influencing product sales by manipulating the contextual 
information of recommendations. Another important implication is 
about the timing of recommendations, i.e., complementary 
recommendations should be delayed to the second decision stage.  

5.4   Future Work 
The main limitation of this study is that we are not observing real 
world purchases. In contrast, however, an advantage is that our 
controlled randomized experiment allows us to make causal 
inferences, and thus trading external validity for identification. 
Future research can be developed by exploring other factors 
associated with recommended products, such as average ratings, 
quality, pictures of complements/substitutes and so on. 
Additionally, we can use observational data to empirically validate 
the findings of our experiment. By examining the relationships 
between recommendation network properties and products’ sales, 
we will have additional support for the influence of complementary 
and substitutable product recommendations on consumers’ 
economic behavior from an aggregate level. 
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ABSTRACT
Distributed User Interfaces (DUIs) are graphical interfaces

whose components are distributed in one or many of the UI
distribution dimensions: Time, space, platforms, displays, or
users. In this work, we have investigated the impact of the
application of DUIs, with respect to the different DUI dimen-
sions, on the experience of users of recommender systems.
We developed two prototype video recommendation mobile
applications: Monolithic Interface Recommender (MiRec),
and Distributed Interface Recommender (DiRec). Sharing
mostly the same interface, DiRec additionally offers the pos-
sibility of migrating parts of the UI between the mobile
application and a larger display (LD). A user study was con-
ducted in which participants used and evaluated both MiRec
and DiRec. Our results show a significant difference between
DiRec and MiRec in attractiveness (general impression and
likability), stimulation, and novelty measures, which posits
the existence of a strong interest in DUI recommender sys-
tems. Nonetheless, MiRec was found more easy-to-learn and
easier to understand than DiRec which gives room for further
investigation to pinpoint the reasons of DiRec’s relatively
lower perspicuity measures.

CCS Concepts
•Human-centered computing → User interface de-

sign;

Keywords
Distributed User Interfaces; Recommender Systems; Mi-

gratable Interfaces; Mobility; User Study.

1. INTRODUCTION
With the advancement of ubiquitous computing and the

trend of the ever-increasing number of devices per user, users
of interactive systems no longer perform tasks that reside
mainly on a single device, but are rather confronted with
situations where they need to complete tasks across several
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platforms. A typical situation is a user carrying out tasks
in a multi-device environment that presents itself effectively
to the user as a single UI, but which is actually distributed
along these platforms. Such situations represent typical cases
of Distributed User Interfaces (DUIs). Hence, DUIs represent
an attempt to overcome the limitations of user interfaces
that are manipulated by a single user, on a single platform,
in a fixed environment, providing few or no variations along
these distribution dimensions.
To our best knowledge, surveyed studies for the applications
of DUIs do not include any which tackle single-user recom-
mender systems; the fact that provided the main motivation
for this research. We hypothesize that the distribution of
recommender systems’ UIs leads to an enhanced user ex-
perience. To verify our hypothesis, we developed two high
fidelity prototypes for video recommendation: Monolithic
Interface Recommender (MiRec), which is a conventional
mobile video recommendation application, and Distributed
Interface Recommender (DiRec), which is a distributed ver-
sion of the mobile video recommender where the interface is
distributed among a mobile device (SD) and a large-display
screen (LD).
The proceeding sections describe this research’s main contri-
butions: A proposal for a generic model for UI distribution
for recommendation applications, the design of DiRec which
is considered as an instance of this generic model, as well as
the results and conclusion of a user study that was conducted
to test the impact of our DUI recommender’s design on users’
experience.

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Enhancing the experience of users of recommender systems

through developing more sophisticated recommendation al-
gorithms, taking in consideration aspects such as the novelty,
diversity, and accuracy of recommendations, has become
the focus of many recent studies. However, fewer studies
investigate the possibility of enhancing the user’s experi-
ence through providing novel UI solutions for recommenders.
None of the surveyed research has considered the impact of
the distribution of the UI of recommenders on the user’s
experience. This is where our study provides its main contri-
bution.
During the course of our investigation, we surveyed many
studies that laid the foundation of the relatively new field
of DUIs. Mostly relevant to our study is Vanderdonckt et
al. [9] ’s description of what constitutes a distributed UI
environment: “UI distribution concerns the repartition of
one or many elements from one or many user interfaces in
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Figure 1: Recommended video consumption and rating as an instance of the generic DUI model.

order to support one or many users to carry out one or many
tasks on one or many domains in one or many contexts of
use, each context of use consisting of users, platforms, and
environments.” To deepen our understanding of the various
dimensions of UI distribution, we surveyed several studies ([2],
[3], [5], [9]). However, one that has been especially relevant
to our study is the 4C model described by Demeure et al.,
through which we could define the 4Cs of our proposed DUI
recommender: Computation (what is distributed?), in other
words the element of distribution, which could be the task
or the platform, Communication (when is it distributed?) or
time, Coordination (who initiates distribution?) which is a
variation on the user dimension, and Configuration (from
where and to where is the distribution operated? on the
physical pixel level, or the logical level) [2].
On the other hand, a number of studies have found DUI
techniques useful for their applications among which are IAM
[1], Aura [7] and ConnecTables [8].
For implementation of our DUI recommender, we adopt a
dual display (SD-LD) approach which is similar to Kaviani
et al’s, who argue that the use of ubiquitous cell phones as
an SD component in a DUI not only offer a means to interact
with LD displays, but increasingly offer a small, but high
quality screen to complement the LD [4].
Moreover, in our previous work [10], we investigated the
application of DUIs in group recommender systems. We
developed a scenario of a movie recommender, where the
UI is distributed among two platforms: a PDA that works
as a small display (SD) and a table-top that works as a
large display (LD). Users get to view and rate recommended
items on their PDAs individually, and as a group, they get to
reach a consensus by doing the voting on the table-top. This
DUI solution to the voting part of group recommendation
is proved by the study to improve the process of reaching
consensus among a group. This study takes a further step
by investigating the benefits of using DUIs in single-user
recommender systems.

3. DESIGN OF A DUI SINGLE-USER REC-
OMMENDER

Scenarios of our DUI video recommender depict a multi-
device environment, in which the flow of control (logic) and
the application’s user interface are decoupled in a way that
allows for the distribution of UI components along the dif-
ferent devices. In other words, the user of such a system is
provided with a distributed solution, which enables him/her
to perform tasks on whichever device in this environment
(by for example migrating the UI components between the
different devices) independently of where the application is
running, and of the constraints presented by the different
platforms running the application.

3.1 Generic Model for UI Distribution
The following are generic scenarios for UI distribution

of interactive systems that are applicable to recommender
systems:

• Migration of Item Consumption: present the recom-
mended content on one device while giving the user the
ability to consume the content on another device.

• Performing Parallel Activities: user can perform tasks
simultaneously and independently from each other.

• Overview and Detail Presentations: show different ver-
sions of the presented content at different levels of
granularity on different nodes.

• Content Filtering : distribute the task to filter the user’s
choice of what to consume.

• Content Redirection: content could be transferred to
be presented on a different node.

• Migration of Items Between Users: content redirec-
tion/migration of a list of recommended items (or an
item in this list) from one user of the system to one or
more other users.
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We will describe more specific scenarios that can be consid-
ered as an extension of this generic UI distribution model
(Figure 1) in a distributed video recommender application in
the next subsection.

3.2 DiRec: Distributed Interface Video Rec-
ommender

We assume the users are working with a smaller (SD), e.g.
a smartphone or other mobile device, and a larger display
(LD), e.g. a display screen.

3.2.1 Pre-Configuring UI Distribution Options
This scenario presents the initiation point of the system, in

which the user is given an option to pre-configure the different
options the system offers for UI distribution, and hence be
the initiator of UI distribution. This offers the ability to
delay the decision of which UI components to present on
which platform, making the system distributed in time. This
is made possible by presenting the user with a Meta UI in
which he/she is asked to drag and drop the components of
their choice to the target platform.

Figure 2: Redirecting recommended item consumption from
SD to LD.

3.2.2 Presentation of Recommendation Results
The presentation of recommended videos is shown in par-

allel on the SD and LD, however, in different levels of gran-
ularity. The mobile device shows a detailed list of all the
recommended videos, together with detailed information
about the video, in tabular form with different categoriza-
tions. On the LD, an overview presentation is shown for
the recommended items that scored the highest for the user
without details, however shown in different sizes to indicate
the recommendation scores.

3.2.3 Recommended Item Details Presentation
Moreover, in our proposed design, we offer the possibility

of distributing parts of the UI with a fine granularity. The
user selects a single table-cell in the videos list and could
move it to the LD by applying the gesture, as opposed to just
mirroring or transferring the UI at a more coarse granularity.

3.2.4 Recommended Item Consumption and Rating
Starting a video on the LD is done as depicted in Figure 2 in

our prototype. On the video details page on the mobile device

(SD), the user performs a pan gesture on the video image,
which then triggers the migration of the video consumption
from the mobile device to the LD.
The video player automatically starts on the LD, providing
the user with all controls for the video playback. After
the video playback starts automatically on the LD, the LD
triggers the mobile device to display the rating page for the
user on the SD. Hence, the two tasks could be carried out
simultaneously by the user (Figure 3).

3.2.5 Filtering Recommended Items
Filtering is done by performing a right swipe gesture on the

video item in the list on the SD which redirects the content
of the video to the LD. The display of the content on the LD
is also done in an overview-detail coupling manner. After
the user is done filtering the LD will contain all the selected
items displayed as an overview.

3.2.6 Redirecting Favorites Lists
Unlike previously described scenarios which involve a single

user of the system, this scenario involves two or more users.
On the SD, the user selects a favorite-items list. On applying
a long-press on the list, the user is prompted with a list of
users from which he could select one or more users to transfer
this list to.

Figure 3: Rating a recommended video on SD in parallel to
watching it on LD.

3.3 Prototype Implementation
A subset of the suggested distribution scenarios was se-

lected for implementation. MiRec is developed as the non-
distributed version of DiRec and is meant for comparison
with DiRec’s interface through our comparative user study.
Both applications share mostly the same design, however,
thorough DiRec, the user could complete tasks in a dis-
tributed manner between a mobile application and a large
display screen, while with MiRec, users could only complete
tasks on the mobile device. MiRec is developed as an iOS
mobile application while DiRec is distributed along an iOS
application and an LD Python application with a communi-
cation layer in between which mainly relies on light-weight
TCP-IP based message passing between both platforms (e.g.:
play:<videoID> is passed from SD to LD in DiRec to play a
video on LD).
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4. USER STUDY
To evaluate our approach, we have conducted a user study

in three phases. 24 participants were asked to use both
MiRec and DiRec and rate their experiences of the products
using the User Experience Questionnaire (UEQ) method [6]
shortly after finishing the test.

Figure 4: Participant’s interaction with DiRec.

4.1 Setup
Each participant was first briefed about how to use MiRec

and DiRec, then he/she was asked to complete a set of tasks
on both applications including navigating recommendations’
lists, playing and rating of videos. Each participant was given
an iPhone with both DiRec and MiRec installed and was
being asked to interact with the LD screen component during
the course of the experiment (Figure 4). During the last
phase of the experiment, participants were asked to give their
direct impression of the application using the UEQ method
[6]. UEQ consists of 6 scales with 26 items which measure
Attractiveness (overall impression or the likability), Perspicu-
ity (learnability and ease-of-use), Efficiency (the ability to
perform tasks without exerting extra effort), Dependability
(user’s control over the experience), Stimulation (excitement
and motivation) and Novelty (innovation and creativity).

4.2 Results
Figure 5 shows the result of UEQ’s comparison of MiRec

(left side, blue) and DiRec (right side, red). With respect to
attractiveness, stimulation, and novelty, DiRec scores higher
than MiRec. For efficiency and dependability, they measure
almost similarly with MiRec scoring slightly better than
DiRec. MiRec, however, scores much higher than DiRec when
it comes to the perspicuity scale. Conducted t-Tests showed
statistical significance with regard to perspicuity (α =0.0092),
stimulation (α=0.0007), and novelty (α =0.0000), but no
significance for attractiveness, efficiency and dependability
with an alpha level of 0.05.
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Figure 5: Comparison of scale means in MiRec (left/blue)
and DiRec (right/red)

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This work investigates the impact of using distributed user

interfaces on the experience of users of recommendation appli-
cations. Our comparative user study’s UEQ results could be
interpreted as follows: The use of DUIs aids the stimulation
and novelty of recommendation applications, hence, enriches
the user’s experience, does not hinder the efficiency or limit
the span of the user’s control of recommendation applica-
tions, results in more attractive recommendation applications,
however, might affect the learnability and ease-of-use of rec-
ommendation applications. Notwithstanding the promising
results of our study, the study has fallen short in providing
an explanation of whether the relatively lower perspicuity
measures of DiRec is a result of insufficient explanation of
the study’s procedure, or if it was DiRec’s design that was
relatively less easy to understand and learn. A possible fu-
ture work would be to further investigate this aspect. Lastly,
we strongly believe that giving more span of control to the
user through allowing pre-configuration of UI distribution
schemes could further enhance the DUI experience.
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ABSTRACT
As learning robots and smart devices become common house-
hold occurrences, their users will be required to invest more
time to train them on the details specific to their household
and lifestyle. This burden of personalization may eventually
become a roadblock to the adoption of smart devices and
robots. We are interested in reducing the burden of per-
sonalization by leveraging learned information from other
households. However, machine learning methods incorpo-
rating such data will require smart recontextualizations that
can map the preferences from a collection of similar users
onto the user’s own household space. We present several
collaborative filtering based methods to solve the problem
of a robot organizing the items in a kitchen for their user:
a traditional collaborative filtering method based on prior
work incorporating user’s item–item distance ratings, and a
context-aware collaborative filtering method, which enables
direct learning of item–location ratings. We present results
on user-annotated kitchens.

CCS Concepts
•Information systems→Recommender systems; •Applied
computing → Command and control;

Keywords
applications, robotics, context-aware, collaborative-filtering

1. INTRODUCTION
As learning robots become common household items, peo-

ple will be required to train their robot on the details specific
to their household and lifestyle. In the context of house-
hold automation, smart devices like the Nest thermostat
can learn user’s preferred heating and cooling schedules from
tracked manual inputs [11]. Even more so than smart de-
vices, robots will need to learn significantly larger amounts
of household information, putting a substantial burden on
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the user for training. As this burden of personalization be-
comes more commonplace in home automation and robotics,
users may find themselves investing more and more time into
training their smart devices and robots. We are interested in
reducing the burden of personalization by leveraging learned
information from other households.

The challenge lies in the inability to directly transfer learned
information from one household to another, due to unique-
ness of household designs, schedule, demographics and com-
position of the household members, and the combined pref-
erences of all users interacting with the system. Therefore,
it is important to identify certain contextual facets of the
learning problem to work on.

We consider one such personalization problem in the area
of household robotics: the problem of a robot tasked with
learning the organization of items in a user’s kitchen like
putting away groceries or the items from a dishwasher. Ask-
ing for the location of every item would be time consuming—
possibly more so than having the person put away the items
themselves. Therefore, we were motivated to design an algo-
rithm that leverages the organization of other users’ kitchens
to help predict the user’s organization of items.

In the context of videos, products, and news articles, col-
laborative filtering techniques used for recommender sys-
tems have been developed to transfer the experience of other
users to help identify items a target user would find desir-
able. Typically, these techniques predict ratings of user-
item pairs, that is, how would a given user rate an item
based on their past ratings [18]. Recently, context has been
incorporated into recommender systems to improve their
performance—a crucial element for our application.

Context-aware collaborative filtering, for example as pre-
sented by Panniello et al. [12] and Rendle et al. [17], as-
sumes that more information exists that predicts or informs
a user’s choice of ratings than just the item itself. Context
may include information about the user or about the item
being rated. In the case of household organization, the con-
text can include the set of possible locations, the identities
of the items known to be in those locations, or categori-
cal information related to the items and locations. For this
application, we envision a robot with sufficient perceptual
abilities to identify these pieces of context.

One of our proposed methods employs a context-based
recommender system, factorization machines (FMs) [15], to
predict a user’s item–location ratings—the degree of accept-
ability of the placement of a given item at a given location
in a kitchen. In contrast, we also present an alternative col-
laborative filtering method that predicts locations based on
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the item’s predicted rating distance to items already placed
in that location, which builds directly on prior work [1]. The
important difference is, while the previous collaborative fil-
tering technique required explicit item–item ratings, the FM
method enables direct predictions of item–location ratings,
which can even be boosted by learning on the contextual
features of these variables.

We present data collected from participants on Amazon
Mechanical Turk who annotated kitchens with locations of
items. We describe several methods for enabling a learning
robot to predict item–location ratings for novel users from
this data. We also discuss how these ratings can be used
in an interactive system that attempts to find a trade-off
between asking the user for the correct input and making
a wrong choice. We demonstrate results on a collection of
user-annotated, simulated kitchen examples.

2. RELATED WORK
Researchers have long argued that user interfaces can ben-

efit from learning from their users [10]. However, devices in
the home like the Nest thermostat [11] require a significant
amount of learning effort. Yang et al. [21] reported that
early users struggled with understanding what the Nest ther-
mostat learned and that these users found it hard to override
its learned behavior.

Home organization is a good example of a task that both
exhibits strong user preferences and is highly desirable to
automate. Several researchers found that cleaning and or-
ganization are the top two tasks users most want robots to
do [20, 4]. Pantofaru et al. [13] argue that, unlike clean-
ing tasks, organization is “nuanced and emotional.” They
also found that, even if they could afford the help, many
people will not hire human assistants to organize their be-
longings because it is too personal of a problem. Therefore, a
robot learning this task must tread carefully by weighing the
cost of requiring too many user interactions and misplacing
items.

Several researchers in the robotics community have begun
to look at placing and organizing items. Cha et al. [5] ex-
amined methods for predicting locations of items in a user’s
kitchen from other items in the kitchen. Using item-related
features like item-type and use, they found that a Support
Vector Machine classifier (SVM) performed the best in their
domain.

However, in collaborative filtering, SVM methods are of-
ten disregarded due to their poor performance on sparse
datasets. We present as a baseline a Support Vector Re-
gression method that struggles on the full data set when
considering individual locations, but performs better only
over item and location features. However, our proposed so-
lutions still outperform this SVR method.

Fisher et al. [6] presented a probabilistic model that can
generate plausible scenes of items from user-provided ex-
amples. Leveraging a larger scene database, they can create
arrangements of novel items suitable for the user. Collabora-
tive filtering methods extend beyond this type of generative
model by incorporating preferences of other users to predict
given user’s preferences. Jiang et al. [7] discuss a method for
placing items optimizing for stable and semantically relevant
locations, but do not capture a user’s preferences for loca-
tions among semantically identical locations. Schuster et al.
[19] learn organizational principles to place items into mean-
ingful locations, but do not make use of user preferences to

select locations. However, a robot utilizing our algorithms
could also easily incorporate these capabilities of identify-
ing free space and stable placement poses within the specific
location chosen by our prediction system.

The work by Abdo et al. [2] most closely mirrors the
contributions of our paper. They use collaborative filter-
ing techniques on item–item pair ratings and then approx-
imately solve a minimum k-cut problem to best group the
items from their predicted ratings. Using these groupings,
they then place the items into semantically identical bins or
shelves. We build on this work to solve the problem of pre-
dicting specific locations for items in a kitchen, as opposed
to just their general groupings. We present several methods
to solve this more general problem, including a method to
adapt their technique over collocation data to predict suit-
able locations. We further present a context-aware collab-
orative filtering technique that leverages item–item colloca-
tion information without its explicit representation in the
training data.

3. METHOD
Our proposed solutions predict a user’s preferred loca-

tions for items they want organized. It consists of two com-
ponents, a rating prediction collaborative filter and an al-
gorithm for producing the optimal location given a set of
location ratings produced from the collaborative filter.

There are two solutions we present here. The first builds
on previous work by using a collaborative filter to predict a
user’s item–item ratings – whether the two items should be
placed together or not. Predicting the correct location is a
matter of choosing the location which contains the item with
lowest distance rating to the item being placed for the eval-
uated user. The second uses a context-aware collaborative
filter to directly predict a user’s item–location ratings. The
predicted location is just the location with the minimum
item–location rating for the user.

We envision this work as a component in a robot’s back
and forth interactions with their users. To minimize the
number of interactions required at the risk of misplacing
objects, we also present a method for tuning the predictive
success of the location-prediction system by allowing the sys-
tem to choose to place based on its predicted value or ask
the user for the actual location.

4. RECOMMENDER SYSTEMS
Recommender systems are concerned with the problem of

predicting user–item ratings. That is, given user u, what
rating r ∈ R would they assign to the item i? For the
problem of household organization, we modify the problem
so that the system makes predictions on item–item ratings or
item–location ratings. This modification makes our problem
a variant of the classical recommender problem in that users
provide ratings on either item–item pairs or item–location
pairs.

Collaborative filtering is a category of methods for recom-
mender systems that seek to predict ratings for items novel
to a user from ratings of the items from similar users. The
typical input is a rating matrix R ∈ RM×N , where rows are
associated with the items, and the columns are associated
with users. Factorization methods attempt to generate a
lower dimensional representation to improve generalization.
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As shown in Abdo et al. [2], we decompose this matrix into:

R = B + R̄ (1)

where B is a bias matrix that encodes the global bias, item
bias and user bias, and R̄ is the residuals matrix that the
collaborative filtering algorithm attempts to learn. We use
the L-BFGS minimization algorithm [9] to find the factoriza-
tion of the residual matrix and bias matrix that minimizes
the regularized squared error.

4.1 Context-aware recommender systems
Compared to classical recommender systems, context-aware

recommender systems assume that some additional informa-
tion exists that relates to the user’s choices of ratings. For
example, a user may choose a location based on the other
items already placed there or based on the location’s salient
features. We include information about the locations into
the context-based recommender, but our chosen context-
aware recommender also learns automatically information
related to item–item collocation to inform its predictions.

4.2 Factorization Machines
Rendle et al. [15] developed factorization machines to

make predictions in a model with all multi-degree interac-
tions among the context variables with sparse data in linear
time. For a system that models only interactions between
two variables at a time, the model equation is:

ŷ(x) := w0 +

n∑
i=1

wixi +

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=i+1

(vi · vj)xixj , (2)

where x is the input variable vector, w0 is the global bias,
w is the weights over x. (vi · vj) is the dot product of
vi and vj and models the interaction of the i-th and j-th
variable, where vi/j ∈ V is a factorized representation of
the weighting of xi/j .

Instead of estimating an individual weight parameter (wi,j ∈
R) for higher-order interactions (d ≥ 2), the factorization of
v enables modeling even under sparsity. Here, w0, w and
V ∈ Rn×k are the parameters to be estimated.

Context does not need to be explicitly represented because
it can be learned through the factorization of vi . Though
we show that the item–item collocation has very powerful
explanatory power, we do not need to represent that infor-
mation in the context variables. Instead, we include users,
items, locations and features, and the optimization of the
model will seek to explain these ratings appropriately.

Though the model presented in equation 2 suggests a so-
lution would require a run time of O(kn2) where k is the
number of dimensions and n is the number of context vari-
ables, they show this equation can be reformulated into a
linear solution with runtime complexity O(kn). Indeed, for
models with higher degrees of interactions, it can still be
refactored into a linear time solution.

5. LOCATION SELECTION
One difficulty of choosing a correct location for an item

is that many locations in a kitchen are interchangeable and
are justifiable placement locations ignoring the current orga-
nization. A user’s preferred organization therefore requires
the robot to identify the most likely location from existing

item placements and physical suitability of the location for
the item.

For our work, we chose to code ratings as 0.0 being a pos-
itive example and 1.0 as a negative example, though the re-
verse – 0.0 for negative and 1.0 for positive – is equally valid.
For item–location pairs, a rating, r(i, l) = 0.0 indicated the
item is in the preferred location and 1.0 indicated it is not.
For item–item pairs, a rating, r(i, i′) = 0.0, indicated the
items should be located together. Rating predictions pro-
duced by the collaborative filtering methods are real valued
approximately in the range of [0, 1].

5.1 Choosing a Location from Item–Item Pairs
In our first approach, item–item ratings r(i, i′) are learned

from training input via a context-unaware collaborative fil-
tering technique [2]. Finding a suitable location for an item
in the kitchen then requires finding the location that results
in the best match to the item–item ratings. If a location is
empty, the method takes the mean pair rating as its default.

Formally, for items i, i′, j, j′ ∈ I = {i1, i2, · · · , im}, and
location l ∈ L = {l1, l2, · · · , ln} where i 6= i′ and j 6= j′, n is
the number of locations and m is the number of items, we
want to find the item–location rating Ritem–item summa-
rized from item–item ratings r(i, i′).

Ritem–item(i, l) =

{
mini′∈l r(i, i′) if ∃i′ ∈ l,
1

m2

∑
j∈I
∑

j′∈I r(j, j′) otherwise.

(3)
We then select the location with the lowest distance rat-

ing. We denote the event of item i being placed in location
l as i ∈ l and write the selected location as

l̂ = argmin
l

Ritem–item(i, l). (4)

5.2 Predicting Location Ratings through FMs
We use the factorization machine’s model to predict item–

location ratings. Each row in the input matrix includes con-
text variables for the user, item, location, and a location
category. For each provided example of an item–location
pairing in the input data, we assign a distance rating of 0.
We produce n−1 other ratings of value 1 for this same item
in all the other locations in the kitchen. Each location vari-
able is encoded uniquely for the user, even if in experiments
different users annotated the same kitchens.

In Equation 5, we show the context variable vector we
used in our dataset. Each context variable is assigned a
value of 1 when active and 0 otherwise. In our notation, u is
a user, ii is an item, lj is location, and Φ(l) are the feature
values over the active location variable l:

x = {u1, · · · , uU , i1, · · · , im, l1, · · · , ln,Φ(l)}. (5)

Because the model directly learns item–location ratings
Ritem–location(i, l) = r(i, l), we can find the location with
the lowest distance rating:

l̂ = argmin
l

Ritem–location(i, l). (6)
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Figure 1: A hierarchical clustering of 111 kitchen items and their mean pair ratings. Groups were colored
for distances less than or equal to 4

5.3 Combination Method
Both techniques, predicting via item–item pairs and item–

location pairs, provide ratings for an item in a location. We
can combine the two values in a number of ways. We chose
harmonic mean to capture information provided by both
ratings without being unduly influenced by the relative offset
biases between the two types of ratings.

l̂ = argmin
l

(
2.0Ritem–location(i, l) ∗Ritem–item(i, l)

Ritem–location(i, l) + Ritem–item(i, l)

)
.

(7)

6. DATA COLLECTION
To create a data set with maximum opportunities for gen-

eralizing between users, we were interested in finding a col-
lection of items that many people would be familiar with
and would have in their households.

6.1 Finding common kitchen items
To create our item set, we began by pulling a list of rec-

ommended cooking items from ‘How to Cook Everything’ by
Bittman [3]. Their recommended items consisted of cooking
tools and basic foods useful for cooking a variety of recipes.
We also examined the list of items identified by Cha et al. [5]
in their CMU kitchen dataset. They surveyed several house-
holds and annotated all the items found in their participants’
kitchens. We merged the items across these sources and re-
moved duplicates—items that we judged to be the same as
an item already in the list—and were left with 398 items.
We replaced items commonly found in a container, like sea-
sonings, oils or other liquids, with the appropriate container
of that item (‘olive oil’ became ‘a bottle of olive oil’).

We randomly split the selected items into surveys of 10
items, and one survey of 8 item and asked participants on
Amazon Mechanical Turk if they had any of the items in
their household kitchen. For each survey, we collected 20
responses. Participants were allowed to answer as many
different surveys as they chose (min: 1, max: 30, mean:
10.5). No one participant completed all the surveys.

From the full set, we selected the items at least 85% of
respondents indicated were in their households, producing a

Figure 3: Diagram of a kitchen with numeric labels.

list of 111 items to be used for location annotations.

6.2 Kitchen annotations
We were provided four kitchen layouts from the authors

of the CMU Kitchen Dataset. We labeled each drawer, cab-
inet, refrigerator, freezer and counter with a unique numer-
ical identifier. Figure 6.2 shows one of the labeled kitchen
images we provided for a survey. We created four different
surveys, each with a different labeled kitchen. We asked par-
ticipants to assign locations in their labeled kitchen for all
111 items. Participants were asked not to respond to more
than one survey. For the participants who took multiple sur-
veys, we only kept responses to their first. We received 25
responses to each survey. We removed three responses from
two groups due to duplication of users. Ten participants
from the previous task also completed this one.

To summarize patterns in how objects were placed closely
to one another, we built the hierarchical clustering of item–
item pair distances shown in Figure 1. Over all users, and
for each item–item pair, we computed the fraction of times
the items were not placed together. Groups of items with
distances less than or equal to 4 are given unique colors
in the diagram. The figure illustrates that items fall into
clear categories in their placement around the kitchen. For
example, ‘a glass cup’, ‘a large glass’, ‘a cup’, ‘a mug’, and
‘a large coffee mug’ were commonly placed together.
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Figure 2: Prediction accuracy versus the number of probes for several different learning methods.

7. EXPERIMENTS
From the data presented in Section 6.2, we created four

sets of training and testing data by assigning data collected
for three kitchens to training and the fourth to testing. Even
though many people annotated the same kitchen, we used
a variable for a location unique to each user. For each item
and location in a kitchen, we created a collocation data set
by indicating for each item–location pair in the original data
set whether it was found with one of the other 111 items.
That is, we changed the data lines from rating–item–location
to rating–item–item–location. We set the associated rating
to 0.0 if the two items were found together in the location
and 1.0 otherwise.

For the item–location dataset, probes were drawn from the
testing data. For each user in the testing data, we selected
a random set of items and moved the ratings of that user
for those items to the training dataset. We used the same
sets of items for the collocation dataset and created a set of
probes for all item pairings in this set of items.

7.1 Model configuration
We trained the factorization-machine model (FM) using

libFM [16] on the training data to produce predictions for
each user–item–location in the testing dataset. We used
adaptive stochastic gradient descent with a learning rate of
0.03, a sampling standard deviation of 0.1 and 30 for the
number of dimensions of the model. The item–location tuple
with the lowest predicted rating was chosen as the predicted
location of the item.

For the data-driven factorization method (DD), we trained
the collaborative filter on the collocation training dataset
without the additional probes. The probes were then used
to update the model through the new-user update method
presented by Abdo et al. [2]. As done in their work, we
also built our model with three dimensions for the factor-
ization. The limited memory BFGS minimization algorithm
from SciPy [8] was used to find the optimal variables, with
a stopping criteria ‘factr’ set to 10.

We included a support vector regression (SVR) model
to predict ratings from the dataset. The SVR model was
trained on the item–location data set. We used the imple-
mentation provided in scikit-learn [14]. The user columns
of the item–location dataset were removed to reduce sparse-
ness. We used a radial basis function kernel, with the default
gamma of 1

N
where N is the number of features. The stop-

ping tolerance was set to 0.0001, and no shrinkage was used.
We trained both SVR models and one FM model with

features. For both, we included features about the locations
describing the location type: drawer, low cabinet, high cabi-
net, counter, refrigerator, freezer. Additionally, for the SVR
models, we also included item features related to the use of
the item: edible, drinkable, food storage, etc.

For the combined model, we used the FM model trained
with features and the DD method discussed above.

7.2 Results
Figure 2 presents the predictive success of the non-probe

items in the testing dataset for two FM models, a data-
driven factorization model over item collocation data (DD),
a model combining the FM model and DD model (DD FM
Combined), and two SVR models. We measured predictive
success as the fraction of times the model predicted the cor-
rect location a user chose to place an item.

For the two FM models, we present a model trained as
we described in previous sections (FM), and also a model
trained on these variables but without location features (FM,
no features). For the two SVR methods, we show the results
of one model trained using location variables (SVR) and one
without (SVR, no location). We show results for different
fractions of items used as probes, specifically 0, 1

4
, 1

2
and

3
4
, corresponding to 0, 28, 56, and 83 probes out of the 111

total items.
As seen in this graph, the proposed methods perform quite

strongly for this difficult task. Even with no information
about a current user (0 probes), the FM and DD FM com-
bined model can correctly predict a significant fraction of
locations for that user. The FM, no features and the DD
methods perform strongly when probes are available, but
reduce to random guessing when 0 probes are used. This is
due to the limitations of collaborative filtering without ad-
ditional contextual information. Without any information
from the user, the base performance is generally quite poor.

The FM models both performed strongly over a wide range
of probes. Both of the FM models were trained without ex-
plicit collocation data, yet both performed as well as the
data-driven model, implying that the FM model is correctly
learning the importance of item–item pairings for prediction.
Indeed, the success of the DD method to predict locations
when probes were available illustrates the importance of the
inherent item–item affinities presented earlier.
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Figure 4: Predictive success versus the fraction of
testing that did not meet the minimum required
threshold for placement. Lower fractions imply
more locations were chosen, with less placement con-
fidence.

The DD FM Combined model outperformed the FM mod-
els and the DD model by themselves when probes are pro-
vided. It combined the learning of the FM model on loca-
tion features with the high accuracy of item–item ratings
provided by the DD model.

Both SVR methods performed worse than the proposed
solutions regardless of the number of probes presented. The
SVR method trained with locations performed especially
poorly. The locations were uniquely encoded for each indi-
vidual user, which created a highly sparse input that posed
difficulty to this method. By excluding locations, the SVR
no locations method performed better because this input is
significantly less sparse. Regardless, the collaborative filter-
ing methods strongly outperformed the SVR methods.

7.3 Placement-versus-asking trade-off
An important design consideration for an interactive sys-

tem is the trade-off between placing an item incorrectly and
asking the user for the correct placement. We observed that
each algorithm places higher confident answers closer to the
ranges of their output. Therefore, we can enable systems to
ask questions for uncertain items by requiring a threshold
for ratings.

Figure 4 plots the success of each algorithm against the
fraction of items in the testing dataset that do not meet the
threshold for placement with 50% of probes already placed.
We normalized the predictions of each algorithm between 0
and 1 to simplify the comparison.

Data points at a fraction of 0 correspond to data pre-
sented in Figure 2 for 50% probes. The DD FM Combined
method remains among the strongest overall. Data for frac-
tions above 0.85 were not included because there are too few
data points for accurate predictive success.

8. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we presented several methods for reducing

the burden of personalization that comes from users supply-
ing a learning system household organization preferences.
We collected data about the existence, pairing and location
of items in participants’ kitchens. We found that people
have a lot of items in common but also many unique items

not found in other kitchens. A system that recognizes a lo-
cation suitable for an item could easily still fail to match the
user’s preference for its location. In response, we presented
a solution that incorporates a user’s preferences but enables
an autonomous system to make use of perceivable features
of these locations when learning.

We showed that a context-based collaborative filtering
model called factorization machines is well suited to predict
item–location ratings. Choosing the appropriate location is
a simple task of finding the location with the best rating.
For interactive systems, we show the value in trading off
asking for a location versus placing it incorrectly.

Though household robotics entails a sizable burden of
personalization, this issue also plagues many other mod-
ern smart-household devices like thermostats and lighting.
Machine-learning methods that use data from other house-
holds in learning a user’s preferences will require smart re-
contextualizations that can map the preferences drawn from
a collection of different users onto the user’s own household
space. We envision these topics as bright areas of future
research.
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ABSTRACT

Cosmetic products are inherently personal. Many people
rely on product reviews when choosing to purchase cosmet-
ics. However, reviewers can have tastes that vary based on
personal, demographic or cultural background. Prior work
has discussed methods for generating attribute-based expla-
nations for item ratings on cosmetic products, based on as-
sociated text-based reviews. This paper focuses on evalu-
ating explanation interfaces for product reviews and related
attributes. We present the results of a cross-cultural user
study that evaluates five associated explanation interfaces
for cosmetic product reviews across groups of participants
from three di↵erent cultural backgrounds. We applied a 3
by 2 within subjects experimental design in a user study
(N=150) to evaluate e↵ects of UI design and personaliza-
tion on a range of user experience metrics in a cosmetics
shopping scenario. Results of the study show that 1) Ko-
rean and Japanese speakers chose the most complex UI more
often than English speakers. 2) older participants also pre-
ferred more options in cosmetic product selection, regardless
of cultural background. 3) personalization of product rat-
ings did not show an e↵ect on user experience. 4) Attribute-
based explanations were preferred over star-ratings for all
three cultures. 5) Rating propensity evaluation showed that
Japanese provided significantly higher ratings than Korean
or English participants, and that Females provided higher
ratings than Males, regardless of background.

CCS Concepts

•Human-centered computing ! HCI design and evalu-
ation methods; User models; User studies;
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1 Introduction

Over the last 25 years, recommender systems have attempted
to help users find the right information at the right time [15].
More recently, the proliferation of e-commerce applications
supports buying and selling products in the global market
with relatively little e↵ort. Increasingly, consumers are rely-
ing on customer reviews to inform purchasing decisions [8].
In many cases, product reviews are presented in summary
form via mechanisms such as star ratings. Such represen-
tations, however, typically fail to capture the subtle opin-
ions that exist in the accompanying text-based reviews. In
this paper, we build on recent work that automatically ex-
tracts attributes and associated ratings from online product
reviews [10]. In particular, we focus on understanding how
visual representations of various types of extracted item rat-
ings impact user experience and conversion likelihoods in an
e-commerce setting, as exemplified in Figure 1. Motivated
by recent research that shows the importance of user ex-
perience over traditional accuracy metrics in recommender
systems [7], we conduct a user experiment to understand
how rating display a↵ects user experience. Specifically, we
applied a 3 by 2 within subjects design (Table 1) in an online
study (N=150) to evaluate e↵ects of UI design and personal-
ization on a user experience metrics in a cosmetics shopping
scenario, considering the following research questions:

R1: Do cross-cultural preference di↵erences exist for recom-
mendation interfaces? If so, what are the key predictors of
these di↵erences?

R2: Are there cross-cultural preference di↵erences for per-
sonalized v/s non-personalized recommender system inter-
faces?

R3: Are there cross-cultural preference di↵erences between
traditional (star-rating) and more granular attribute-based
recommender system interfaces?

R4: Are there di↵erences in rating propensities across the
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three cultures? If so, what are the strongest predictors of
observed rating shifts?

The cosmetics domain was used for this study, since they
are sold globally and are inherently personal in nature. To
explore variances in opinions on the explanation interfaces
across di↵erent cultural backgrounds, participant groups were
sourced from American, Japanese and Korean cultural back-
grounds. These particular groups were selected as a repre-
sentative sample with diverse cultures, and because they are
among the fastest growing markets for cosmetics.1

2 Related Work

In this study, we focus on explanations and transparency of
recommender systems and on the (associated) role of prod-
uct attributes mined from product reviews. Here, we discuss
several related work in these areas.

Product Attributes To understand consumer behavior in
economics, research has focused on the di↵erent attributes
and uncertainties that consumers consider when purchasing
a product [8, 13]. For buyers, these attributes play impor-
tant roles when deciding to purchase a product. More im-
portantly, attributes vary widely across product types and
users’ personal tastes. For example, [3] study the e↵ects of
search attributes and provide a comparison between tradi-
tional and online supermarkets. A recent study on descrip-
tion and performance uncertainty [4] focused on the di�-
culty in assessing the product’s characteristics. Building on
works such as [13] that show advantages of using fine-grained
product attributes in the recommendation process, we aim
to further our understanding of the role of fine-grained prod-
uct attribute ratings in consumer decisions.

Explanation and Transparency in Recommendation Within
the recommender systems research community, there is an
increasing understanding of the need for user-centered eval-
uations [12]. Recent keynote talks [2] and workshops [14]
have helped to highlight the importance of this topic. In
this paper, we follow Knijnenburg et al.’s [9] argument for
a framework that takes a user-centric approach to recom-
mender system evaluation, beyond the scope of recommen-
dation accuracy. In contrast to that work however, we argue
that decision quality is an important evaluation metric that
goes beyond the user experience metrics described in [9], and
further, that it can be used to explain observed usage pat-
terns for search and recommendation tools. Garcia-Molena
[6] described di↵erences and similarities between search and
recommendation, and argued that interactive interfaces can
help users understand and use these tools in more e�cient
ways. Along the same vein, it has also been recognized
that many recommender systems function as black boxes,
providing no transparency into the working of the recom-
mendation process, nor o↵ering any additional information
to accompany the recommendations beyond the recommen-
dations themselves [7]. To address this issue, static or in-
teractive/conversational explanations can be given to im-
prove the transparency and control of recommender sys-
tems. Research on textual explanations in recommender
systems to date has been evaluated in wide range of do-
mains (varying from movies to financial advice [5]). From a
cross-cultural perspective, Pu and Chen performed a related
study that evaluated perceptions of di↵erent recommenda-
tion interfaces in [1], using subjects from Chinese and Swiss

1http://polishcosmetics.pl/Korean-Market-Analysis.pdf

backgrounds. In contrast to their study, which compared
a novel UI against a list view and assessed user experience
metrics, we focus on the perception of attribute ratings ver-
sus traditional less-fine grained ratings, and on the impact
of personalization on these perceptions. A second contrast
to [1] is that our work explores rating propensity across the
di↵erent groups.

3 Mining Attribute Ratings

This study builds on a recent work [10] on attribute ex-
traction from online product reviews. Specifically, we posit
that more explanations of a given product in the form of
multiple attributes with corresponding scores (on five star
rating scales), see Figure 1, can provide benefits to poten-
tial customers. In the prototype of the proposed recom-
mender system, both personalized information (Simgroup
ratings: “Users similar to you rate this item as”) and mul-
tiple product attributes extracted from a review text are
added as features. Through an online user study, we apply
both novel approaches as controlled variables to the proto-
type design and investigate the preference of the users to
such features across demographic backgrounds, particularly,
cultural backgrounds (English, Korean and Japanese).

4 Interface Design
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Figure 1: Screenshots of the interface used in the
online user study. The annotations A-E show the
items that varied in each condition, as shown in Ta-
ble 1.

We designed a novel user interface for product review
pages based on the feedback we received from a preliminary
user study (N=100). We performed the study with a simple
design layout to test the di↵erent visual conditions outlined
in Table 1. Participants gave feedback on their preference
for each UI in a virtual shopping scenario. They were also
required to leave a comment on the interface design. For
example, they reported the benefit of the new features, such
as “I like the level of detail it has related to the product”,
and suggested preferred features, such as “More alive col-
ors” / “More explanations and ratings”. The collection of
100 comments were manually assessed, and improvements
were made to the UI, including shortened review text with
“read more” button and breakdown of multiple attributes
extracted from the review text on stars. The revised design
is shown in Figure 1.

5 Experimental Setup

Figure 1 shows an example of the refactored interface for
a sample product review. To test our hypotheses above, a
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Table 1: Overview of the controlled variables for the online user study.
UI Config non-personalized

(no information from similar users)
personalized
(with social data from similar users)

review text only A: product review text
review text with star
rating

B: A + mean rating on stars C: A + mean rating and the rating from
active user’s simgroup on stars

review text, star rating
and attributes

D: B + attribute weights computed from
current review text (on stars)

E: C + attribute weights computed from
current review text (on stars)

Figure 2: Preferred User Interface by Culture.

Figure 3: Preferred User Interface by Age.

3x2 within subjects experiment was conducted, controlling
for personalization, and rating type, as shown in Table 1.
The study (N=150) was performed on the crowdsourcing
platform, Amazon Mechanical Turk. Each participant was
shown a randomly ordered set of 5 di↵erent design layouts
corresponding to the treatments in Table 1, and were asked
to rank them in order of preference. They were also asked
to rate the helpfulness of each. Participants were evenly
balanced across cultural backgrounds. All participants were
shown with the five interfaces in random order. The content
was shown in their primary language based on their cultural
background. Overall, participants took between 5-10 min-
utes doing the study, and were paid $1.50 for their time.
Questions were added to test for user attention level and for
language proficiency, including identification of di↵erences
between UIs and simple math questions written in the ap-
propriate language. After filtering our data based on these
metrics, group sizes were 39, 25 and 12 for English, Japanese
and Korean, respectively. Participant age ranged between
18-64 with an average of 26. Gender groups were not evenly
distributed, as expected for the cosmetics domain, with 70%
female and 30% male.

6 Results

Perception and Rating Differences Figure 2 shows the
results for the UI ranking task, broken down by age. The
result shows a clear preference for design E in all groups, but
there is a significant increase in that preference for partici-
pants over 40 (shown on the right side). This e↵ect was also
seen from 100 participants in the preliminary study. Inter-
face E, shown in Figure 1, shows the most information, and
allows users to understand how users similar to them rate
individual product attributes. This e↵ect might be a result
of specific preferences for cosmetics developing with age, and
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Figure 4: Cross-cultural perspective of helpfulness
of the five evaluated interfaces.
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Figure 5: Di↵erence in rating propensity by gender.

accordingly, an increased need to explore user ratings on fine
grained product attributes (see Figure 3).

Personalization and Rating Type Figure 4 shows the re-
sults of perceived usefulness of the interfaces, broken down
by cultural groupings. Each UI condition is shown as a group
on the x-axis, and each group contains the mean utility score
for the three cultural groups. The x-axis groups (UI treat-
ments) are also ranked from left to right based on number of
visible features (UI complexity). This graph shows several
interesting e↵ects: first, there is a general preference across
all groups for the attribute-based representations (groups D
and E, on the right side), over less granular, star-ratings
or text-based UIs. This is a promising result that indicates
that attribute extraction and visualization has a positive ef-
fect on Ux. The second interesting result is that within the
star-rating group (2nd and 3rd group) and the attribute-
rating (4th and 5th) groups there is no notable di↵erence
between the personalized and non-personalized treatments.
This result tells us that the granularity of presented ratings
has more positive impact on user experience than the percep-
tion that the ratings come from similar users. To investigate
this result in more depth, a followup experiment is planned
with a large corpus of product reviews collected from Ama-
zon.com [11] 2 to compute actual similarity scores based on
user profiles. This would clearly give better insight into the
observed e↵ect. Figure 4 also answers R2, in that there are
no significant di↵erences between the cultural groups within

2http://jmcauley.ucsd.edu/data/amazon/
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Figure 6: Di↵erence in rating propensity by culture.

each UI treatment, although the Japanese showed a trend
towards favoring the more complex UI treatments.

Rating Propensity For some users, rating an item with a
specific number of stars can have very di↵erent meanings.
User ratings on items serve as the basis for most collabo-
rative recommendation techniques, but they tend to ignore
such di↵erences when computing neighborhoods for recom-
mendation. Further, little work has been done to under-
stand cross-cultural di↵erences in rating propensity. Since
these participant groupings were available our experimen-
tal setup, a logical step was to evaluate rating propensities
within each of the cultural groups, to serve as both an in-
dependent result, and as a weighting factor for the analysis
in Figure 4. Each participant was shown three randomly
ordered faces, showing expressions with happy, neutral and
sad expressions. They were asked to rate the ‘happiness’ per-
ceived in each on a five point Likert scale. Figure 5 shows
the results by gender (for all groups). Interestingly, there
is a trend for Females to rate higher than males, and the
di↵erence becomes more pronounced for the ‘happy’ expres-
sion, shown on the rightmost plot of Figure 5 with a mean
di↵erence of 0.7 (relative increase of 16%, p<0.005). Figure
6 shows the results of the rating propensity analysis broken
down by cultural group. Again, the graphs represent mean
rating for sad, neutral and happy expression ratings from left
to right, respectively. Here, we see a clear trend for higher
ratings in the Japanese group across all three expressions.
While this is only a small-scale initial study, we believe that
this is an important result for the study of recommender
system performance across di↵erent cultures in general, and
a follow-up study on propensity of ratings for recommender
systems is planned to investigate this further.

7 Discussion and Future Work

This study applied a 3 by 2 within subjects experimental de-
sign in a user study (N=150) to evaluate e↵ects of UI design
and personalization on a range of user experience metrics
in a cosmetics shopping scenario using participant groups
from three di↵erent cultural backgrounds. Results of the
study show that 1) Korean and Japanese speakers chose the
most complex UI more often than English speakers. 2) older
participants also preferred more options in cosmetic product
selection, regardless of cultural background. 3) personaliza-
tion of product ratings did not show an e↵ect on user expe-
rience. 4) attribute-based explanations were preferred over
star-ratings for all three cultures. 5) Rating propensity eval-
uation showed that Japanese had significantly higher ratings
than Korean or English, and that Females provided higher
ratings than Males, regardless of background. A clear next-

step is to evaluate on real product data. The authors plan a
follow-up study to compare LDA and dictionary-based ap-
proaches to product attribute extraction, and to explore how
the resulting attributes can improve explanations, and user
profiles for collaborative filtering. Additionally, a more de-
tailed evaluation of the di↵erent rating propensities across
cultures is underway using a larger number of participants
and multiple product domains.
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